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FOREWORD

It has been a pleasure to compile this 1917 Kink

Book and make available in a convenient form for

handy use, the many kinks, formulas, recipes, tables

and other information it contains. In selecting the

material from the Questions and Answers Department,

and other sections of TEXTILE WORLD JOUR-
NAL, the aim has been to include the out-of-the-

way information that is most needed by mills and

their superintendents and overseers. Attention is

called to the carefully prepared index, following the

questions and answers, which will enable reference

to be made to subjects in the shortest possible time.

We believe that never before has so wide a range

of textile questions been answered in one volume.

There are, however, limitations to any book of

technical information. With changing conditions

and progress in the textile industry, new problems

are constantly coming up for solution, and the

editors of TEXTILE WORLD JOURNAL cordi-

ally invite subscribers to make use of its columns

and facilities for getting information required.

It is with a live sense of indebtedness that we

have drawn upon the knowledge and experience

of a large staff of contributors to the colunuis of

TEXTILE WORLD JOURNAL for the informa-

tion given in these pages, and grateful acknowledg-

ment is made to the men who have worked out the

kinks and other information and given them to

add to the sum of useful knowledge of their industry.

Textile World Journal
Bragdon, Lord & Nagle Co,

Publishers
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Checking Waste in Cotton Carding

Will you please answer the following questions : Should
card hands cut off one to two yards of the last end of the

lap and throw it into the waste can? Should speeder hands
or spinners take down roving bobbins when they have one
or two rounds of roving for the full length of the bobbin?

(2641)

We do not allow a card hand to cut off one to two yards

of the last end of the lap and throw it in the waste can as

this only makes unnecessary waste. Only a few inches is

necessary in order to make an even splice and prevent doubles

from entering the card. Speeder hands or spinners are not

allowed to take down roving bobbins having one or two
rounds of the roving full length of the bobbin. One row
at the most can be taken off, usually when the bare bobbin

is visible. In order to have a creel run out together on a

fly frame the pieces can be taken out and run up on a few
ends at the end of the frame where the tender can watch
them. WiNTON.

Two yards of lap torn off at the end seems excessive.

There should be enough taken off, however, to avoid having
any of the bunches or wrinkled end (due to the wrapping
of end of lap around lap roll in picker) going into the

card, as this is very liable to cause damage to the card

clothing and often being the cause of the so-called "raised

wires" on the cylinder. Of course the waste, even though
reworked, should be kept down to the lowest possible amount
and the question of how long a piece should be broken off

the lap is largely governed by the speed at which the cards

are running and the number of cards the operator has to

look after. It seems to me that a foot or a yard at most
would be plenty, but "Safety First" is a good motto here
for it is cheaper to rework a little waste than to replace card
clothing.

Two or three rows of roving is too much to take out

unless it is broken out to keep the bobbins in the creels

of uniform size. In this case, however, these pieces should
be run on the end of the frame. This applies on the speed-
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ers, but not on the spinning frames, where a hand should

not be allowed to take pieces out until the bobbin is showing
and on medium to fine counts many places require the bob-

bins to be left in the creels until the hobbin is showing on
both sides of the roving. It is customary in most mills for

the spinners to cut off the pieces, but this should never be

allowed on the speeders. If the hands are unwinding the

pieces they are not apt to unwind two or three rows of

roving. In three processes of speeders the total roving waste
should not run over 1 per cent, of the production, and this

should include all waste from run over bobbins, etc., as well

as from the creelings. Kingston.

Weaving and Finishing Steamer Rugs
I am inclosing a sample clipped from a steamer or travel-

ling rug (shown at Fig. 1), with fringe attached. We would
like to know how this fringe is twisted and finished. We
would also like to know how this fabric is woven. Please
give a draft showing how it is constructed. (2743)

The draft for this cloth is shown at Fig. 2. As the draft
shows, the warp is dressed as follows:

1 face warp, 1 back warp, 1 face warp, 1 back warp, 1

cotton stitcher.

The draft repeats on 20 harnesses. It

is woven, 1 back filling, 1 face filling

and should be started as the chain is

marked.
This is a double cloth composed of two

2 up and 2 down fabrics, twilled to the

left, tied together with an extra cotton

warp. This extra cotton warp is stitched

to the face fabric once in every eight

picks of the face yarn, and to the back

fabric once in every eight picks of the

face yarn, as shown on the chain draft.

The fringe is made by pulling the

warp yarn through the reed (5 inches

for a 4-inch finished fringe) after the

rug is woven. After pulling through

the reed the amount required for the de-
^^^'- ^- sired finished fringe, weave five or six

picks and pull through the reed the same length of warp
as before. This is to make the fringe on the first end of

the next rug. As soon as these rugs are woven they are

8
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I have examined the inclosed fabric and find that the trouble

is mostly due to poor yarn. The yarn is evidently tw^isted too

much as it appears to kink while running in, and thereby

makes a lump by doubling up and making a thread of three

times the thickness it should be. Then I also find upon ravel-

ing the fabric that every eighth thread of cotton is much
heavier than the other seven, which caused the cordy ef-

fect at equal intervals, running around the fabric. As for

the white showing through the face, I think that is caused

in the knitting as it does not show through in short spaces

where the yarn seems smooth and even. This might be caused

by feeding in the worsted yarn too near the cotton, or by

not having the dial needles cast off freely. Sonoma.

Handling Accounts in the Wool Department
By Ralph H. Butz.

The best system of accounting for a woolen mill is that

which furnishes the required results for the least expenditure

of time or money. But what are the required results? They
may be stated in this manner; a complete knowledge of what
has been accomplished, and of what is being accomplished,

thus making it possible for the department of administration

to direct the affairs upon sound business principles.

It is imperative that the accounting department of the mill

should be required to show cost of production of the various

grades of material being manufactured. In this manner only

can the executive know whether he is making a profit on

certain grades and sustaining a loss on others. It is danger-

ous to use haphazard methods, and all estimates should be

verified to the minutest detail to see if they agree with the

actual production costs. Correct accounting principles rest

upon method. Method is not only the shortest way, but the

most efficient way to obtain the desired result.

Divisions of Business.

The first step necessary for the operation of a comprehen-
sive accounting system is a departmentalization of the busi-

ness. Each manufacturer can divide his business into a num-
ber of distinct departments, and many departments can be

subdivided to meet the various requirements. However, de-

partments should be subdivided according to the operations

of manufacture, and the accounts for each department should

be kept separate from those of other departments, because

in this manner the best and most satisfactory results can be

obtained.

10
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As an example of departmental methods we will consider

the operations of a woolen yarn mill. Under the old and

inefficient system in vogue in many mills the purchases for

the mill would he charged to such accounts as Wool, Sup-

plies, Wages and Expense Accounts. The finished product

would be credited to sales when such product had been

disposed of. Such a system is very simple, of course, but

it does not meet modern requirements. No effort is made
to keep a record of materials on hand, materials in process,

or cost of manufacturing yarns. Expenses are not dis-

tributed to the various departments and the manufacturer

can not know whether he is making a profit on all classes

of material, in fact does not know whether a profit has

been made until the annual closing of the books, and even

then there are possibilities that the figures do not represent

the exact status of the business.

Wool Department.

The wool department may be classed as that room or place

of storage where wool is kept before it enters into the process

of manufacture. This is usually called a store room or store

house, and should not be confused with the stock room or

stock house, in which the finished stock is kept before ship-

ment. The first account to be considered is the Inventory

Account. To this account is charged the value of stock of

wool in the store house at the time the periodical inventory

is taken, and at which time the mill operations are divided

into departments.

The second account in order is the Wool Purchases Ac-

count. To this account are charged all the purchases of wool

that are delivered to the store house. The cost of wool in-

cludes freight and cartage where such charges are incurred,

and a separate account for freight and cartage may be kept

as a subdivision of the Wool Purchases Account.

The third account incidental to this department is the

Labor Account. This includes all labor employed in the

storage house, and is a direct charge to wool before it leaves

the storage house.

The fourth is Overhead Expense. This is sometimes known
as Factory Expense or Manufacturing Expense. The proper

amount of overhead is charged to this account and is also

a charge to wool, each lot of wool being charged with its

proper amount of this expense. Overhead includes such items

as non-productive labor, heat, depreciation, land rent, etc.

We have now considered the charge or debit accotmts of

11
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be a daily inventory of wool. It is sometimes preferred to

call this account Wool in Stores, which is also correct. The
inventory of stock on hand at the periodical closing of

the books will constitute the second credit. We now have

the following- condition where the value of the debits must

equal the value of the credits:

Inventory (beginning of

WooV^p'liVchaVesV.V.'.
'*. '.'..

(
Transfers to carding mil

T 1 ^ ( Inventory (end of period),

Overhead

It is not enough that the manufacturer has a record of

the value of wool on hand. He must also have a record of

the quantity and the grade. For this purpose it becomes
necessary to keep a record of wool purchased and wool
transferred to the carding mill. The storekeeper has charge

of this record and marks thereon all wool receipts and all

wool transfers.

For instance, the manufacturer purchases 10,0(X) pounds
of wool at 50c. per pound. To this cost is added the freight

and drayage charge of $50, a labor charge of $30, and an

overhead charge of $20. The net cost of this lot of wool
would then be $5,100 or 51c per pound, at which price the

carding mill will be charged when the wool is transferred.

The stock record for this lot v/ould appear similar to the

form illustrated.

The items entered in the Transferred column serve as

a working illustration of this form. It will be seen that after

every entry is made the balance of wool on hand should

appear in the balance column. Where possible it is ad-

visable to maintain a separate record of each lot of wool
purchased ; hut where a large number of small lots of a cer-

tain grade are purchased it is possible to keep the record of

each grade only upon a separate record.

Where there is a loss of weight on materials in stores,

such loss reduces the weight of the lot to that extent and in-

creases the price per pound proportionately.

Waste in Winding and Knitting

Can you give me some idea as to what the waste should
be in winding and knitting for 1,000 pounds of cloth, using 18s,

20s and 22s yarn, all from cones? (2609)

13
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I run all yarn, except worsted and silk, direct from cones,

and as a matter of fact, consider it a waste of time to

weigh the small amount of waste that is made by knitters.

Some years ago I kept a record of all waste and have it

before me now, but as this record was made in the South,

I would be ashamed to have it seen above the Dixie line.

Trenton.

The amount of waste in knitting and winding 1,000 pounds

of cloth would depend a great deal on conditions which are

not stated. If the yarn on the cones is badly wound at

the yarn mill and the winding is done for the purpose of

stripping out the bad work it will make more waste than

if the yarn were wound well or if the yarn were simply

wound because the knitter preferred to knit from bobbins

rather than cones. If the yarn is "humpy'' this will make
quite a little winding waste. If a poor operator is running

the winder this will pile up the waste in considerable

quantity.

I am doing this work at present at a rate of one-half of

1 per cent, or a little less, of waste for winding and knitting

on a production of 10,000 pounds weekly. I think this is a

good figure although there may be some operators making
less. The yarn I am using is a little heavier than that

the inquirer is using, being from 10s to 14s, but this should

not make much difference and I think the figures stated

above should cover the waste on 18s or 20s. I ran last

week 10,000 lbs. of yarn, mostly 12s, with 39/100 of 1 per

cent, waste. Horicon.

Dyeing Cotton Khaki
Can you advise whether the padding machine with a

color box having a capacity of 100 gallons of dye solution,

and a set of 3 rolls for a double nip. or a common jigger,

or a 2 or 4 compartment dyeing machine, each compart-
ment having a capacity of 350 gallons of dye solution and a

set of nip rolls, is the best machine for dyeing the inclosed
samples of khaki goods? Also, as the cloth is well penetrated
and the different lots run very even and match well, would
you advise using Glauber's salt, soluble oil and soda ash
with the dye, or soluble oil, soda ash and color without the
Glauber's salt? The length of cloth ordered at one time
varies from 1,000 to 5,000 yards. (2598)

In view of the small quantity of cloth that is ordered at

14
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one time of the shades shown on the samples, it is believed

from experience that jig dyeing of these shades is the best

practice. Where a large output is demanded, the continuous

machine, the 3 or 4 compartment dyeing machine, is excel-

lent for the work. Where the work is not continuous, how-
ever, the jig method is to be adopted.

Regarding the use of Glauber's salt, if the inquirer finds

that the shades run regular and of the proper degree of

penetration, with no other addition to the dye bath other

than soluble oil and soda ash, there is no occasion to add
anything else. As a matter of fact, however, for light

shades, the Glauber's salt can be omitted without fear,

dyeing with soda ash and the soluble oil, but for medium
and dark shades, the bath should contain from ^ to 4

ounces of soda ash and from V^, to 2 pounds of crystal

Glauber's salt for each 10 gallons of bath. Berwick.

Combing Fine and Coarse Wools
1. Are there any set rules for the combing of both fine

and coarse wools for worsted weaving yarn? For ex-
ample, the end comes from, the card in ball form.

2. Should this ball be put into the creel or run the end
from the center of ball to backwasher?

3. Which is correct and will it make a difference in the
percentage of noils?

4. Should there be two preparing gill boxes after the
backwasher gill box, before the comb, or is one enough for
both fine and coarse wool?

5. How many dabs should a dabbing brush make- per
minute to be up to the right speed?

6. How many revolutions should the circle or creel make
per minute, for low J4 blood ; high % blood

; ^ blood
; Yo

blood; and fine?

7. Does it depend altogether on the condition of the stock
from the card?

8. Should a comb take out or make a good clean sliver
with the first combing, when stock from the card is in fair
condition?

9. Is it necessary to double comb almost every lot of ^
blood and fine to get a good clean sliver, or does this de-
pend on the setting of the card? (2754)

1. Yes. For this reason, the number of processes through
which the stock passes must always be so arranged that
the heel of sliver always goes on to the comb first, i. e.,

in the opposite direction from which it leaves the card.

15
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On breaking a sliver as it leaves the card, it will be seen

that there is a difference in the two ends. The end which

comes from the card first is pointed, and appears to be of

a finer quality than the heel end, which not only seems

more even in length, but also has a larger percentage of

knots than the point end.

2. The sliver should be taken from the outside of the ball;

never in any process take the end from the center, as it puts

twist into the sliver. This tends to break fibers when pass-

ing through the backwasher gill. In order to make slivers

less liable to break when passing through the backwasher,

it is a good plan to run the slivers from three or more cards

into one.

3 and 4. By taking from outside of ball at every process,

it works out as follows: Heel end leads in backwasher;

point end in first preparing gill box; heel end second pre-

paring box; point end in punch box, and heel end in Noble
comb. Thus the dirtiest end of sliver goes on the comb
first, and is put in the small circle, which is always pinned

finer than the large circle. For nip and square-motion combs
one preparing box is sufficient. If the stock is fed to the

comb m the other direction—i. e., point end first, it not

only means a larger percentage of noil, but the work does

not come off as clear.

5. The number of dabs per minute is governed by the

speed of the circle, and the quality of the stock. For the

finer classes of wool the circle should only travel about ^
inch for every dab. Thus the number of dabs varies from
400 to 600 per minute.

6. The number of revolutions per minute of circles varies

according to the quality of stock. Very low stock may be

run up to 5>^; medium, 4>^, and fine, 3 to 4 revolutions per

minute. In the low qualities the travel of the circle is

from ^ to nearly 1 inch per dab. Of course, the less the

travel in proportion to the number of dabs, the less wear
and tear there is on the brush. Too great speed tends to the

stock being dragged instead of drawn, and what is gained

in output easily is lost in tear.

7. Yes. Badly carded stock is more difficult to comb, and
gives poor results.

8. Yes. Especially with counts up to 56s, say ^ blood.

9. Not always. Good, fine, free stock, well carded, except
for the finest dress goods, should do with one combing,
although double combed wool, not only makes a better spin,

16
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being freer from short fibers, but also the second combing

puts a bloom and finish on the top which cannot be at-

tained by passing once through the comb. This is one of

the points where the square-motion comb has the advantage

over other combs for fine wools, as the square-motion fallers.

which are really combs with 10 or more rows of fine pins,

pass through every staple 11 times, and thus not only clear,

but give a gloss to the stock equal, if not superior to,

double combed on the Noble comb. Bradmore.

Winding on Bare Spindle in Ring Spinning

I am interested in the subject of winding on bare spindles

in ring spinning and would be obliged if you would mention
the name and address of a firm that makes a specialty of

such machinery. (2708)

As far as I know personally there has been no successful

application made of winding on to a bare spindle in ring

spinning of the same nature as is done on a mule spindle.

Nesmith.

We do not know of a case where the yarn is wound on

the bare spindle in ring spinning. Several patents for this

purpose have been developed, but the process is not being

carried on commercially to our knowledge. Both cotton

and worsted are frequently spun, doubled and twisted on

paper tubes which fit on bushings placed on the spindle to

support them. It is not practicable to spin on the ring frame

where the angle of lead would be such as from the traveler

to a bare spindle of the ordinary thickness.

Yarn Dyeing Plant for Knitting Mill

Please advise us the cost of equipping a knitting plant

with dye kettles to dye two to three hundred thousand
pounds of worsted yarn per vear, and the equipment re-

quired.
"

(2615)

Regarding the cost of equipping a dye plant for a knitting

mill, the estimated output of which is 300,000 pounds of

worsted yarn per year : There will be required for con-

venient 'handling not less than 10 dye kettles; the cost of

installing will be about $1,000 to $1,500. This will include

the tub pipes, steam connections and outlets ; drain con-

17
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nections being extra, since they are determined by existing

conditions. Copper, owing to the present high price is

figured on the basis of prices in 1913 and 1914.

There should be two whizzers. One might be sufficient,

but if there is a breakdown a reserve whizzer is found to

be very handy, A number of shades would be dyed in this

dyehouse permitting the yarns to be washed in the kettles in

which they are dyed, but two extra kettles should be pro-

vided for washing exclusive^. A dry room is generally

regarded as part of the dyehouse, and a skein drying ma-
chine could be installed for about $400.

The steam supply for this layout should be ample, pro-

viding not only sufficient steam to keep the dye kettles boil-

ing, but also steam for the dry room and heat in winter. A
rough estimate fixes the size of the boiler to be about 250

h.p., figuring on a pressure of 90 pounds per square inch.

A so-called "drug room'' and office for the head dyer

should be provided, including suitable equipment to permit

the necessary dye tests to be made, and for his formulae

to be worked out. Probably $300 will be necessary for this

essential item. In planning such a dyehouse, the room for

the dyes and chemicals should be separate from the dye-

house proper, and be well lighted and ventilated. The above

provides for dyeing by hand in open kettles. If rotary dye-

ing machines are contemplated, the cost of installation will

be without doubt somewhat higher, but a more uniform
output is gained by their use, together with a slightly in-

creased payroll, Berwick.

Humidity in Silk Spinning

I would like to know if there is a varnish for coating rollers

in a silk spinning room to prevent loose stock from sticking

to them. What humidity is best for keeping loose stock free

from the front pressing rollers? (2405)

I do not see how varnish would help to keep the loose

stock from sticking to the rollers. This is due to care-

lessness on the part of the operative. It is well to have as

much humidity in the room as the law will allow to keep
the stock free from the front pressing rollers. Lithonia.

18
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How to Remember the Strength of Yarn
There seems to be two reasons why rules are not more

used in the knitting industry. They are comparatively new

;

and there is a mistaken impression that rules cannot apply

to knitting problems. The first reason for not using rules

must disappear as time goes on. The second reason will be

considered briefly after the rule for remembering the strength

of yarn is given. Consider the following table:
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that although the yarn numbers range from 4 to 30, the

products range only from 1848 to 1500. In other words,

for short ranges, the product of the yarn number and its

strength is constant.

Dividing the third column by 120, the number of threads,

we get the fourth column, the practically constant product

for one thread. For instance, the product of number 20

yarn and its strength is 13.7. Users of yarn about the size

of number 20 should remember that number in order to

calculate the strength of the yarn.

Suppose a question arises as to the strength of number
18 yarn. Divide 13.7 by 18 and get .76, the answer. If the

3\irn used ranges around number 10, then 14.8 is the con-

stant to be divided by the yarn number to get the strength.

Objections to Rules.

Xow let us consider the objection to the use of rules

such as this. Some knitters will say that yarn varies in

strength and the rule is no good. If they want to know
the strength of yarn, they try a couple of pieces. But does

such a knitter know that he has reliable results? According

to his own words yarn varies in strength. Therefore he

must make several tests in order to get the average strength.

He certainh^ does not make as many tests as were made for

the Draper tables, and it is equally certain that he did not

have the Draper facilities. In fact, in his search for reli-

ability 'he has gone away from it. He has made a popular

mistake in regard to the use of general tables.

Multiplication tables are exact. General tables cannot be

exact, for the conditions do not allow exactness. But they

can be, and generally are, based on observations more numer-
ous and more accurate than the individual observer can

make; so he generally goes astray when he discards them.

What he should do is to use them as reliable average ob-

servations and then make his allowances either way for

variation according to the circumstances. Xo industry can

be progressive until it bases its future course on summaries
of extensive past experience.

20
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White Spots in Wool Dyed Black

I am inclosing two samples of wool, one dyed and the

other undyed. After this wool is dyed white spots appear
in it. What is the cause and remedy for this? (2681)

On examining the sample of wool I find a condition that

is very difficult to explain. Microscopical examination shows
that the fiber possesses all the normal characteristics of

good wool of this grade, and without any difference between
the dyed and undyed portion of the wool.

Under the microscope, the white portions show a gradual
Dlending into the dyed portions of the same fiber, and this

leads to the as-

sumption that
the undyed por-

tion has been

affected by

some substance

that so changes

the nature of

the fiber at that

point as to

cause it to re-

sist either the

mordant or the

dye itself. On
the other hand,

it might be. well

to alter the

method of mak-
ing up the chrome bath by using argols, lactic acid or

formic acid, instead of sulphuric acid, and proceeding with

the work just the same in all other particulars. The use of

organic acids seems to have a very good effect in chrome
mordanting, and they are much used for the purpose.

Imperfect Scouring

' Tliere is a possibility in the present instance that the

undyed parts of the wool are due directly to a slight im-

perfection in the scouring of the wool. If even a small

trace of wool grease is allowed to remain on the fibers, it

forms a compound with the chrome in the mordanting bath

that acts as a powerful resist to the dyestuff, instead of

serving as a true mordant. Therefore, the stock should

WHITE SPOTS IN DYED WOOL
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be ver}^ thoroughly scoured and rinsed before being dyed.

This has been given consideration by a number of investi-

gators.

Hard, dry suint is difficult to remove from the wool

fiber, and while the greater portion may be readily washed

out, there yet frequently remain certain small traces, lo-

cated chiefly on the tips of the fibers, that require a much
greater time for complete washing out.

Dr. Louis J. Matos.

Weaving Tubular Fabrics

We are inclosing a piece of fabric that is made on a

circular loom. We are interested in looms that can do
this kind of work and would thank you to refer us to

the builders. (2478)

The sample can be woven on an ordinary narrow fabric

loom with a weave that stitches the fabric at the edges,

leaving it tubular. Any ordinary fabric loom would answer

the requirements. The announcements of the leading build-

ers of these looms will be found in our advertising columns.

The method of weaving tubular fabrics on an ordinary

loom is explained in "A Hand Book of Weaves," by

Oelsner.

Press-Offs in Knitting

We recently purchased several 12 cut, 36 gauge circular

plain 'body machines (17 and 18 inches) as well as equipped

some of our other machines with new 12 cut, 36 gauge
cylinders and dials. We run 26s to 30s frame yarn on
these machines and have considerable trouble with press-

ofifs with each number of yarn, the yarn being cut the

fourth needle back of the yarn guide, leaving a neat little

fish hook on the yarn. It is not always the same yarn
guide or the same strand of yarn, but all the 12 cut ma-
chines, as well as the new 12 cut cylinders and dials per-

form in exactly the same manner. Can you tell us where
the trouble is and what remedy to apply to overcome same?
We have used different makes and grades of yarn with
the same result. Do you know of any other mill running
12 cut 36 gauge having similar trouble with press-offs?

(2676)

It seems to me that the trouble with press-offs is due to

the guides being set too^ close to the needles, or the needles
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ma}' be jumping as they rise at the highest point behind

the guides, allowing the yarn to get underneath the latch,

cutting the yarn off short and causing a press-off. Guides

should be thoroughly examined to see that none are rub-

bing against the needles. The knitter should have a wire

spring around the cylinder to keep needles from having too

much play in the slots. We do not think it is the fault

of the yarn and if the above suggestions are carried out

the knitter should be able to remedy the trouble. These

suggestions would apply to any cut cylinder or dial that

might be used in the machine. Garnier.

I have experienced the same difficulty that the inquirer

complains of. I had a 12 or 14 cut frame that would cut

the yarn just inside the hole of the yarn guide, leaving a

neat little fish hook or loop in the yarn. It took rne some
time to discover what the trouble was, but I finally hit it

right.

The frame was used for experimental work and had
some long latches on the cylinder needles. The raise-up cam
did not raise up enough to clear the long latch needles,

with the result that when the frame was running these

long latches would strike in the hole on the inside of the

guide and shear off the yarn, leaving a little curl on the

end cut off. Raising the dial stopped this trouble but when
the dial was in running position the ends would cut. I took

all the long latches out and the frame ran perfectly.

I would advise the inquirer to watch carefully where the

latches clear the yarn guide hole and see that the inside of

the guide is perfectly smooth and that the latches are clear-

ing the yarn hole. I have a large room full of 12 and 14 cut

frames, but never have this trouble now. A tight stop

motion will sometimes break the yarn at the guide hole,

but will leave no curl. If the stop motion is tight enough
to break the yarn without dropping, the break will be at

or near the guide. Trenton.

Using Long Wools for Short

Can you advise me whether the process of cutting long
wools, which has recently been given considerable prom-
inence in England, finds any practical use? (2424)

It is improbable that any permanent advantage can he
had from cutting down long wools. If one wants coarse

wool in short staple the normal practice is to buy locks
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and pieces dr crutchings or noils or waste, and to get them
at a lower price than will secure long combing qualities. In

entirely exceptional circumstances the purchase of long wools

for reduction to 2 or 3 inches has been known. Not only

raw wools, but worsted laps have been bought for similar

treatment. Under ordinary conditions the circumstances un-

der which it would be profitable to reduce superior material

to an inferior condition are likely to be rare.

Grading and Stapling Cotton at the Mill

By KiNSTON.

Every bale of cotton bought should have two samples

drawn, one from each side of the bale, as soon as con-

venient after the cotton is unloaded at the mill. The most
common method is to have a duplicate tag with number
and mark on each end. When the cotton is weighed one-

half of the tag, with the weight of the bale on the back of

it, is tied to the bale of cotton and the other half is put

in the samples. These samples should be graded and
stapled by a competent man, not only to prevent unscrupu-

lous brokers and shippers from taking advantage of the

mill, but to have a comparative record of the different lots

of cotton.

In judging cotton for grade the first thing to be looked

for is so-called trash, such as leaf, dirt, sand, neps, seed

and pieces of seeds, sticks, etc., in the cotton, and second,

the color. A bright white cotton will grade much higher

than a dull grayish or bluish cotton with the same amount
of trash in it. Of course, in so-called "white cotton" as

one goes from grade to grade the color changes. Thus a

good middling white would be much whiter and brighter

than a low middling white.

Official Cotton Standards of U. S.

These points can be readily seen by a glance at the Gov-
ernment standards and it is the writer's belief that all mills,

no matter how small, should have a set of these standard

types. No matter how expert a man is at grading cotton,

if he does not compare his work with the standards once
in a while, he will find that he is gradually working away
from the standard, one way or the other.

Up to within a comparatively short time there has been
a great deal of confusion regarding the standards for grades.

Each large cotton market had grades all its own and in
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many cases there was difference enough in thesl^'^hacles to

make intelligent huying very difficult. Happily this has

been changed and since the Government standards have

been adopted by the different exchanges we have a standard

that is uniform for the whole country and will prevent much
of this confusion. Afore and more of the t.vpes received

now are marked "character and staple only." This reduces

the number of type samples that the brokers and the mills

have to handle. Formerly there was such uncertainty as

to what a cotton would grade to, that many mills wanted

types to show exact grade of cotton to be bought.

Variation in Stapling.

It is a well known fact that even expert cotton staplers

vary a good deal in their classing of the length of staples,

so much so in fact that notice has been taken of this in

New England Terms for Buying and Selling American Cot-

ton, where in speaking of the cotton classers it says : "The
classers shall not undertake to declare the length of staple

of any lots submitted to them only in comparison with the

length of staple of a type which has been agreed upon as

a standard -by the purchaser and seller and which must be

submitted with the samples in question." This variation in

stapling is caused by some persons pulling a larger per-

centage of long or short fillers from the bunch of fibers

before judging the length. However, as one person will

draw all samples practically alike this does not make much
difference for comparative purposes if one man does the

stapling for the mill.

The difference comes in broker's standards, for cotton

classed as 1^ inch staple by some brokers would be classed

as a different staple by others. Thus it is to each mill's ad-

vantage to buy its cotton strictly from type samples. This

is being done more and more every year. It is quickly

seen that one broker calling a cotton 1]/% inch staple that

will only pull 1-1/16 inches according to another broker, can

quote a more attractive price on the so-called \]4, inch

cotton than the second broker can on what he calls 1^
inch cotton. However, the second broker's cotton being of

a better staple, it might prove cheaper for" the mill in the

long run.

If type samples are submitted to the mill and a competenl

classer passes on them, the mill will be able to buy the cot-

ton more intelligently and in case the cotton is not satis-

factory will have something to fall back on as a standard.
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Keeping Records of Cotton.

By keeping a record of the reports on each lot of cotton

bought from the different types and observing the way
the cotton runs through the mill, another help may be had

in securing the cotton that proves the best, not necessarily

the higher priced cotton, but the cotton best adapted to the

needs of the mill.

Another reason for stapling all cotton is that every little

while there is a long stapled bale mixed in with the shorter

ones. This makes trouble all through the mill as long as

the bale lasts, and it seems as though it takes 500 pounds

a long time to get through in a time like this. It will cause

the percentage of waste to increase, due to the long fibers

not drawing as they should in the rolls sets for shorter ones.

It will also cause the percentage of seconds to increase as

the same reason causes "cockly" filling in the spinning ma-
chines.

Disposition of Long Cotton.

It may seem strange that one gets the long cotton, but the

writer has seen bales of cotton bought for 1-1/16 and IV^

inches with the staple as long as l^^ inches. In a mill where

the cotton is stapled this long cotton is held out until

enough has been received to warrant setting over the ma-
chines to take this long cotton, or more often it is sold to

some other mill using the longer cotton, in which case a

profit is often realized.

Surprises are in store for the mills that have not been

in the habit of thus grading and stapling their cotton, for

the claims for short staple, sandy cotton, gin cut cotton, low

grade, etc., will pay the classer's salary and leave a small

bonus, besides making a better running mill.

Removing Musty Odors from Stock

I would like a method for removing musty and other
odors from cotton and wool stock. Can you send me any
information on this subject? (2697)

The most practical method of removing musty odors from
cotton and wool stocks is by the use of a gaseous disin-

fectant, such as sulphurous acid or formaldehyde. Sul-

phurous acid is produced by the combustion of sulphur.

This operation is best carried on by means of a Clayton

apparatus which not only burns the sulphur, but also blows
the resulting gas around.
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Formaldehyde disinfection is brought about by the simul-

taneous vaporization of formaldehyde and water. For this

purpose is used the commercial 40 per cent, solution of

formaldehyde, sold as "formalin." A very simple form of

apparatus is Fliigge's Breslan apparatus. By this method,

formaldehyde is vaporized in a wide flat pan. An 8 per

cent, solution of formaldehyde is generally used with this

particular apparatus.

Although sulphurous acid is very effective as a disinfectant

and deodorant, it has its disadvantages in that it is likely

to cause stains on the stocks. It is more satisfactory for

wool than for cotton, in that the latter may show tendering

unless care is used. Formaldehyde may be considered the

safer means of removing the cause of the odor and, there-

fore, the odor itself. Ardore.

Systems for Inspecting Underwear
By Trenton.

The inspection of knit underwear, as a rule, cannot be

passed over lightly. Most mills enforce a rigid inspection,

and in some cases this work is looked after by one of the

firm, or one with more authority than an ordinary "boss."

The inspectors are generally past the age of carelessness

and foolishness, attend strictly to all the rules of a careful

examination of each garment, and seldom does an im-

perfect garment get by them to the retailer. Very often a

whole case of goods will be returned if one "second" is

found in the lot. It is to overcome this that inspection has

grown to be one of the important items of knit underwear
manufacture.

There are different methods of inspection. For example,

we will compare two widely different mills. Mill No. 1

makes a famous brand in all kinds of underwear, produc-

ing about 800 dozen a day, and having from 7 to 8 per

cent, of seconds. These seconds include everything from
a heavy or light end to a dust mark, discolored button,

crooked or strained seams ; all these are thrown out. This

concern gets more for its seconds than some mills get for

their firsts.

Garments Inspected Twice.

The garments are inspected twice. The first inspection

includes the examination of all seams, trying each seam
with the hand inside the garment, looking over buttons and
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buttonholes, neck finish, leg and sleeve. This also includes

all faults in knitting, cutting and finishing. The inspector

is so expert that many times a garment is thrown out be-

fore it is flat on the table, which to a layman would seem
to be perfect.

The second inspection comes in the shipping room, where
the folders and boxers look over each garment carefully

before folding and putting in the box. This mill has a

reputation for fine goods, and stops at no expense to pro-

duce what it advertises.

Mill No. 2 is a Southern concern making only a ladies'

cheap ribbed lightweight vest, and has an inspection method
entirely its own. There are practically no seconds. All

waste is cut into gussets or sliort sleeves. Some of the

larger pieces are cut into squares and sold to a dealer in

novelties. The few seconds that are made through care-

lessness or fault}' finishing are slipped into the regular orders

and shipped.

Inspecting Cheap Garments.

The system of inspection for these cheap garments is very

simple. A girl lays out a garment on a table, glancing over

it for any large holes or a big blot of oil; turns it over and
back so quickly there is hardly time to see if the vest is

all there. She then folds it twice, and the operation is com-
pleted. Naturally, the cheapness of this garment will not

allow the care and attention necessary for the better grades,

so the seconds are generally treated as regulars or firsts.

In ladies' fashioned or shaped goods the inspection be-

gins at the cutting table. As the lengths are cut off a girl

examines each piece, throwing out imperfect ones. The
same rule applies to sleeves, each length being inspected

before leaving the cutting room. This is in addition to the

regular inspection after all finishing operations are com-
pleted.

Every Worker an Inspector.

Another mill making heavy and medium-weight, high-

priced union suits for men's wear has a system of inspection

that is hard to beat, for it makes every operator from cut-

ter to boxer an inspector. This system starts at the cut-

ting table, where all the goods are carefully inspected. Next
the seamers look for imperfections as the goods come in,

then the cover seamers, and so on to the boarding opera-

tion; next the regular inspectors look garments over, as
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do the folders and boxers. Each and every operator throws

out all seconds as they pass through his hands. In this

way the concern has few complaints.

Machinery for Waste Yarns

What machinery would be necessary to produce 10,000

pounds per month of 1/lOs made from high grade card

strips? (2638)

The following is a list of the machinery used for the

production of 10,000 pounds per month, of No. 10 yarn

from high grade strips

:

1 Combination one beater finisher picker with hopper

feeder attached to 4 lap apron.

2 Breaker cards with fancy and belt delivery.

1 Lap winder.

3 Finisher cards with fancy, tandem lap combination and

four coiler front.

2 Slubbers, 56 spindles each, 9x4^2 inch bobbin.

4 Ring spinning frames, 160 spindles each 4-inch gauge^

214-inch ring, 8-inch traverse.

Nitre Cake for Carbonizing

I am treating a great deal of burry wool and am interested

in the bisulphate of soda process. I find that this process

has been mentioned for several years, but it does not seem
to have come into general use. What are the disadvantages

that have prevented its more general adoption? What equip-

ment other than the regular equipment for sulphuric acid

would be necessary in the bisulphate process? (2689)

Bisulphate of soda, in the common form of nitre cake, is

practically one-third sulphuric acid and two-thirds desic-

cated Glauber's salts. It has carbonizing properties just as

such a mixture would have, but has no advantage in work-
ing properties or results over straight vitriol. It is worth
trying out if it figures a real economy, taking one part of

vitriol equals three parts of bisulphate. Use three times as

much of this solution as of vitriol, dissglve in the same
amount of hot water or by aid of a steam pipe and run

according to the regular process.

As the weight of the solution is greatly increased by the

addition of so much Glauber's salt, the same Twaddle test

will not apply as that used for vitriol. The correct test will

have to be worked out in each case and after the solution
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has been run and replenished a few times the Twaddle
reading will be rather uncertain.

In figuring costs it must be remembered that there is

freight and cartage to pay on three times the net weight

of material when bisulphate is used. Further, it does not

seen right to bake so much solid matter (Glauber's salt)

into good woolen or worsted even though it is washed out

immediately. I cannot say, however, that this point has

ever been established. It would seem better to work off

the nitre cake where it cannot possibly do any harm if

intelligently handled, for example, in cotton bleaching.

WinsFORD.

The disadvantages incurred by using the bisulphate of

soda process for carbonizing wool are more imaginary than

real. The carbonizing effect is exactly the same as if oil

of vitriol is used. It is possibly more convenient to meas-
ure out the desired quantity of vitriol from a carboy than

to weigh the corresponding amount of bisulphate.

Regarding the equipment necessary for carbonizing with

bisulphate, the same tanks and vats will be required as for

vitriol process, together with the other parts of the plant.

An apparent drawback to the process that is complained

of by some of the workmen, is the dusting off of the dried

sulphate of soda that results after the actual carbonizing

in the stoves, and which is not present when vitriol is used.

Owing to the high price of vitriol, and the extremely low
price at which the bisulphate can be obtained, the dis-

advantages of the latter are offset by the economy gained

in difference in cost. Cromarty.

Reed Marks in Towels
Some weeks ago there was published in the Textile World

Journal an article on the weaving of cotton buck towels. We
have tried the 10 x 6 weave on the draw you gave and at

the same time used a Xo. 12 reed with 4 ends to the dent.

Cloth shows reed marks which are eliminated by using a

finer reed and putting 2 ends per dent. However, we would
like to run more ends per dent if possible. Can you tell us
what is wrong or give us the correct reed to use, as this was
not stated in the article? (2665)

An examination of the sample of cotton buck toweling

shows the reed marks to be more defined at every repeat

of twenty ends. This is due to the fact that a reed wire

separates the twentieth and twenty-first ends; as this is the
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end and beginning of a pattern the ends "lock" with each

other. It is practically impossible to eliminate the reed

marks at this point owing to the locking of the weaves and

the heavy wire used in the reed. An early timing of the

shedding motion, harness level when crank is on bottom

center, with the whip roll raised above the harness eyes

at this time will tend to eliminate this. It is best, however,

to reed the ends two in a dent in a finer reed. Wasco.

In your issue of July 8 there are some remarks about

reed marking in the weaving of a 10 by 6 huckaback when
a 12 reed is used with 4 threads per dent. It is quite likely

that a definite line or crack might appear every 20 threads

for the reason mentioned in the reply concerning the de-

fect. It is also likely that the 24 reed may be rather finer

than the mill desires to use, although finer reeds

than these are often employed for the weaving of these

fabrics. If, however,
the inquirer wishes

to avoid the reed mark-
ing, as he naturally will,

and at the same time

to use a comparatively

coarse reed, T would
suggest that he try

reeding the threads in

twos and threes, as il-

lustrated by the hori-

zontal lines under the design shown herewith. This design
is repeated twice in the warp so that the order of reeding
may be quite clear.

It will be seen that each pair of plain threads will be
placed in a separate dent, and that the two floating threads
will also appear in a dent with a plain thread between them.
The only objection to this method of reeding is that the
pair of floating threads may appear rather near to each other
in virtue of being in the same dent, but, on the other hand,
this slight defect is less objectionable than that of a well-

defined crack every 20 threads. On the hasis of a 12 reed,

4 per dent, the above reeding, averaging 2^ per dent, will

be:

REEDING HUCK TOWELS.

12X4

2/2

:19 1/5 reed

Texwold.
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Uneven Shrinkage in Worsted Shirts

We are making a fine grade of worsted nnderwear, but
are having trouble with uneven length. We soap all of the
yarn before knitting and steam the cloth before cutting. The
shirts are all cut in even lengths for each size, but when they
reach the boarding room some are two or three inches shorter

than others, although the}- all weigh the same. The goods
are all made on the same gauge machine with the same num-
ber of stitches and we are at a loss to account for the dif-

ference in length. Would uneven steaming have this effect?

We have a machine which steams the cloth and spreads it

at the same time, but as it is a home-made one, I would not
guarantee that all parts of a roll are steamed alike. Any
information regarding the best ?nd most successful methods
of steaming knit goods will be appreciated. (2548)

I think tlie whole cause of the inquirer's trouble is due

to uneven steaming and style of finishing. There is not the

same tensi'on on a roll of cloth when the roll is full as when
it is first started on the knitting machine. There is always

more or less trouble with uneven lengths in finishing worsted

knit goods, as it is hard to steam it enough to have it stay

where set. You will find a very complete list of the build-

ers of steaming machines in the advertising columns of the

Journal.

I would suggest instead of steaming the goods that they

be taken from the knitting machine, turned inside out, sent

to the dye house to be washed, scoured and bleached, if a

good white shade is desired, then put in an extractor which
will leave the goods damp, and finally put on an upright

dryer for tubular goods which will dry, spread and roll

the goods up. They are then ready for the cutting room.
This process does away with the steaming and it has proved

very successful in all the large mills.
Gama.

The Manufacture of Core Yarn

We inclose a small sample of a cotton fabric in the con-
struction of which there is in the filling a fine hard twisted
thread around which a coarser filling is spun. We have
not been able to do this to our entire satisfaction, and would
like to have you tell us how it can properly be done on a
fabric of this weight for underwear, and can wool filling be
spun around this fine cotton thread on an ordinary mule?

(2572)
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1 would suggest that a spool rack be set up over the

ring doffers on the finisher card. Great care should be taken

in the spooling of core yarn, that is, the yarn that goes in

the center of the thread. For a 48-end card it would re-

quire 48 ends on the large spools and the thread must be

in the center of the ring. A guide similar to that used on

a spooler should be used and the extra thread so arranged

that it will go between the wipe roll and the center of the

ring. The nearer the center the more even the yarn will

be. The yarn should not be rubbed very hard, just enough

so that it will come ofif the spool.

In spinning core yarn on an ordinary mule, the mule

should be speeded down one-third. Put on full draft scroll

and speed the spindles down, using the compound gears.

A small rim is generally used in making these yarns. These

rims are made in 9, 11 and 13-inch sizes, it all depends on

the size and twist which size should be used. When start-

ing the mule I would suggest starting the rolls a trifle be-

fore starting the carriage. I have seen a good many thou-

sands of tons of this yarn made under these conditions.

Bandello.

I have read with interest "Bandello's" reply to the question

regarding core yarn in the March 4 issue. It is my opinion

that if the inquirer will use two yarns as a core far better

results will be obtained. In using only one yarn the cover-

ing is liable

to slip and- be-

come bunched
which will pro-

duce 1 u m p y

cloth, especial-

ly in knitting.

^ \ C) " OA( oo-;.» )
^^^v^ ^y' The number of

{
j/O Cj \ J eyes it passes

\_><:^ — through will

FIG. 1.
cause it to

bunch and often

fill the eyes,

causing breakage and press-offs. By using two yarns one-
fourth of an inch apart, equally divided on each side of

center wipe roll and giving it a double covering by passing;

out between rub aprons of upper set and then passing back
and through lower rolls, taking off only one spool instead
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of two, as shown at Fig. 1. The two core yarns being

separated will naturally have more or less of the fibers

entwined between them and when twisted in the regular way
on mule will bind the covering in such a way that makes it

almost impossible to slip. I have used thousands of pounds
of this yarn in knitting and have never had any trouble

after using the double core. Garwahl.

Machine for Knitting Jersey Cloth

I would thank you to let us know on what kind of a knit-

ting machine the sample of cloth sent herewith is made. These
goods are in wide widths, such as 54 and 12 inches. It is

possible to make the cloth on a knitting machine which can
produce knitted neckties, or could a circular machine make
this class of merchandise? Please give us the names of con-
cern making this fabric. (2731)

The sample, which is a silk jersey cloth, was made on

a fine gauge spring needle circular knitting machine. It

can also be made on fine gauge spring needle warp knitting

machines. Such goods are manufactured by Julius Kayser
& Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Niagara Silk Mills, No. Tonawanda,
N. Y. ; Clark Textile Co., Saratoga Springs, N. Y,, and num-
erous small mills in New York and Pennsylvania. Gama.

Gummy Stock in Wool Carding
We are sending you samples of an all-wool mixture under

the same conditions as received in carding room. You will

note this stock is inclined to be gummy. The card cloth-

ing gums up and glazes over in a very short time, it being
necessary to clean the workers with kerosene several times
during the day. We are having no difficulty with any of
our other batches. The black is colored with fustic, log-

wood and hypernic over a chrome bottom and boiled 1^
hours in this bath and well rinsed afterwards. The carder
claims the stock is overcolored, but I am of the opinion
that the emulsion used in the picking house is not right. We
would appreciate anv information vou could give us.

(2661)

After an examination of the samples received, the stock

seems to be dyed all right, and the trouble is evidenly due
to the emulsion used in the picker house. The sample of

stock dyed black is somewhat burned. A lower temperature
in drying would improve the C(Miclition of the wool. The
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sample of all-wool mixture gives no indication of surplus

dye. It is safe to eliminate over-coloring as a possible cause

of the gumming of the cards.

Difficulty Due to Oiling.

The main difficulty can, without doubt, be laid to the oil-

ing. An ether extraction indicates a mixture of two oils.

One of these seems to be a nondrying oil of vegetable or

animal origin. The other is evidently a mineral oil, which

forms a somewhat gummy paste with the dirt which is

present. While it is a common practice to add mineral oil

to the animal or vegetable oil, care should be taken to select

a good grade, and one that will not become viscid in the

air. It is important that the wool oil give a homogeneous
and stable emulsion.

Another possible cause, and one that seems quite feas-

ible, since the trouble is limited to one batch, is in uneven

or excessive application of oil. Stock carrying too large a

quantity of oil will very quickly gum up the card cloth in

the manner described.

Of the colors in the all-wool mixture, the black seems to

have a more gummy feel than any other. It might be well

to investigate the scouring of this batch. The other extrac-

tion of the mixture shows a very heavy amount of dirt car-

ried by the oil. This dirt seems to be in excess of what
would normally be thrown down in carding. This could

work in conjunction with the other causes mentioned, since

excess dirt forms a heavy paste with the oil, and this will

readily clog up and glaze the clothing of the cards.

Ardore.

In regard to gumming up the cards, I might offer a few
suggestions as I am running the same grade of stock. I

would advise that the man in charge of the mixer put on

the emulsion cold as it will not be apt to start the color,

and not use too strong a borax, soda ash or potash, or

whatever the emulsion is cut with. I would also suggest

that the carder set the strippers as close as possible to

the workers and the dickeys on the doffers. If these in-

structions are followed the use of kerosene can be elimi-

nated. Bandello.

Mercerizing Knit Goods in the Piece

We understand that some attempts have recently been
made to mercerize knit fabric in the piece by following a
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similar method to that used for mercerizing woven fabric.

Will you please give what information you can covering the
method of operating, cost of the work, advantages to be
gained, if an}^ and the addresses of any firms who may be
able to put through some trial lots of hosiery for us?

(2691)

Many attempts have been made to mercerize knit fabrics

in the piece. Several patents between 1897-1909 have been

issued covering various methods of mercerizing tubular knit

goods, hosiery, etc., whereby the fabric is stretched upon
forms and entered into the caustic soda bath. None of these

methods has proven satisfactory, or found application in

practice. To a practical mercerizer who has studied the me-
chanical and chemical action of the mercerizing process

upon the cotton fiber, the reasons for the apparent failure

of such a process are obvious.

I do not know of any firm in this country or abroad doing
mercerizing of knit goods in the piece. A new process of

mercerizing knit goods in the piece which gave good prom-
ise of success was just being tried out in Germany when
the war broke out. I have not been able to ascertain the

results accomplished. The logical process for knit goods
plants is skein mercerizing. A. W. Buhlmann.

I am not familiar with the process for mercerizing knit

goods in the piece. It seems doubtful whether a true mer-
cerized effect can be so obtained as is done when woven
piece goods are treated. This is readily seen when we realize

that the mercerized effect is due to the action of caustic

soda on the individual cotton fibers in the goods, while the

whole is under tension. There is no doubt but that the

very best mercerized effects upon knitted goods will always
be secured by making them from cotton yarns that have pre-

viously been mercerized. Cromarty.

Remedies for Rolled Selvages

1 am having trouble with rolled selvages on blue denim.
The cloth leaves the weave room in good condition and the
selvage on both sides is the same. Sometimes the selvage
turns over four or five yards from the end of the cut be-
fore it leaves the shears, always on the same side of the
cloth. The overseer in the cloth rooms claims it is the
fault of the loom and I say it is the fault of the sheers.
I am inclosing a sample of the goods. Sometimes the same
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cut of cloth goes through the shears all right and the next

time it turns as shown in tlie sample. Can you suggest the

cause and remedy? (24<S7)

This trouhle occurs more or less with all fabrics that have

the selvage ends weaving the same as the body of the cloth.

This is because the outside ends are not interlaced with

the filling on each pick and, therefore, the outside end on

each side is pulled under, causing rolled selvages. The fol-

lowing are probably the most common causes of these de-

fects :

1. Too much power on the shuttle, especially on the side

of the loom with shuttle eye at mouth piece of box.

2. Too much tension on filling in shuttle, especially with

shuttle on side of loom, as stated in No. 1.

3. Ends of cuts not sewed straight.

4. Cloth expansion roll or spreader not doing its work
properly.

There are probably a few other causes, but if the above

are given careful attention the number of cuts with rolled

selvages will be very much reduced. Frequently a change

in the loom from one pick to another will stop the trouble.

A change in the drawing-in of the selvage ends, or a change

in the timing of the shedding motion may help. The first

two causes are self-evident and require no argument to

prove that they will cause the trouble. This is especially

true when the shuttle eye is at the mouth piece of box be-

cause the distance between the selvage and the shuttle eye

is short and the outer ends are pulled in. As for the third

cause, it has been found that the operative is usually not

as careful with the ends of cuts as he should be. The ends

of the cuts should be put on the pins and kept there until

the sewing machine has gone over the full width of the

cloth.

The cloth expansion roll should be set so that the selvages

will be pulled out and the curl taken out of them. The in-

quirer states that sometimes the selvage turns over four or

five yards from the end of the cut as it leaves the shears.

This indicates that the ends of the cuts at the side have not

been sewed together straight, that is, the ends of the cuts at

that side have been lifted off the pins before the sewing

machine has fully passed over the full width of the cloth.

On the other hand, it is possible that somewhere near that

point the filling had not come from the bobbin freely and
had given* an extra pull on the selvage with the result that.
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having once turned under, the selvage remains under to

the end of the cut. If the selvage turns under on one side

only all through the cut, either the cloth spreaders are

badly out of line and poorly set, or there was too much
power on one side of the loom. Wasco

The probable cause of the curling is tension and it will

be advisable to go carefully into the question of the amount
of tension given upon the shears. The particulars rendered

leave it to be supposed that sometimes the defect does and
sometimes does not manifest itself. Does the turning-over

occur when the cloth is passed round all the rails, and is

it absent when a rail or two are missed? The point can

doubtless be cleared up by experiment and it is possible

that there is nothing more in the mischief than this.

In consulting the experience of a practical finisher he

asked, "Why shear when singeing is quicker, cleaner, better

and cheaper?" He would prefer to put the goods across a

hot plate stove heated either with coal or oil. The furnace

having been set going it costs little more to singe a hundred
pieces than to singe ten and the claim of cheapness is founded
on the assumption that the stove can be worked continuously.

The suggestion is passed on for anything that it may be

^^^t^- Wessex.

Cleaning Card Strippings

I would like to know what is the best machine or pro-

cess for cleaning card strippings and similar kinds of dirty

waste and wool. (2742)

The best method for cleaning card strippings, that is, greasy

strippings, is to dust them out thoroughly so as not to

mat them. After they are cleaned of all foreign matter.

I would suggest putting two or three hundred pounds in

an old dye kettle or tub with a light bath of alkali, which
will cut the grease and make a soap. Rinse them thor-

oughly with hot water and dry. This applies to wool card

strippings.

With cotton and shoddy mixes, if the card is working
right the strippings will be of little use and I deem it ad-

visable to sell them. If they are put back into the lot,

tender yarn will result.

"

Bandello.
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How a Superintendent Increased Production
By Hawick.

Going over our factory records one day I was surprised

to find that we were getting a larger production in the

morning period of four hours, 7.30 to 11.30, than we were
in the afternoon, which was five hours long, 12 to 5 P. M.
I was at a loss to know why this condition existed and

decided to look into the matter. I kept a close watch

over the help and one noon, as one of the men passed me,

I detected the odor of liquor. In a moment it struck me
that this might be the cause. However, I decided to be

sure before taking any action, and waited and watched for

several days.

Men Lunched in Saloon. .

I discovered that very few of the men carried their lunch,

that the majority would not patronize the restaurants, pre-

ferring a saloon, and that practically everyone who ate his

lunch in the saloon would drink and in my estimation unfit

himself, to a certain extent, for the work that was ahead

of him in the afternoon.

I spoke to some of the men and asked them why they

didn't eat at the restaurants, and in most cases found that

they complained about the food. This being the case I

could not very well tell them to stay out of the saloon,

unless I could arrange matters so that they could get as

good if not better food elsewhere. After thinking the

matter over I could see no plausible reason why we could

not have a small dining room and restaurant in the mill.

I talked the matter over with the owners and on explaining

conditions they were very willing and enthusiastic and anxious

to give the idea a trial.

Established Dining Room in Mill.

It was my intention to fix up this restaurant for the men
only. I purchased equipment and hired a cook, giving her

almost complete charge. As the dining room was expected

to benefit us, we decided that we would not expect a profit

and would be satisfied if expenses were met. We there-

fore, sold the food as near cost as possible and a person
could get a very good meal for twelve or fifteen cents.

The results in the first few days were very discouraging
for only about fifteen of our thirty-five men patronized the

dining room, but these men seemed very well pleased. I

felt that if I got the others to eat there once they would
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he satisfied and so decided on strict discipline to accomplish

this result. I had a notice posted throughout the mill stat-

ing that any employe seen entering a saloon between the

hours of 7.30 A. M. and 5 P. M. would be discharged. This
had the desired effect and the next day practically every

man ate in the dining room and seemed well satisfied.

Afternoon Production Increases. •

Our dining room had been in operation about a month
when on checking the records I was pleased to see that the

production in the afternoons was on the increase and the

dining room was making a profit. I made a report to the

mill owners and they suggested that we open the dining

room to all the employes. This was done and it was sur-

prising how enthusiastic everyone became. We installed a

Victrola to increase the interest.

About two hundred people are now fed each noon, includ-

ing our ofiice force, and we are making quite a profit. I

have also noted that since everyone eats in the dining room,
and all the waste food is placed in receptacles, the rat

nuisance has been eliminated.

Weaving Leno Work
Please inform me what kind of loom the inclosed sample

of cotton goods can be woven on. (2625)

Any ordinary dobby loom with a leno attachment can be
used to weave these goods. A small capacity dobby loom
with this attachment can be had for a nominal amount in

normal times. A leno attachment could be added to a dobby
for a few dollars. I would advise this inquirer not to use
the regular doup twine for this class of work, but to use

a steel doup heddle. I am using them on similar work at

the present time with success. Wasco.

Scouring Wool
We would like all the information possible regarding the

scouring of different wools, including the best kind of liquors
to use in scouring various native pulled wool, both fine and
coarse, as well as a straight grade of B super ; the length
of time they should run in the liquor and the temperature
at which the liquors should be used. Practically all of our
wools are machine brushed and our B super has a grease
shrinkage of about 17 per cent. We do, however, use
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some vat wools and some that we sweat from the skins,

which are not hrushed, i)ut which we also intend to scour.
We make altogetlier ahout 42 grades ; our best grade run-
ning as high as XX Ohio, wliicli shrinks about 45 per cent.

(2589)

One could write volumes on the scouring of wools and
then not cover all the various details. It is impossible to

lay down a liard and fast rule, for what would apply in one
mill would not appl}' in another. The man in charge of

a wool scouring plant should l)e competent to change the

liquor so as to make it stronger or weaker, according to

the wool that is to be scoured. If the wool is greasy and
of a heavy shrinkage it will require a stronger liquor than

when scouring wool containing a small amount of grease.

The wool should soak 10 to 15 minutes in the first liquor

at a heat not to exceed, except in special cases, 120° F.,

and if this heat is maintained better results will be obtained

than if the material were worked at a lower temperature.

With a 4-bowl machine see that the liquor in the first bowl
thoroughly saponifies the grease in the wool. The liquor

in the second bowl need not be as strong as that in the

first bowl. Use warm water in the third bowl and cold

water in the fourth bowl. Potash is a good scouring agent,

but requires more and better rinsing to get all the alkali

out. Specially prepared textile soda is largely used and
gives excellent results.

The following is a good soap for use in wool scouring:

Take a common oil barrel, of say, 50 gallons, putting in

10 gallons of a good grade of saponified single-pressed red

oil with the same amount of water. , Bring this mixture
to a boil and then slowly add 9^ pounds of 98 per cent.

caustic potash. Boil for 3 hours or longer. Fill up with
cold water, keeping the steam on until the barrel is full,

then shut off steam and there will be 50 gallons of soft

soap that will dissolve readily in the first or second bowl.

This soap will not harden, but be like a jelly all the time.

Two to three quarts of this solution will be sufficient for

the first bowl, until more liquor is needed. Anthony.

Shrinking Knitted Cloth
Kindly inform me what method is used in shrinking

knitted cloth. (2599)

This operation can be performed, first, by the application
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of wet heat, and then steam. The fabric should be wound
dry and perfectly smooth upon a roller, and then from that

upon a second roller running in hot water. This should be

done under a moderate tension.

Following the above, fabric is run upon a steaming roller,

i. e., a hollow drum with a great mnnber of small holes

pierced through its surface from which steam sent in

through a tube shaft, is blown directly through the fabric.

This should also be done to the opposite side of the cloth

by running over a second roller in the opposite direction.

Great care should be employed in this last operation that

the cloth does not remain in contact with the steam for

more than a few seconds, and low pressure steam should,

of course, be used, otherwise the fabric will be weakened.

This is one method of shrinkage which should give good

results. Weymouth.

Determining the Shrinkage of Woolen Fabrics

By K. B. Lamb, Ch. E.

The question of the shrinkage of a woolen fabric is an

important one to consider, as a determination of this factor

helps considerably in judging the quality and usefulness of

the cloth under consideration. There has been little work
done upon this subject, and nowhere, to my knowledge, can

one find a description of a suitable test which can be made
or a comparison of characteristic values.

During the last year great quantities of cloth have been

purchased in this country by foreign governments for the

use of their armies, and it was not until the representative

commissions here in many cases insisted upon shrinkage

tests on submitted and contract samples that the attention

of American manufacturers was called to this ever present

physical factor and to a way for determining it. As no
records were available of any former work done or methods
used, experiments were made to find a suitable test, one

that would be simple to make and which at the same time

would give uniform comparative results. After trying sev-

eral different methods, and one method under several dif-

ferent conditions, the following test was adopted

:

Test for Shrinkage.

The sample is first placed in a conditioning room in which
the humidity is kept constant at about 65° (relative humidity)
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and the temperature at about 70° F, For accurate comparative

results this is necessary, because under different atmospheric

conditions woolen cloth shrinks or expands slightly, and it

is therefore important to make the measurements before

and after the shrinkage operation under the same atmospheric

conditions. If a conditioning room is not available, the

humidity should be noted and the sample remeasured after

shrinkage at a time w^hen the humidity and temperature

are about the same as when it was first measured.

After leaving in the conditioning room for at least an

hour, the sample is cut to the determined size. This should

be as large as convenient, for the larger the sample the

greater the accuracy. One foreign government, for instance,

specifies that pieces 28 inches long (warp direction) and 52^
inches wide (filling direction) should be used for their test.

It is better, however, to use a piece which is square. A
square yard is a convenient size. The cloth should be spread

out evenly on a large flat table and the cutting lines marked
out with a T-square, care being taken to get the lines as

parallel as possible with the warp and filling threads and

at the same time perpendicular to each other. The measure-

ments must be made as accurately as possible.

After cutting out the sample it is placed in a tub or

kettle of water which is kept at a temperature of 21° C.

(69.8° F.), or approximately room temperature. In placing

the sample in the water care must be taken to see that

both surfaces are thoroughly wet and that no air bubbles

are caught and held by the cloth. This is necessary to give

all the fibers a chance to absorb the moisture uniformly.

The sample is left in the water for four hours and then

taken out and placed in a drying oven. This oven should

not be too hot. A temperature of about 70° C. is best.

When dry it is removed and again placed in the condition-

ing room. The sample must be thoroughly dried out and
not removed from the oven when still damp, as it is much
quicker and easier to subsequently bring the cloth up from
dryness to the standard moisture content than down from
wetness to this standard condition.

The sample should be left at least two hours before at-

tempting to remeasure it, and preferably longer if con-

venient. It is placed upon the table, smoothed out, and re-

measured carefully by taking several measurements at equal

intervals across the piece. This is necessary, as it often

happens that the shrinkage is slightly uneven, and only by
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taking several measurements and using the average of these

is an average value ohtained. The measurements are made
in both warp and filling directions, and the shrinkage cal-

culated and reported as shrinkage in the warp direction,

shrinkage in the filling direction and shrinkage in area.

It often happens that the shrinkage will be great in the

warp direction and zero in the filling direction. In fact, in

some cases there is a slight elongation in the filling direction.

This is partly due to the fact that there are usually more
threads in the warp than in the filling, and in some cases

the warp threads are given a high twist and the filling threads

very little twist. Thus when a fabric comes in contact with

the water the warp threads shrink so much more, pro-

portionately, than the filling threads that the whole sample
is forced out in the filling direction.

The test described is more severe than an ordinary wet-

ting, but not as severe as a washing in hot soap and water
would be. It was devised to form a basis of comparison
for different samples, and as such gives very good results.

Characteristic Shrinkage.

The following table shows a few characteristic values

found by the use of this test. To save time, all calculations

were made with a slide rule, as the percentage error in

measuring, etc., is greater than that introduced by the rule,

which is accurate to three figures.

Shrinkage Shrinkage Shrinkage
in warp in filling in

Sample direction direction area

% % %
*Heavy woolen cloth 4.3 3.6

Heavy woolen cloth 4.1 4.1

*Heavy woolen cloth 5.2 3.3

Heavy woolen cloth 2.4 0.8 3.2

Heavy woolen cloth 3.1 2.4 5.5

Heavy woolen cloth 3.5 3.5

*Heavy woolen cloth 2.6 2.1

Heavy woolen cloth 5.3 2.8 8.1

Medium weight woolen cloth 3.9 3.9

Medium weight woolen cloth 4.5 1.4 5.9

Medium weight woolen cloth 4.4 0.1 4.5

*Medium weight woolen cloth 4.2 3.8

Medium weight woolen cloth 6.1 5.5 11.6

Medium weight woolen cloth 4.4 0.8 5.3

*Note.—Samples marled (*) had a slight elongation in the filling

direction. Shrinkage in filling direction reported as zero.
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Standard for Aniline Oil

Please inform ine what test should be made to standardize

American-made aniline oil so that one may know what
strength the aniline oil is in order to get uniform results.

Also what is the standard for aniline oil. (2694)

There is no standard grade of aniline oil upon the market,

each manufacturer producing the best grade that his sup-

plies permit, consequently, when one buys from several con-

cerns, there is a likelihood of getting aniline of varying

properties. In contracting for aniline, it will be found best

to specify that the oil sold should not have a boiling point

under 182 degs. Centigrade, at which less than 95 per cent.

of the sample should distill.

It is a fact that much of the aniline oil now made in the

United States is of a higher grade than was formerly im-

ported, being of a more uniform composition.

No method is in use for testing aniline oil that can be

regarded as "standard," but the one most commonly em-
ployed by chemists is to distill a sample of the oil from a

small distilling bulb, condensing the distillate, and collecting

it in an upright graduated cylinder, as shown in the ac-

companying illustration.

The complete apparatus consists of a "ring stand" and a

piece of wire gauze to support the flask, a Bunsen burner,

several 200 cc. Lunge distillation flasks, a thermometer, a

funnel for use in filling the flask, an 18 or 20 inch con-

denser, and a 100 cc. measuring cylinder.

The distilling operation is very simple: 100 cc. of aniline

oil is put in the dry flask with the aid of the funnel, and
the several parts of the apparatus connected, finally inserting

the thermometer. When all is ready, the cool water is

slowly admitted from a tap to the condenser and allowed to

flow away at the rate of about one quart every ten minutes.

Heat is now applied, gently at first, until the contents of

the flask begin to boil, at the same time carefully observing

the temperature and noting the volume of distillate that col-

lects in the cylinder.

Aniline oil best suited for the use of the black dyes should

distill between 95 and 98 per cent, of its volume at 182" C,
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although good aniline oil, quite suited for black dyeing may
yield only 92 per cent, at this temperature.

An article on "Testing Aniline Oil and Salt," by Dr.

Louis J. Matos, appeared in the Textile World Record of

August, 1915, which contains a number of points of value

to Miose interested in testing these products. Berwick.
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Dye Specks on Worsted Yarn
Under separate cover I am sending a worsted skein which

you will find full of undissolved dye particles. The yarn
was dyed with 3 per cent, soluble induline, boiled three hours
in bath containing besides the dye, 20 per cent. Glauber's

salts, 2 per cent, sulphuric acid and 2 per cent, acetic acid,

56 per cent. The last named acid required in dissolving the

dyestuff. Can you tell me of an economical method for re-

moving the undissolved particles without stripping the color?

(2696)

The specks of undissolved dyestuff can be removed by

boiling in water. Only a little color is stripped during this

process. Acetic acid should not be used for dissolving water

soluble induline, as it will dissolve easier without the same.

Ernest C. T. Bick.

Changing Over Machines
We have some Banner knitters, 220-needle machines. Can

these be altered to make infants' hosiery, and if so, what
would be the probable cost? (2593)

Tliere should be no trouble whatever in changing the size

and gauge of Banner knitters. The driving parts and frame
are exactly the same and all that would be necessary would
be to order complete new heads. These heads would in-

clude needle cylinder, cam rings, sinker plates, outside and

inside sinker rings, latch rings, sinkers, needles, etc. This
matter should be taken up directly with the manufacturer
of these machines and an order placed with them for all

parts necessary to make the changes. All the information

that the manufacturer of the machines needs is the diameter

of the cylinder and the number of needles desired in the

machine to be used for the infants' hosiery; from this he

will be able to supply the necessary parts. Opentex

As it is often necessary to change from one class of goods
to another, up-to-date machine builders have made provision

for such emergencies by building machines with that end
in view. All that is necessary is to procure a new head.

By doing this the inquirer will have two machines.

Garwahl.

Changing knitters from ladies' to infants' hosiery is a

very simple matter and can be done very easily. I would
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not recommend the change, however, unless the machmes
were in fairly good shape, as the cost of this change would
go a long way toward new machines. New heads would
have to be procured for each machine. These would have to

he liought from the builders, and when sending for them
I would suggest that the shop numbers be given and also

the number of needles wanted. It would be best to have
a man direct from the shops of the builders to adjust the

^'^^'^''
LiGNY.

We referred his inquiry to the builders of the machine
and they reply as follows

:

The Banner knitters can be changed from 220 needles,

we presume it is size 3}i inches or possibly 3^ inches diame-

ter, to make infants' hosiery. The necessary changes would
be the gear ring, cam plate, complete with widening picks,

and, of course, the cylinder, sinker head, stitch ring, sinker

cap and transfers. The approximate cost would be about

$25 to $30. Hemphill Mfg. Co.

Setting Colors

We are water shrinking various kinds of cotton and linen

cloths used in making women's dresses. Is there anything
better than salt for setting the color? What quantity of

salt, should be put in the water? (262S)

There is nothing better than common salt for setting the

colors on cotton or linen fabrics. If the colors have been

well dyed in the beginning and fast dyes used, the shades

will not bleed or run during subsequent treatments. On the

other hand, if the dyes used were ordinary "salt" colors,

there is a tendenc\- for them to be slightly dissolved in

water when wet, and consequent^ the use of salt is desir-

able, since such dyes are not soluble in weak salt solutions.

Alum may also be used, hut many dyes act so differently

in alum water in comparison with common salt that, as a

rule, it is unsafe to employ it. Just how much salt to use

is largely a matter of experience. As a general rule, sub-

ject to variations, two ounces per gallon of water should

suffice. Many colors will show no sign of bleeding in water

containing only one ounce of salt per gallon. Berwick
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Conversion Cost of Woolens and Worsteds

By Wessex.

It cannot be called surprising that some difference of

opinion should be discovered as to the relative importance

of raw material cost and manufacturing cost in the final

price of woolen and worsted yarn and cloth. The blunt

question whether the cost of conversion is greater in high-

priced or in low-priced goods admits in good faith of en-

tirely contrary replies and the question cannot be satis-

factorily answered until it has been refined a good deal.

Costs of conversion irrefutably do increase as raw material

is carried from a low to a highly manufactured state and

nobody would think of denying so demonstrable a fact.

Evidence on the point is unnecessary, but if it were \vanted

records could be adduced to show that in a representative

dressgoods mill in Bradford the wage bill was found to

be thus apportioned

:

Per Cent.

Sorting 6

Conibmg 6

Spinning 18

Weaving, etc 70

i

Per cent 100

In the case of another mill in the same trade the element

of raw material was found to be as follows in the cost of

the several products at their different stages of manufacture:

Per cent.

Sorted Wool 95.6

Tops 84.6

Yarn 64.1

Cloth , 34.1

Conversion costs increase with the progress of the opera-

tions and the percentage represented by raw material cor-

respondingly dwindles. But there are both fixed and loose

factors in the composition of an ultimate cost and of the

variable factors the most conspicuous one is the value of

wool. There are extreme differences between wool of one
grade and another and differences similarly great in the

value of the same wool at different points of time. Con-
version costs were practically the same in 1898 as in 1900,
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but in the interim 60s tops had risen from 41 cents to 69

cents and fallen back to 38 cents again. The costs of manu-
facturing have remained substantially unchanged between

1908, when 16 cents would buy 40s tops, and 1913 when
they fetched 32 cents. Evidently high-priced goods and
low-priced goods are not one and the same thing in all

seasons.

Treating first of tops, and disregarding the fluctuations

over periods, it is the fact that the comb 40s tops selling at 31

cents costs the same as to comb 46s worth 35 cents; and

50s, worth 46 cents, are combed at an additional expense of

only % cent per pound. In this aspect therefore conver-

sion costs do not advance in harmony with the value of the

goods, but fall off very heavily. If the ground be shifted

to finer tops costing 60 cents a pound the broad fact remams
the same. The main increase in value is due not to the p''o-

cess, but to the rarity or desirability of the raw material.

Proceeding to worsted yarns, it is immediately found that

the coarser wools cannot be spun to any great fineness and

consequently the differences between the prices of any two
counts of the same quality are unimportant. In all cir-

cumstances the main component is the value of the

fiber. In the finest worsted yarns the top or the

wool is still the dominant component, but between

tops of 64g quality spun to 2/24s, and the same spun

to 2/60s. there is an appreciable difference of price. From
a spinner's quotations it appears that the percentage of con-

version cost in 2/24s must be about 15 per cent, and in

2/60s about 26>4 per cent, of the total price. Thus in this

extreme instance the cost of conversion is materially greater

in the higher priced product, but high and low are relative

terms and it has to be reflected that 2/24s yarn of this

quality is not used for manufacturing distinctively low-

priced fabrics. In the specimen instance of a 54-cut Saxony
woolen 3'arn the conversion cost is roughly 27 per cent, and

in the case of a 24-cut cheviot woolen yarn is 17^ per cent.

Depending on the instances chosen, it is possible to give

either a Yes or a No to the initial question in respect of

yarn.

Cloths are high-priced or low-priced for various reasons

and so much of the cost of manufacture arises in the weav-
ing and finishing of them that the existing proportions of

co.st are capable of being radically altered. Combing is

in no case of much effect in submerging the cost of raw
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material and, in the case of wool o£ one quality, spinning

only affects the equation within the narrow limits of the

spinnable count. Yet the same wool and the same count

of yarn and the same number of picks do eventually pro-

duce fabrics showing 25 or 30 per cent, difference in market-

able value. The difference is not inevitable, but it occurs

in England for example between sheer worsteds of 46s qual-

ity and milled and carefully finished worsted serges. Cost

of conversion accounts for everything unless it be for use

of a superior dyestuff and wherever there is a large outlay

upon finishing there is no question of the tendency of costs

to advance.

High-priced cloth is not precisely synonymous with fine

cloth, but a cloth made of fine yarn has for its constituent

parts material in which the conversion cost is high. As there

are more ends in the warp there is more expense in warp-
ing and beaming and in the long run all weaving charges

are regulated by the picks in the inch. In England weav-
ing prices are directly based upon the picks and whether a

piece of plain worsted costs $3.50 or $14 to wearer is a

question of whether it has 50 picks or 200, like some of

the high priced plains upon the market. The cost of mend-
ing varies with the complexity of the weave, the perfection

of the yarn and the care and expense in weaving. Mend-
ing ought to cost little, but in practice it costs much and
in bad cases as much as the weaving. Scouring, finishing

and dyeing may cost net about $5 for 60 yards of 16-ounce

cloth in an average case and more for indigo or alizarin.

In general the higher the prices aimed at, the more must
the expense be. Those manufacturers who secure the best

prices for fancy worsteds and tweeds spend certainly 5 per
cent, of their turnover on designing and patterns. The
selling expenses are heaviest on the highest-priced goods
and on them also the credits are the longest.

To state a concrete case, the instance may be taken of

manufacturers buying wool, tops- or yarn of 64s quality in

Yorkshire. They consume the yarn principally in counts
between 2/28s and 2/48s and convert it into indigo serges
weighing 18/19 oz. and selling at $1.38 to $1.50; or into 16

oz. fancies selling at $1.32 to $1.56. Ordinarily tlie higher
the price sought, the smaller are the quantities ordered
to one pattern and the higher the standard of perfection
is pitched. The number of changes of warp and loom har-
ness is increased and it is indisputable that in such a case,
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where tlie variable factors are eliminated, the highest prices

accompany the highest conversion costs.

Where the variables are not eliminated, and where goods
of a rudimentary character are compared with the most
highly finished articles, differences will creep in, but on
straight issues there is little room for doubt that the case

is similar in most directions in England. It is difficult to

call to mind any department of the trade in cloth in which
a relatively little manufactured material, costing a high

price raw, is sold again at a low charge for conversion. The
tendencies of the times are all towards higher complexities

in manufacture and these in one way and another all en-

tail higher manufacturing costs sometimes balanced in part

by high costs of raw material. The case is so in Bradford,
in Huddersfield, in Batley and in Scotland and the ex-

pense justifies itself in producing goods for which the cus-

tomer is willing to pay better prices than formerly.

Equipment for a Yarn Plant

Please outline for us the necessary equipment for a cotton
yarn spinning plant with an annual production of 250,000
to 300,000 pounds of combed and carded ply yarns, sizes

20s to 50s. Also give 3'our idea as to the cost of this equip-
ment. (2575)

It would l)e quite a difficult matter to outline the necessary

equipment for such a plant as inquirer desires. This is a

wide range of numbers for such a small plant. For ex-

ample, for 5,000 lbs. of 20s, 2,500 spindles would be neces-

sary, while 8,000 spindles would be necessary for 50s yarn

with the other machinery in proportion. Assuming 35s to

be the average number it would be necessary to have one set

of picker machinery, 6 cards. 20 deliveries drawing, 80

slubber spindles, 200 intermediate spindles, 1,000 fine spindles.

4.0C)0 spinning spindles, 2,000 twister spindles, 200 spooler

spindles. These would cost, including power, about $50,000.

For corribing it would be necessary to have 2 sliver lap

•machines, 1 ribbon lapper, 15 six-head combers, extra draw-
ing, etc., which in all would cost about $15,000 more. There
is quite a range in prices on cotton machinery and there

are times when a great saving could be made in buying.

Areson;.
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Dyeing Cotton Hosiery with Logwood

1 would like a formula for dyeing men's cotton, 176

needle hose, weighing 3^ ounce. 1 would like to dye the

material in 100 pound lots using logwood. (2534)

It is suggesed in dyeing cotton hosiery to make use of

a rotary dyeing machine of ordinary type, but if one is not

at hand, to use tubs of suitable size, taking care not to have
the volume of dye liquor too great, otherwise the shade will

be thin.

For 100 lbs. of socks, lay for several hours in a bath of

1 lb, sumac extract and ^ lb. solid extract of logwood or

equivalent of paste extract. Then lift and without washing
pass through a solution of black iron liquor at 9° Tw., and
allow to soak for two hours. Lift, pass through a, chalk

Bath, and enter the dye bath, prepared with 6 lbs. solid ex-

tract of logwood, and shaded with from 1 to 1^ lbs. fustic

extract to throw the shade to the jet side. Cool in the bath

and "sadden" by giving about \% lbs. clean copperas, and
finally rinse. The socks may be brightened with soap and
oil.

If these operations are carried out carefully and sufficient

time given, a first-class black will be obtained that is par-

ticularly fast to wear and washing with soap.

If it is possible to dye the yarn with logwood before being-

knit into socks, the following dyeing process will be found
to give excellent results. It makes use of what dyers for-

merly called "black" dye, which is a combination of- log-

wood, a tanning material such as chestnut extract and a

little soda. It gives excellent deep black shades and at

a cost usually much below the general methods for dyeing
logwood. 100 lbs. of yarn would require about the follow-

ing quantities

:

Starting bath. 50 lbs. black dye, 20 lbs. soda ash, 10 lbs.

blue vitriol.

Second bath. 25 lbs. black dye, 8 lbs. soda ash, 4 lbs.

blue vitriol.

Third or Standing bath. 20 lbs. black dye, 3 lbs. soda ash,

1>4 lbs. blue vitriol.

Boil V/2 to 2 hours, lift and oxidize 2 or 3 hours. By
after treating with 1 per cent, chrome at 150° to 160° for

20 minutes, the fastness to washing is made excellent.

Beta Naphthol.
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Removing Rust from Needles

We have had a great manx- knitting needles rusted from
the fumes of chloride of lime, which from some unaccount- i

.al)le cause, got into our knitting department. Do 3^ou know
{

of a method or chemical preparation that we can use to
|

dissolve or get rid of this rust? (2720)

It is douhtful if there is any method that will successfully

remove rust from steel knitting needles, except it is a me-
chanical one, similar to a polishing process with some fine

abrasive that will remove the rust by friction. Rust is oxide

of iron, and forms quite readily in a moist atmosphere.

When hypochlorite fumes (chlorine) are present, the rust-

ing action of the moisture is thereby greatly increased, and

it is to be expected that the rusting action has cut somewhat
into the body of the steel. It may be possible quickly to re-

move the rust on the surface of the needles by putting them
into a "pickle" made of dilute sulphuric acid, which will

dissolve the rust, but unless the work is closely watched the

acid may cut into the needles, causing a pitting. After pick-

ling, they must be buffed wath crocus or other fine polishing

P°^^^^^- Berwick.

I would suggest taking a dye can with a slide opening,

such as can be found in almost any knitting mill dyehouse
and solder a ^ or ^-inch rod after running through the

can lengthwise at diagonal corners and fasten small pulley

at one end for drive. The journals can be made by using

two pieces of 1-inch board slotted at ends and nail put

through to act as top or cover of ordinary box. Take heavy
cord and run from a shafting. Get about a pint of brass

turnings and put in can with about one box of 250 cylinder or

500 dial needles and run as ordinary rumbler for castings.

When the rust is all worn off take out the brass filings and put

in fine chips made from old leather belting and run again

until polished to the desired finish. Do not run too fast

as in that case the desired effect is lost as it is the sliding

movement that does the polishing and by running fast the

needles are simply thrown around and not polished. The
writer once had about 5,000 needles very much rusted and
succeeded in redeeming nearly all of them by this method.

CiPANGO.
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Variegated Color Effects on Yarn

1 am inclosing a sample of cotton yarn showing variegated

color effects. Is this produced on a printing machine?

(2658)

The sample of cotton yarn showing variegated effects

was not dyed upon any form of printing machine as is

supposed, but by a very simple process requiring no special

appliances, but some degree of patience on the part of the

dyer. It was dyed in some foreign country. The skein of

cotton was successively dipped for a few minutes at a time

in dye baths containing different colors; in this case they

are blue, yellow and green, the white portion being the un-

dyed thread. The skeins are tied at those places beyond
which it is desired that the dye shall not proceed, and after

an immersion has been long enough, the skein is lifted from
the bath, allowed to drain, lightly washed and then the

binding removed. In this manner the skeins pass from
one color tub to another until the several colors have been
applied. Of course, this effect may be obtained by printing,

but this method is of much greater use where the number
of colors to be applied is considerable, and also where a soft

blending effect, as in this case, is desired. The skeins do
not require to be absolutely dry before being immersed in

tlie next bath, but they should not be too wet. Berwick.

Adjustment of Knitting Frames

By VeRATUS.

Use screw drivers of the proper width, and ground like

screw drivers instead of like chisels. Use wrenches with
straight parallel jaws. Use judgment in forcing screws,

especially hardened screws, since they are not easily re-

moved if the heads are broken.

Always make a definite adjustment such as a quarter
turn, a half division, etc., and remember just what it was
so that it can be halved, or doubled, or retracted entirely,

according to the indications of the results. The habit of
making only definite adjustments is especially desirable with
knitting frames in which the different parts are frequently
duplicated many times, as in the feeds of which 8, 10, 12,

etc., may be used,
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Adjustments After Changing Frame.

The first important adjustment to make after changing a

knitting frame from a coarse cut to a fine cut, is to have

the cap or head set in the right position for that particular

gauge. A good rule in setting the cap is the following:

As the cylinder needle draws the yarn or length of the stitch

over the dial needles, the cap should be set in such a posi-

tion that the dial needles do not start on their inward move-
ment until after the cylinder stitch has completed its length

of the stitch or draw of the yarn. Immediately after the

cylinder needles have completed the downward movement
the dial cams can begin to take the dial needles in from

the landing position to the casting off position.

Another way equally good is to set the cap so that the

dial needles have been cast off and retrieved to the edge

of the dial just as the cylinder needle is finishing its up-

ward movement on the small raising cam, immediately fol-

lowing the stitch cam. There is nothing really important

in the circumferential adjustment of a shirt machine cap

to within a needle or two. After the above adjustments

liave been made the yarn guides should be set so that the

back of the guide will just clear the cj-linder needle nicely

as its latch is closing by contact with the previously formed
stitch. After these adjustments have been made the next

step is to hook the fabric on the frame.

Hooking Fabric on Frame.

See that all latches are open. Unless there is room enough
between the cylinder and dial to reach a needle down through,

elevate the dial to provide sufificient room. The best place

to start hooking on is right behind the feed where the needles

are drawn back to clear the stitch, but in some cases there

is sufficient room between the two sets of needles at other

places around the cylinder.

The amount of fabric hooked on should be the least that

will give a secure hold. If too much is hooked on the sur-

plus should be trimmed off with shears, as otherwise it is

likely to clog the needles before it gets down between them.

After the fabric starts into the feed, keep it pulled down
enough to make sure that the cylinder latches will clear it

going up and that it will pull clear of the needles as they

draw all the way back, yet not enough to break the stitches.

It is well to notice the feed frequently, as it is important to

form the stitches properly.
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After the fabric is all hooked on the frame, and uniform

tension put on the goods, open all latches which may have

become closed during the hooking-up process. It is well to

have the cloth in the take-up before the power is put on

since the take-up pull is much more dependal)le than the

hand pull.

When the power is put on, watch all around the needle

line for loose yarn and if any appears that does not quickly

knit down, stop the machine or the needles will become
clogged, in which case hooks and latohes get bent, latches

get bruised by the carrier and butts get cut ofif. Pull the

loose yarn clear of the needles, taking care not to injure

the latter and hook a small piece of cloth on the bare needles

and keep hand tension on it until the hole mends ; or if the

space is not large take out the dial needles there, in which

case the cylinder needles will generally pick up, after which

the dial needles may be replaced and the rib knitting will

start at once.

Stitch Adjustment.

The stitch is important, not only because it is the es-

sential factor next to the diameter of the yarn which decides

the structural characteristics of the fabric, but because cor-

rect stitch adjustment is necessary for good results in the

operation of the machine. By stitch is meant the length

of yarn in the loop. It is necessary to distinguish stitch

as applied to the loop from stitches per foot of yarn. When
the stitches per foot are increased the stitch or individual

loop is shortened and vice versa. The stitch is determined,

first, by the size of the yarn, and thereafter by the require-

ments of weight, appearance and feel of the fabric. To
lengthen the stitch, that is to increase the yarn in eacli

stitch, is to lengthen the loop and to make the fabric loose

or sleazy if the original stitch was normal; and to sliortcn

the stitch is to shorten the loop and to make the fabric

heavy or boardy.

Dry Carded Shoddies

We have received a number of calls for shoddies ''drv

carded.'' It seems that these stocks are worked into goods
which are not scoured, and therefore the oil is offensive.

Can you give us a formula for making an emulsion for
same? We understand there is an emulsion used, con-
sisting of a small proportion of soap well mixed with water.

(2578)
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The above query is not quite clear. No reason exists

why the oil used in this case should be offensive if it is of

good quality. Since carding is a mechanical operation, it

is not essential because the material to be carded is shoddy,

that lov^ grade or otherwise cheap oils should be used. For
the purpose of emulsifying an oil, the most satisfactory

method to pursue is to use a potash or soft soap of the

type commonly known in most mills as an English fig

soap, which always contains beside a fair quantity of water,

an amount of glycerine that materially aids in making an

emulsion that '"holds." An exact formula cannot be given,

since the amount of mineral oil the inquirer uses is not

known. He will have to work out his own recipe, bearing

in mind that a uniform emulsion is possible only when
the soap has been dissolved, and the oil added while both

are agitated by means of a paddle or other appliance.

By adding the oil to the solution of soap, an emulsion that

"holds" for a considerable length of time can be obtained.

Do not add the soap to the oil. Berwick.

A Non-Crocking Hematine Black

We would like a formula for dyeing worsted yarn with
Hematine black so it will not crock. (2471)

The worsted yarns must be thoroughly scoured and rinsed

clean preparatory to being mordanted. The mordant most
commonly employed is bichromate of potash and argols,

although equally good results are obtained by using lactic

acid instead of argols. Mordant as follows, with

2y2 lbs. Bichromate of potash.

2 lbs. Argols (crude cream of tartar).

Boil for V/i hours, lift, rinse well, and dye in a bath con-

taining from 5 to 7 pounds of hematine, adding the dye in

several portions as the dyeing progresses, so as not to have
too much free color in the bath at any time during the pro-

cess.

Commence dyeing at 175'' F., and proceed at the boil.

The color of the bath, when all the dye is taken up should

be quite clear. Shading for a full jet black should be done
with a small quantity of fustic extract. The fastness of

hematine (logwood) dyeing depends on slowness of dye-

ing, and avoiding overchroming. Wash well after dyeing.

Berwick.
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Co-operation Between Departments
By Bleacher.

Many of the difficulties, including damages, delays and

seconds, that the bleacher and finisher has to contend with,

can be removed to a large extent when the bleacher and

finisher understands cloth manufacturing and can talk over

his troubles with warper and the weaver. Also when the

cloth departments understand bleaching and finishing to some

extent the results are more beneficial all around.

I once had charge of bleaching and finishing in a mill

working on cotton dress goods and shirtings. The goods

were bleached and dyed in the yarn so that when they were

made up in the piece they had to be singed and then washed

so as to break up the sizing. They were then water, mangled

and starched or loaded and dryed on a tenter. As I was 'lo-

cated near the weaving mill I could go to the gray room
and arrange the goods so as to get through the different

processes to the best advantage. When I had trouble at

one time because of the sizing being so hard to get out,

I went to the warp room and after a little talk with the

overseer this was straightened out so that the output from
the wash house was larger and I had better colors.

Reduced Needless Work.

When we were having trouble with oil spots on the goods,

I had the overseer of the weaving department come into

the wash house and when I pointed out to him the labor

and expense caused in taking out oil spots, he co-operated

with me to such an extent, and so promptly, that in a few
weeks it was possible to send some of the help to another

part of the mill, I did not need them. I also called the

attention of the overseer of the weaving department to the

matter of tight selvages, that is, the selvage on one side of

the piece tighter than on the other. It was impossible to

get some of the goods straight without breaking the selvage.

He also remedied this with the aid of the warp department

so that I had very little trouble.

Other things were constantly coming up to cause trouble

and expense, but we got together just as soon as they came
along and worked together to head them off. I saw that

the goods were properly taken care of before going to the

singe house. We also tried to have as small a quantity of

goods around as possible waiting to be finished. The sooner
the goods were finished after weaving the better. The mill
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owner informed me that my plan of co-operation with

other heads of departments meant more and better work
and an extra profit for the mill, and I know of other plants

where efforts along the same lines have given similar results.

Why Production Varies from Schedule

We make a large range of goods and experience difficulty

in making the production schedule work out as laid down
by the planning department. The weight does not always
balance with the estimated amount, and orders are not filled

on schedule time. Can you offer any suggestions? (623)

An article filled with suggestions on these problems was
printed in the August 5, 1916, issue of Textile World Journal.

In additions to the advice given careful records of past

performances will be found very useful in avoiding losses

and disappointment of customers.

Construction of 0. D. Melton

Can you supply me with particulars of how the inclosed

piece of cloth is made? The sample is small, but undoubtedly
you will recognize it as a piece of 30 ounce, 56 inch olive

drab melton for the Government. This is what I think it is.

Can you give me the number of ends going into these goods,

how wide the cloth is laid in the loom, the number of picks

at the loom, the yarn sizes of warp and filling, the weave
draft and how much the goods are shrunk in finishing?

(2765)

The weave is shown in the illustration, and the layout

for this cloth as near as I can analyze it from the small

sample is as follows

:

2,400 ends 1^ run, left twist warp.

Reed 9^/4 X 3 (per dent) = 34.2 inches over all.

32 picks 1^ run, right twist filling.

To hold 20 per cent, shrinkage when finished. The loom
weight of the above layout is 30.48 ozs. Allowing for 18

per cent, loss from oil and dirt and flocks

in finishing, and putting in enough shrink-

age at the fulling mill to hold 20 per cent,

when finished, the finished weight will be

exactly 30 ozs. Of course, not knowing the

blend to be used in making this cloth it is

difficult to get very close to the exact per-

centage of loss from grease, dirt and flocks

from scouring and finishing. I would suggest that this cloth
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be fulled in the grease and not be either gigged or napped.

For if the right amount of twist is put in the yarn when
spinning the fulling will break up the stock enough to give

it a good cover without napping or gigging and, therefore,

save the tensile strength warp and filling ways of the cloth

when finished. If this cloth does not have to be made to

specifications it could be made on a lot cheaper layout and
still get the same appearance and be strong enough.

Bradford Numbers for Tops
I wish you would state for me the connection l)etwecn the

Bradford numbers, 40s, 60s, etc., used as quality numbers
for tops and wool and the yarn numbers to which these desig-

nations will actually spin. A friend says Bradford 60s tops
will produce a 60s two-fold yarn. I know he is wrong.

(1223)

During 1907-8 an attempt to define details of the quality

of Bradford tops was made by the stafif of the Bradford
Technical College. According to a table published in the

quarterly report of that institution in April, 1909, the counts
of yarn to which Bradford tops will usually spin are as

follows

:

Quality No. Yarn Count
Tops. Limit.

28s 16s

32s 24s

36s 28s

40s prepared 36s

40s carded 32s

44s prepared 40s

46s 40s

50s 44-46s

56s 48s
58s . . . . ; 50s

60s warp quality 48-50s

64s 56s

70s , 80s

80s 100s

90s 150s

The table was compiled by Edford Priestley after ex-
periments with a large number of samples with the idea of
offering "a means whereby within reasonable limits" stan-
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dards may be defined. In other words, the figures give a

fair average which is not binding on anybody, but which is

commonly attained in practice. Regent.

Yellow Streaks on Knitted Cloth

We are sending you a sample of cloth upon which you
will notice a number of light yellow streaks running cross-

wise in the cloth. These are not detected in the dyehouse
while the cloth is being put through process or drying, but

after the fabric is worked they develop. The cloth is all

processed wrong side out and it will be noticed that the

streaks are much plainer on the inside or right side. We
find that these can easily be taken off by rubbing lightly with
clear water. The goods are boiled with caustic and silicate

of soda under about 18 pounds pressure, and then scoured
with hyposulphite of soda. We are very careful when any
goods have to stand any time to saturate them thoroughly
and keep them wet, also covering our carts to keep the light

and air from coming in contact with the goods, filling the

boxes to about a foot of the top. Can you give us any in-

formation as to the cause and remedy for this trouble?

(2710)

A chemical test shows that these stains are iron. From
their general shape, I would regard them as being the re-

sult of folds in the fabric coming in contract with the sides

of the kier, and it is certain that they are not chemical stains,

that is, stains due to any defective action of the chemicals

used in the bleaching process, I would suggest that a care-

ful inspection of the entire bleaching operation be made
with a batch, looking closely at the material as it comes
from one stage and before it advances to another.

Cromarty.

The Finishing of Haircloth

I am sending a small piece of haircloth. Can you tell me
how I can overcome the spots that the cloth takes from the

first can on the finishing machine? (2172)

If the inquirer will cut the heat out of the first two cans

by clocking it at the doll head I think he can retain his

usual formula for finishing and not get spots baked on the

goods. The first two cans will "borrow" sufficient heat from

the rest of the set to warm up the fabric gradually and

prevent the baking. Swanset.
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Finishing Silk Sweater Coats

After finishing silk sweater coats should they be pressed,

and if so, what is the method used? (2467)

Silk sweater coats should not be pressed after being

finished. The only process I know of to finish silk sweaters

is steaming, which most manufacturers of silk sweaters are

using today. A ten-gallon galvanized tank is built with a

2-inch pipe across the top, extending on both sides about

14 inches, as shown at Fig. 1. A ^-inch slot runs across

the pipe for about 12 inches. The water is heated and the

Connecting Pipe:'

FIG. 1.

steam forced through the slot in the pipe. After the sweater

coat has been finished it is well to fold the coat as if ready

to box. Hold the coat over the jet, first on one side and

then on the other, allow about one minute for each side of

the coat so that the steam will penetrate. Tf a press is used
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it is apt to leave the coat with a wavy or crimpy appearance

and a poor luster. The steaming process gives the goods

a soft handle and a fine luster, w^hich improves as the goods

lie in storage. Especially is this true where one end of wood
fiber silk and one end of real silk is used. Having made
these goods for some years and giving the presses a fair

trial, I am convinced that steaming is the only method by

which good results can be obtained. Taconic.

This is a problem that each mill should solve for itself.

There are so many different kinds of stock that are

called silk and which require different methods of treat-

ment to bring out their luster, that it is difficult to give

a satisfactory reply to the question. Pressing changes the

rich luster of silk to a shiny effect. No sweater coats

should be pressed either hot or cold as this will spoil

the luster of the yarn and also crush the stitch. I have

found from long experience that pressing does more harm
than good to the general appearance of the goods.

Delaine.

Keeping Knitted Necktie Machines Employed
By Cleaburne.

The manufacture of knitted neckties started about six-

er seven years ago, and as the goods were made on latch

needle machines similar to those used in hosiery manufactur-

ing, only of smaller diameter, one would suppose that either

hosiery or underwear manufacturers would have been the

first to engage in the industry. Such was not the case.

Instead, concerns engaged in the manufacture of braids and
millinery trimmings were the first to place orders for these

machines, possibly because hosiery and underwear concerns,

having only stocks of cotton and woolen yarns, were not

equipped for neckties, while the braid concerns used all

colors in mercerized cotton and fiber silk for their product.

Some of the braid houses still produce neckties, which
sell for 25 cents and 50 cents, but the better grade of ar-

ticle is not being made to any great extent. The regular

necktie concerns dropped this line of neckwear entirely. In

some cases they were able to dispose of their machines.

Other Articles That Can Be Made.

There is no need of reviewing the development in knitting

and winding equipment in this special field, but a few state-
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ments as to the employment of the machinery and the prod-

ucts that can be made and sold are of interest.

The braid houses, the original necktie manufacturers,

still manage to do some business in this line, but not enough

to keep their plants going steadily the year around. They
have tried to produce other articles on these machines,

such as using a one and one cut wheel on the 49 needle, 12-

gauge machine, and knitting two colors, straight work, then

cutting it into strips the desired length and putting a

chenille ball or a tassel on the end. These goods are made
in different patterns and are used for bands around ladies'

hats.

Another article for ladies' wear is a jabot or necktie

made on the 49-needle cylinder with no wheel, and both

feeds casting off; in fact, the same stitch that is used in

making the neck band on neckties, and with four-color Stripes

to make different stripes throughout. A nice variety of

ladies' neckwear can be produced in this way.

A knitted belt can be made for either men's or ladies'

wear on the cylinder and dial machines by using plain colors

or two colors, and having one feed tuck and one feed plain

making straight work, cutting off the desired length and
sewing a buckle on one end with a regular necktie end
finish on the other end. The neckband stitch on the cylinder

and dial machines could also be used to produce a fabric

which would make a ribbon for watch fobs.

Concerns having any necktie machines not in use of

either type would do well to get in touch with the millinery

or ladies' wear trade as numerous articles can be produced
on these machines.

Disinfectant for Rags

Please state the best method for disinfecting old rags.

(2635)

The best disinfectant for old rags is live steam blown
into the rags by means of a pointed pipe that can be

forced into the bale. Dry heat is another disinfectant, while

the most effective is perhaps formaldehyde; In the form
of a 5 per cent, solution this can be sprinkled over the rags
contained in a room or closed bin and kept in such a place

for 24 hours. Of course, rags in bales cannot be effectively

fumigated practically until the bales are broken open.

Berwick.
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There are two methods that can be cheaply used for the

disinfecting of old rags. The first is by means of gases,

and the second, by an aqueous solution ; either being suit-

able and used according to operating facilities, the amount
of material and subsequent use of same. In the first method
the rags should be spread on the floor and on shelves '"n

an air-tight room or closet provided for the purpose. Then
regular sulphur disinfecting candles can be burned, or for-

maldehyde gas used. The sulphur is the cheapest, but

formaldehyde is most efficient. After leaving the rags in

contact w^ith the disinfectant for 12 hours or more, the

room is opened and aired. If the job is to be done regularly

the room should be provided with an exhaust fan which
can be started from outside the room and which will drive

the gases to the outside air. Both the sulphur dioxide gas

formed by burning the sulphur and formaldehyde are very

irritating to the nose, eyes and throat.

The aqueous method, which is more expensive, is to boil

the rags in vats or kiers in a solution of sulphate of zinc

and common salt (2 ozs. zinc sulphate and 1 oz. of salt to

the gallon), for ^ hour. Chloride of lime can be used

instead of the zinc sulphate and salt. Boiling in plain

water for an hour is probably sufficient disinfectant in or-

dinary cases. K. B. Lamb.

Weight of a Shuttle

Please give me the standard weight of a shuttle. We
are using two types of loom, the Dobcross loom with 91

inches reed space, 80 picks per minute, and the Hartmann
loom with 87 inches reed space, 72 picks per minute.

(2604)

There are no tables or data availal)le that would give

any clue as to a standard weight of a shuttle. Shuttles

used in cotton weaving might vary from 11 to 18 ounces,

exclusive of the bobbin and filling, and a shuttle for woolen
or worsted weaving might vary from 13 to 21 ounces. The
variation is due to diiTerent kinds of wood that are used

and to the different kinds of shuttle fittings used.

Shambow Shuttle Co.
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Making Faller and Comber Pins

How are faller and comb pins, comber needles, etc., made?
Also inform me what method is applied in drilling holes for

flat pins. (2583)

All kinds of faller, comb and comber needles are made
from carbon steel wire drawn to size. The wire is put

through a straightening machine and cut into appropriate

lengths, say 12 inches long, after which it goes to the grind-

ing machine and is ground on a concave wheel, a rubber

wheel holding the wire against the stone or grinder. The
wires are fed into the machine by boys, and the number of

times they pass through the machine depends upon the length

of taper required in the pin. Anywhere from two to four

operations of grinding will be sufficient for most kinds of

pins.

When the pins are ground on both ends of the wire they

are taken to the cutting-off machine and cut off to the re-

quired length. The wire remaining is taken back to the

grinder and the pins ground on each end again, and so on,

until the wire is used up.

From the cutting-off machine the pins go to the harden-

ing and tempering room, where they are placed in a fur-

nace and made red hot, then plunged into fish oil, which

makes them hard. From there they go back into the fur-

nace and are drawn to any required temper. The pins are

then taken to the polishing room, placed in bags containing

soap gravel, and various other materials used bv pinmakers

(which most of them say nothing about) and allowed to

work back and forth on runners until they assume a high

state of polish. After this, they are taken out of the bags,

washed or scoured, and placed in saw-dust to dry. When
absolutely dry they are made up into packages containing

anywhere from 500 to 40,000 pins, according to the size.

The points of pins as they come from the scouring ma-
chine are known as common points and are sharp enough
for most purposes. If a really fine sharp point is required

the pins are set-pointed, that is, the points are sharpened

on a small, fine emery wheel ; this operation is performed
by hand. Flat pins are simply round pins flattened out in

their softened condition before they reach the hardening

and tempering furnace.

In regard to making flat holes in either fallers or circle
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combs, a round hole is first drilled. For instance, if we
are making 40 per inch in a circle, the size of pin should be

17 X 27, English pin gauge. We, first of all, drill a round
hole about 17>^/ 1000s, taking in the entire circle. In a

large circle this equals about 6,000 holes in one row. Then
we put through these holes a series of cutters or slotting

punches, the first two or three cutters taking out from 1

to 1>^/I000s, after which 2^/lOOOs can be taken out with

each succeeding cutter. R. H. Hood Co.

Knitting Chinchilla Cloth

We inclose a small piece of chinchilla, shown at Fig. 1,

which we are anxious to make and would like to have you
give us all the information you can regarding the manufacture
of this fabric. (2547)

This chinchilla sample was made on a 30-inch diameter

head machine, 12 needles to the inch, 4 feeds, 2 cotton and

FIG. 1.

one wool end to a feed. Tlie wool yarn is a 62 grain and
the cotton 16s with a 2-1 block wheel. The cloth is
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washed, bleached and dried on a circular dryer and then

sent to the napping room where it is napped and the chin-

FIG. 2.

chilla process applied. I am sending a sample that looks

very much like a chinchilla, shown at Fig. 2, but which
really is a better fabric and is sold as chinchilla ruff.

Gama.

Kinks on Designing

By Roxburgh.

In mixtures of low and medium qualities containing small

proportions of bright colors, it is a good plan to have the

bright colors in a better quality than the bulk stock. A
coarse quality of wool with long fibers mills out of the

cloth; that is, it comes out on the face and gives a rough
appearance. If the bright color, whether it be white or

fancy, is a finer quality it will, by virtue of its brightness,

catch the eye and give the piece a greatly improved appear-

ance. Of course, care must be taken to guard against too

high a proportion of the expensive material getting into the

blend. The great endeavor is to get as -much variety of

depth and color from as few mixings as possible.

Dyeing Stock or Yarn.

Whether it is more economical to dye colors in the wool
or in the yarn depends on local circumstances. A small
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mill finds it cheaper to spin yarn in the gray and dye colors

as required, perhaps making an exception in favor of the

standard shades. Certainly fancy colors for stripes and

checks are best dyed in the yarn as they are seldom re-

quired in large lots, and are liable to change from season

to season.

Risk of Mixing Qualities.

To reduce the risk of mixing qualities it is a good rule

never to have the same counts in two qualities if possible

to avoid it. If it should become necessary to have two
qualities in the same weight one of them should be dis-

tinguished by a fraction on the count number. If 27s is

in stock, make the next one 26^ or llYz. If 2/30s is in

stock and the same counts in another grade is required, name
it 2/31. Then the quality will be defined by the counts.

Economies in Yarns.

Economies can be effected in the making of fancy twists

by spinning the fancy color to a finer count than the plan.

A twist made of black and scarlet will cost more than one

made of black and gray, because the cost of dyeing the

scarlet is greater than the relative cost of the black in

the gray. To equalize the cost as much as possible, scarlet

and other high colors may be spun slightly smaller. If the

yarn is 2/27s in black and gray it may be made from a

27s and a 30s in black and scarlet.

Saving the Equipment.

The best designer is generally the one that gets the most
useful and novel effects on the fewest harnesses. Young
designers are tempted to try elaborate weaves and look with

pride at a loom laboring with a long harness chain and an

equally long filling chair. The young man is apt to over-

look the commercial side of the business. Looms are made
with a capacity of 24 to 36 shafts so that special things may
be made if called for, but it is not well from the economic

point of view, to use these looms to the full limit of their

capacity. Weaves should also be within the range of the

weaver's ability.

t

Recipe for Rope Dressing

Please give me a good recipe for making dressing for

mule rope. I wish to apply it on splices to prolong their

life. (2586)
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The following is a good recipe for rope dressing:

1 gal. black molasses.

2 lbs. beeswax.

Yz lb. lampblack.

Cut the wax in small pieces, boil and stir all together

until the ingredients are thoroughly dissolved and mixed.

Apply warm, Natrona.

Mixing Cotton with Wool on the French System.

Please inform me in what process cotton is mixed with wool
on French system worsted and cotton mixtures. For 50/50,

60/40, 70/30', 80/20 and 90/10 mixes how much of each

material is drawn and in what form are the fibers mixed.
(2632)

The machine used for mixing cotton with wool on the

French system is called a cotton mixer and consists of

four heads, two worsted and two cotton. The two cot-

ton heads are in the center of the machine. There is a

worsted head on each side of the cotton head. The wool
is received in top form at this machine, the doublings de-

pending on the percentage of wool required. The cotton

is received in a carded or combed sliver of any convenient

weight, the doublings depending on the draft and percent-

age of cotton required. The draft is about three for the

worsted heads and two for the cotton.

The worsted heads contain a porcupine which preserves

the openness of the fibers drawn over its surface by the

more quickly revolving front rollers, which delivers a rib-

bon-like sliver to a sliver plate which is set at right angles

to the delivery rolls. At the end of this sliver plate is

a balling head which produces a compact and firm ball with

sliver laid crosswise. As the sliver from the extreme end

(which is worsted) is drawn along the sliver plate, it

passes in front of the cotton drawing rolls which also de-

livers the cotton sliver onto the sliver plate, the worsted
being under the cotton. As these slivers are drawn along

the sliver plate they pass the last worsted head which de-

livers another layer of worsted on top of the cotton, thus

drawing the cotton between two layers of worsted. All

mixes are obtained the same way, the number of ends of

cotton and worsted put up at this machine depending on
the weight of sliver and the percentage of each required.

The ball is taken from this machine, put up at the gill

box with 2, 3 or 4 doublings, depending on the number of

operations in the set, the number of doublings and counts
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to be spun from the finished roving. The gill box should

not have over five of a draft for 50/50, 60/40 or 70/30 mixes,

and through the set the draft should not be greater than

four. Mixes of 80/20 and 90/10 may be run all worsted

regarding drafts. Nantucket.

Softener for Bleached Cotton Hose

Would paraffine wax and stearic acid be a suitable soft-

ener to give back the life to bleached cotton hose by the

Hme process, and how should this be prepared, especially

where hard water is used? If the above is not suitable

please give some other method that will soften the goods
and not turn them yellow. (2686)

Paraffine wax and stearic acid if not thoroughly dissolved

will go on the goods in patches. If the water is very hard

use a little more soda ash in boiling. In mixing the lime

dissolve 60 pounds of soda ash at 58° and add to the lime.

Be sure that all chemicals are washed out of the goods. For
a softener use 5 per cent, of good oil soap and 1 per cent,

of soda ash. Dryden.

Nitre Cake in Dyeing

By Dr. Louis J. Matos.

The use of bisulphate of soda, or nitre cake, in the wool
dyehouse has been given considerable prominence of late,

and it is an interesting fact that there are very many dyers

in active service at this time who have never seen this

product in any of the dyehouses in which they have worked,

and to whom it is, even now, a chemical curiosity. At
one time, bisulphate of soda was very common in dye-

houses in England, where it could be purchased in large

quantities at very low prices from the sulphuric acid works
located in or near the towns where the dyehouses were.

As a matter of fact, the disposal of the bisulphate was a

problem for those acid works located at a distance from
textile centres, as they had to compete with Glauber's salt.

Since the outbreak of the European war, and the conse-

quent greatly enlarged output of sulphuric acid in this coun-

try, there has been also a very large increase in the out-

put of bisulphate of soda. Some outlet had to be created
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for it, and this is the reason for the energetic campaign

now in full swing to induce dyers to give it serious con-

sideration, with the object of substituting it for the long

used combination of Glauber's salt and oil of vitriol.

Often Confused with Sulphite.

Bisulpliate of soda must not be confounded with bisul-

pJiite of soda, which is another product and possesses en-

tirely different properties. In this connection it is worthy
of note that several well known treatises and text-books on

dyeing either do not mention the h\su\pJwte or confuse it

with the hisu\phite, in much the same manner that nitrate

of soda has been very frequently mistaken for nitrite of soda.

Readily Soluble in Water
Bisulphate of soda forms a white crystalline mass which

is very readily soluble in water, forming a solution that

gradually decomposes into sulphuric acid and neutral sul-

phate of soda (Glauber's salt), and for this reason it is

used in wool dyeing instead of a mixture of sulphuric acid

and Glauber's salt as a mild agent for gradually acidu-

lating the dye-bath, the acid being liberated as the dyeing

progresses. As a rule, ten parts of bisulphate of soda are

equivalent to ten parts of crystallized Glauber's salt and
four parts of oil of vitriol.

One of the reasons why the bisulphate is not very com-
monly used where it is possible to procure it, is because

it is frequently contaminated with iron, which prevents its

use for dyeing light shades, its other impurities are of

no moment. Upon analysis it is found to contain varying,

though small, quantities of free sulphuric acid. In the

laboratory it is assayed best by titrating a solution con-

taining 2 grams of the bisulphate with a normal caustic

soda, each cubic centimetre of which is equivalent to 0.13813

gram of bisulphate.

In dyeing with bisulphate of soda, there are several

methods that are. made use of requiring its employment
in the bath. In the dyeing with the so-called "easily level-

ling" acid colors on wool, it is used with advantage in con-
junction with Glauber's salt; thus, the bath is prepared
with the necessary amount of dyestuff and 10 per cent.

Glauber's salt and 10 per cent, bisulphate of soda added,
the goods being entered hot or at the boil, and boiled for

1 to 1^ hours. In the case of blacks, the use of bisul-

t^hate of soda alone is the usual practice, except at the
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end of the operation, a small quantity of oil of vitriol

may be added but only for the purpose of exhausting the

bath.

Certain dyestuffs are sensitive to too much acid in the

bath, hence it is necessary to add a fairly large quantity

of Glauber's salt, say 20 per cent., and then 15 per cent,

of bisulphate of soda, in two portions.

Aid to Level Shades.

Bisulphate of soda must not be regarded as a mordant.

It will not take the place of chrome or other metallic salts

used as mordants. It will not well take the place of argols,

crude or refined, or of lactic acid, or of formic acid in the

several processes in which they are employed. Its widest

field of usefulness is for the general dyeing of woolen

goods or wool with the acid colors and is to be recom-

mended as tending to aid materially in the production of

level shades on account of its slow liberation of acid dur-

ing dyeing.

The following recipes will give some idea as to the proper

amount to use in proportion to the dyestuffs:

Pea Green—Cyanole, 1^ ozs. ; naphthol yellow, ^ oz.;

bisulphate of soda, 10 lbs.

Dark Graj'—On a light indigo bottom (vat indigo) dye

in a bath containing: Diamine Fast Red F., ^ oz.. An-
thracene Yellow C., % oz. ; Acetate of ammonia, 5 lbs.

Work at the boil for ^ hour, and then add Bisulphate of

soda, 5 lbs. Work y^ hour longer, then add Fluoride of

chrome, 1 lb. and work for another ^^ hour at the boil;

then lift, wash and dry.

The use of bisulphate of soda in the dye bath permits

the dyer to enter the material to be dyed at a much higher

temperature than if the usual mixture of Glauber's salt and oil

of vitriol is used. Where the latter is used, it is often the cus-

tom for the dyer to make the additions of acid slowly, and in

successive portions, so as to guard against the possibility of the

dyes jumping on the goods and thereby producing clouded

pieces. Where the bisulphate is used the liberation of acid

is so slow that there is but little possibility of the color

going on the goods at a rate faster than the acid is set

free in the bath.

There is no doubt but that when dyers get accustomed

to the use of the bisulphate of soda as a dyehouse adjunct,

they will be slow to give it up, that is, if the cost is not
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greater than that of the corresponding amounts of oil of

vitriol and Glauber's salt.

Considerable quantities of sulphuric acid are consumed
for various purposes, not only in England, but in this coun-

try, and particularly in the decomposition of greasy scour

house effluents, and the recovery of the grease. While
this process is not as widely used as it should be in scour-

ing districts, it is v^ell to note that a solution of nitre cake

will very effectively decompose the soapy scours, set free

the fats, both from the wool and soaps, forming the com-
mon magma, which is treated in the usual manner.

Carbonizing with Chloride of Aluminum

We are using aluminum chloride in carbonizing wool and
noils and at times the carbonizing liquor suddenly loses its

strength while the hydrometer indicates that it should be
strong enough. We understand there is a comparatively
simple method of ascertaining the strength of the liquid,

other than the hydrometer, but thus far we have been unable
to get the desired information. (2483)

Dr. Louis J. Matos replied to this question as follows

:

The trouble experienced by this correspondent is due to

a change in the nature of his solution of aluminum chloride

from the condition of being normal or active to that of

being basic or inactive. The change of activity is the re-

sult of a small amount of aluminum chloride in the solu-

tion being decomposed by traces of alkali carried into the

solution with the material to be carbonized. The change
of activity takes place without any apparent precipitation

being noticed, and also without any noticeable change in

the strength of the bath as indicated on the hydrometer.
There is no simple test that can be applied to a sample

of the solution that will show when this basic condition

is being approached or has been reached, except by an
analysis. It is generally noticed after the bath has been
used continuously for some time with only ordinary re-

plenishing. The chemistry of the change is due to the for-

mation of some alumina hydrate in the bath of aluminum
chloride at the expense of some of the latter salt, and
which at once dissolves to make a clear solution.

This alumina hydrate is produced by the previously men-
tioned traces of alkali carried along with the wool to be
treated.
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Anti-Moth Treatment

Please give me some information on how to prevent moths
from attacking felt composed of wool, cattle and goat hair
and filled with a sizing of flour, glue and sizing gum. Also
state if there is anything I can use in the sizing solution

to prevent this trouble. (2579)

Moths do not attack woolen fabrics. The destructive ac-

tion of moths is due to the larvae feeding upon wool which
is usually the material upon which the eggs are hatched,

therefore, if their feeding ground is so treated as to be

poisonous to the newly hatched worms, they die in con-

sequence of starvation.

The most effective method to adopt for the treatment of

fabrics such as this correspondent mentions, is to add a

sufficient quantity of alum to the sizing which will pre-

vent it being used as nourishing food for the moths while

in the larval state.

The best means of protecting woolen fabrics against the

destructive inroads of moths is to prevent the adult in-

sects from seeking a hatching place for their eggs, by means
of such substances as naphtlialene (tar camphor), true

camphor, formaldehyde, which acts both as an insecticide

and a germicide, while a substance sold commercially as

"anti-mot"' by the Berlin Aniline Works, N. Y., is found
useful for the same purpose.

In view of the fact that in this particular case some-
thing is wanted that can be added direct to the sizing, alum
would appear to be the most satisfactory and effective sub-

stance for the purpose. Since alum, however, precipitates

glue, its addition to the size mixture should be made in suc-

cessive portions previously dissolved and with constant

stirring under the influence of heat, the purpose being to

obtain a thoroughly homogeneous mixture. Kashgar.

Scroop on Mercerized Hosiery

I would like to have you inform me how to get a bright
and lustrous finish on mercerized hosiery, both in fancy
colors and in black. We are using the scroop finish, pass-
ing the goods through an olive oil soap lather and then
through acetic acid, but the goods do not have as much
luster as they should. Our water is soft and clean and
we use formaldehyde after treated and developed blacks.

Our regular black is developed, but owing to the scarcity
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of dyestuffs we have been forced to change the process.

The black hosiery is scrooped with olive oil soap and
Crown scroop. We have tried different scroops and many
different softeners without getting better results. We would
Hke to retain the scroop finish. (2616)

There is a difference between "scroop" and '"luster." In

the first place, properly mercerized cotton should require

no treatment to improve its luster, although it may be treated

in such a way that it will take on a scroop which is similar

to the peculiar handle of dry, clean silk. Luster may be

imparted by applying to the hosiery a very weak solution

of gelatine in water and afterward thoroughly drying. Other
types of lusters consisting of soaps, usually soft soap, im-

part only a temporary luster to the goods. The best pos-

sible means of lustering hosiery is to singe the goods, where-
by the loose fibers, fluff or fuzz on the surface is burned
awa}'. Such a method of lustering cotton goods has some
permanence.

Any means of imparting scroop to mercerized cotton must
be done without oil or soap. Soaking the hosiery in a 5

per cent, solution of tartaric acid for half an hour and
then drying will impart a fine "scroop." A process said

to be very good is based upon the use of boric (boracic)

acid. The goods are passed through a bath containing 10

pounds of boric acid, squeezed and dried. It is said that

results obtained by this method are quite comparable to

silk. Also that colors are not affected as is the case if

tartaric acid or some of the other "vegetable" acids are used.

Berwick.

Power Required for a Woolen Mill

We would like to know how many kilowatts it would
take to run our fully equipped 2-set woolen mill. We have
2-sets of 48-inch cards, 3 mules, 288 spindles, 9 broad looms
92 inches wide, 1 wool washer, 1 fulling mill. 1 washer, 1

dryer, 1 napper, 1 press, 1 dresser, 1 warper, 1 beamer and
2 spoolers. Also what horse-power would be required?

(2588)

The number of horse power and kilowatts required to run
this mill would depend somewhat on the class of goods
being manufactured. Further details as to the makers of
the machinery would also be required in order to give a

close estimate. From the information given above we should
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say that the amount of power required would be approxi-
mately 65 h. p., making allowances for the nature of the

W'Ork being done and the intermittent operations of some
of the machines. Power at the switch-board, including al-

lowances for losses, would be 55 to 60 kw.

Holes in Knit Goods

I am sending you a sample of our knit goods bleached
in the roll, which shows a number of holes and catches
also places where the threads seem to be pulled up into

a small loop. We would like very much to have you in-

form us what the cause of these holes is. (2437)

Holes usually appear after the bleaching process, so either

the guides on the dryer spreaders are set too close or there

is a sharp place on the tube or spreader. The pulled thread

is on the inside of the cloth and made by a rough burr

blade in the stitch wheel. There is a very similar imper-

fection close to the pulled stitch which is caused by the

barb of the needle being a trifle to one side of eye, there-

by splitting the stitch. Massasoit.

Defect in Elastic Fabric

Enclosed is a sample of elastic webbing showing dark and
light streaks which can be readily seen by holding the sample
up to the light. Please inform us what the cause of this shad-
ing is. w'hether it is due to the silk, the d\eing or the weaving.
The silk used in the fabric is 150 denier, artificial silk. (2349)

Our French correspondent to whom we referred this ques-

tion replies as follows:

The streaks filling ways in this sample are undoubtedly
due to thick and thin places caused by uneven weaving. If

the sample is placed on a flat surface between the observer

and the light and the edge of a rule placed on the sample,

the thick and thin places show up very plainly. This ir-

regularity is caused by the improper working of the take-up

and let-off motion of the loom. Gaul.
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Indicating Size of Braids

From inquiries wc receive in regard to different sized

braids, from mercerized and cotton yarns, we note that

some of our prospective customers state they want 6, 8
or 10 line braid. In measuring these widths of braid we
find they do not correspond with the French ligne we use
on woven ribbons. If you could send us a set of rules

showing just what is meant by 6, 8 and 10 line braid, we
would very much appreciate the same. (2700)

The inquirer makes a common error, and one that is

made by a great many buyers and users of braids, in con-

fusing the French word "ligne" with the English word "line."

While I believe that the so-called ligne braids, manufactured
in France, were intended to conform to the French ligne

measurement used in measuring woven ribbons, the gen-

erally accepted and
one of the surest

methods of de-

termining the so-

called "lignes" of

all the ligne braids

manufactured i n

this country is

one whereby the

lines running
lengthwise of the

braid are counted,

each line repre-

senting a "ligne,"

as shown in Figs.

1 and 2. This

method is one used

by nearly all the

millinery and dress

trimming manu-
facturers in

measuring their
"ligne" braids, and
is a more accurate

method than
measuring by the "ligne" measure across the braid.

In handling braid, varying atmospheric conditions and
different grades of materials affect the width, but 8, 16
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or 30 "ligne" braid will always show 8, 16 and 30 lines

respectively. Ruthven.

Braids are designated as 6, 8 or 10 line braid according

to the number of carriers used on the machine, or the num-
ber of ends used in the formation of the braid. A 6 line braid

has 6x4 plus 1, or 25 threads, or a multiple thereof, if

two or more ends are used on each bobbin. An 8 line braid

has 8x4 plus 1, or 33; and a 10 line braid, 10 x 4 plus 1,

or 41 threads. "A line'' represents a double rib in a braid,

not a fixed measurement of width as in ribbons. A 10 line

braid made of fine yarn may be only Vi-inch wide, while

if made of a coarse 3^arn it may be J^-inch or even ^-
inch wide. Ferdinand Thun.

Machinery for a Jute Mill

Please advise me the machinery necessary to produce
5,000 pounds of jute yarn per week, yarn to run about
1,600 yards to the pound. (2662)

It would be cheaper for inquirer to purchase the yarn

from some of the manufacturers of jute yarn, as a plant of

the size mentioned would not pay. An investment of at least

$30,000 would be necessary for the machinery alone, ex-

clusive of power plant and transmission. One system
of this machinery would do approximately 5,000 pounds of

finished yarn per day. This same outfit would be necessary

to take care of the 5,000 pounds per week, and it is, there-

fore, evident that this would not be practical as an invest-

ment. C. E. Dailey.

Standard for Oil and Dirt in Tops
Referring to a recent article on conditioning worsted

tops and yarns, you state the regain allowed by the Brad-
ford Conditioning House is 18^ per cent. Can you let us
know what is the standard allowance for oil or dirt in

English tops? We have bought English tops and had them
go through the conditioning house. The moisture was
quite satisfactory, but we found an excess of loss in the
spinning amounting in some cases to as high as 6 per cent,

as a result of oil and dirt. (2314)

Bradford tops are not supposed to contain any dirt and
no specific allowance is made for such impurity. Tops
sent to the Conditioning House can be tested at low charges
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for oil as well as for water. The usual course is to submit

them to the commercial scour test, which is performed in

the following manner

:

Small portions of top are taken from each bag to form
a one-pound sample. This is divided into two 8-ounce

samples, which are thoroughly dried in conditioning ovens
and transferred to the scouring department. Each sample
is scoured in water at 120° to 130° F. with neutral soap

in three baths, or in more should the sample not appear
sufficiently clean. The samples are then redried and ihe

difference between the absolutely dry weights is taken as

the loss in fatty matters, etc. The proportionate loss is

calculated by adjusting the original weight to the officially

correct condition. The samples are treated separately, one
result is checked against the other and in the event of

a material discrepancy further tests are made for verifica-

tion. There are standards for scour loss. A loss of 2%
per cent, is allowable in the case of oil-combed tops; or

0.634 per cent, in dry-combed tops. It would thus appear
that inquirer might have saved, or gained, about 2^ per

cent, by insisting upon a test that would cost him, 84 cents

to make, as against 28 cents for a moisture test alone.

The test described is the regular one, but another can
be performed at an extra fee of 48 cents to distinguish

between loss from oil and loss from dirt and thus to arrive

at the net weight of fatty matter. A portion of the top is

treated with ether to dissolve out the oil and the result is

read in conjunction with the gross loss in the commercial
scour test. James Strand.

French Systems for Numbering Worsted
We find that French worsted yarn on which we have re-

ceived quotations is numbered by a system different from
that prevailing in the United States. Please explain the
French system of numbering worsted yarn and give direc-
tions for reducing the French count to an American basis.

(2339)

Five different systems are used in France for numbering
worsted yarn :

Roubaix, old yds. per lb. 708
Roubaix, new 354
Fourmies 352
Reims 347

Metric 496
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The first four of these are used in the mills of France,

while the fifth is the metric s3'Stem, by which French yarn
is usually numbered when offered for sale to foreign buyers.

To reduce the metric number to the worsted count based

on 560 yds. per lb. : Multiply the metric number by .886.

To reduce the worsted number (560 yds. per lb.) to the

metric count: Multiply the worsted number (560 yds. per

lb.) by .1.129. Examples:
1. Reduce 60s metric to the worsted count: 60 X .886 =

53.1, worsted.

2. Reduce 60s worsted to metric count: 60 X 1.129 =
67.7, metric.

Getting Ideas from Employes
By Cardigan.

Most mills figure that as they have competent people in

charge of the different departments it is only logical that

the departments will be managed economically and efficiently.

As a general rule such mills are losing many ideas each

year that if properly taken advantage of would mean a sav-

ing of many dollars. An experience the writer had should

prove of interest.

Taking charge of a knitting mill it was very evident that

although everyone seemed very willing to do his share,

there were leaks in every department which cost consider-

able. The heads of the departments were called into the

office and the situation explained to them. It was sug-

gested that there was room for improvement and that de-

partment heads should formulate ideas which they thought

would be useful in the better management of the mill.

All were very enthusiastic after the talk and ideas did

come in which were of value. This enthusiasm, however,

only lasted a few days and things again began to drift back

into the old channels. There was room for permanent im-

provement in every department and the writer was posi-

tive that practical ideas for economy and efficiency could

be had if some way was devised for bringing them out.

After considerable thought the following plan was decided

upon as an experiment : To the employe suggesting in the

next six months the idea that would save us the most money
we would give $40; for the next best suggestion we would

give $30, and for the third best idea we would give $15.

For every other idea submitted which was made use of we
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would give $5. Notices of tlie plan were posted through-

out the mill with boxes for suggestions and in a few days

we began to get results.

In the first six months we expended $135, and in return

we received ideas which saved us many times that amount,

besides creating an interest and enthusiasm which I have

never seen surpassed.

Carding Silk Noils

In carding 4ys run yarn from 100 per cent, white silk

noils we are troubled with the roving sticking badly on the

card condenser rub rolls and also on the rolls of the spinning
mule. We oil this stock with a double pressed red oil emul-
sion. Can you give us a remedy for this difficulty?

(2223)

I have run white silk noils up to S]4 run and always

take them right from the bale, run them through the mix-

ing picker to loosen them up, but never put any emulsion

on them. Have the rub aprons smooth and do not run

the fancies on hard. I have used red oil that made the

stock stick to the rubs. I do not think it is a good plan

to use red oil for cotton or silk. I run the doffers on
the first and second breakers very slowly so as to get out all

the splints, seeds or any foreign material that may be in

tlie stock, but as stated above I do not use any oil or

emulsion. Krenzer.

I have never used oil or emulsion on silk stock and do
not wonder that this inquirer is having difficulty. Silk

noils should be moistened up to 10 per cent, with a light

soapy water or plain water could be used. It is a good
idea to leave the stock pressed in a closed box for two or

three days during which time the moisture is evenly dis-

tributed throughout the fiber. Wheaton.

Capacity of a Card
The finisher card of a 48-inch machine is running on

stock of a mixture of about 65 per cent, wool and 35 per
cent, cotton. The dofifers, which are 12 inches, take off

30 ends each (top and bottom). The top- doffer runs, as
shown by indicator, 18 revolutions per minute, while the
bottom runs but 16 turns. The roving weighs 85 grains
for 30 ends one yard long. Will you please state capacity
of card in pounds per hours and also advise if humidity
will increase the weight of the roving when converted in
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yarn on the mule? Why does the bottom doffer run slower
than the top and at the same time take off as much roving,
if such is a fact? (2354)

The card having doffers 12 inches diameter taking off 30
ends each, running 18 revolutions per minute, should have
the following production standards

:

Yards per minute 1 end = 18.7

Yards per hour , 1 end = 1130

Yards per hour 30 ends = 33900
Yards per hour 60 ends = 67800

Roving at 85 grains per 30 yards is equal to 2470 yards
per pound.

Production per hour of the card 27^ pounds per hour.

This is theoretical production, from which an allowance
for the different delays, such as changing spools, strippings

and occasional breakdown should be deducted. A standard
allowance is 10 per cent. ; therefore, the card should produce
at 100 per cent, efficiency, 24^ pounds per hour. This is

equal to about 6 spools per hour.

Humidity in the air will surely affect wool, which is very
hygroscopic, but it is more likely that the weight will lose

during the spinning process instead of gaining. The emul-
sion which is added to the wool before it reaches the picker

often increases the weight from 10 to 15 per cent. This is

largely evaporated during the carding and also during the

spinning process. Under normal conditions, the yarn as

it is coming from the mule contains the normal humidity,

but in rainy seasons, especially in the fall and in the spring,

it might increase 3 to 5 per cent. This also depends upon
the location and the regulation of humidity of the mill.

It is technically possible that two doffers running slightly

different should take off the same length of roving. In this

case the lower doffer's delivery s'hould be somewhat heavier

than the upper. It should be remembered that the rov-

ing might be stretched from the doffer to the delivery roll.

Check back on the finisher whether the diameter of the

pulleys of the upper and lower doffer are the same. If

there is a difference this explains the different speeds. It

is also possible that on the lower pulley for certain reason
the slippage is caused. I advise to test separately the upper
roving and the lower roving, and should there lie a dif-

ference in weight this will explain the variation.

Eugene Szepesi.
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Making Yarn from Burlap

We have been considering the manufacture of shoddy
burlap with woolen machinery, or, in other words, we in-

tend reducing old burlap to fiber with a shoddy picker, card-
ing and spinning it on regular woolen mules. We will

probably have to reclothe the cards, but outside of this think
it should work out all right. Do you think it practical?

(2738)

I have run tons of burlap on woolen machinery. Of
course, it is very tender material to handle and we never
had very good luck with it until we changed the card over

in the following way : On a 60-inch card instead of run-

ning 40 rings on the dofifer, we put on 20 rings on each

doffer. The burlap being very light would rub together

on the cards when narrow rings were used. This was
spun to IVs run and the result was good. I would sug-

gest running every other spindle on the mule, that is, take

out every second spindle. The mule will have to be full

draft and run very slow, using the smallest rim to drive

the spindle with. Picking the burlap on a shoddy picker

is a very simple matter. Bandello.

Slack Sliver on Drawing Frame

In some of our drawing frames it sometimes happens
that one of the slivers after getting through the iron rolls

slacken and causes the web to clog up the trumpet. The
cotton is bleached. Will you please tell me some remedy
to get the web to run even? (2259)

I have often found just such trouble and for a long time

was much puzzled as to the exact cause of the slack running
of ends, between front metallic' rolls and the calender roll,

at coiler. One of the most frequent causes of the trouble

is wearing of the necks of the top rolls, thus allowing the

fluter on the rolls to mesh deeper together. When this

happens on one side only it is generally evidence that that

side is worn more than the other side. This can be tested

by taking hold of the stirrup on the slack running side and
relieving the weight slightly, when the end' will run tighter.

This trouble can usually be overcome by changing the

top metallic rolls, and swapping them around, taking a

roll from a slack running end and putting where there is

a tight running end. Sometimes turning a top roll and
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changing ends will overcome the slack running. The proper

method, of course, is to get a new set of rolls or at least

to have the old set renecked.

Where all the ends on a drawing frame run slack be-

tween front roll and coiler, the draft between these two
points can be changed slightly. Much bad work is caused

by having the ends run too tight and the writer prefers

to have them run a little slack. The trumpets should be

of the proper size to give a uniform tension. As the weather

changes affect their tension it is sometimes necessary to

change a tooth one way or the other, but this should be

done carefully. Milan.

Cutting Down Costs in Knitting Mills

Figures on profits in manufacturing knitted goods, which
recently have been extensively circulated, indicate that there

must be quite a difference in the management of different

mills. Where in your opinion does the difference in manu-
facturing costs lie? (610)

An article in the July 22, 1916, issue of Textile World
Journal gave the opinion of a man with large experience

in the knitting industry, on this subject. The writer ex-

pressed the idea that buying and selling prices had been

pretty thoroughly established, machinery is about equally

well developed, and the difference is largely due to the

methods and systems employed in the various departments

of the mills. The article referred to also makes many
recommendations for cutting down costs in knitting mills.

Reclaiming Soap from Waste Water

Can you give us any information as to the method of re-

claiming soap from the waste water of a laundry? We are
using about 800 pounds of hard soap per day and figure

that a good portion of this is going to waste. Also can
you give us any information as to any plants which have
this process in operation? (2670)

The recovery of fatty acids from the waste scours of

laundries is not usually attempted in this country, although

the process has been in use in a number of textile mills

and is believed to be worked successfully from an economical

standpoint. In the present case the running to waste of
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liquors representing 800 pounds of soap daily seems to

offer the possibility of recovering a considerable amount
of fatty acids in the form of a curd that can be turned to

profitable account. Assuming the hard soap in question to

contain 65 per cent, of fatty acids, it is fair to estimate

that there can be recovered weekly about 3,000 pounds.

The process is to run the waste liquor into large wooden
tanks, and to decompose it with oil of vitriol; the cheaper

grade of 60° acid is quite suitable for the purpose, until

all the fats are set free. The sludge or "Magma" is then

allowed to cool down somewhat, and then run off into

long strainers made of felt, through which the acid liquors

pass into the sewers, while the solidified fats remain be-

hind as a soft, mushy paste. This is dug out with a large

wooden paddle and barreled, or as is done in some mills,

put into cloths and subjected to pressure in a hydraulic oil

press heated by steam. The fatty acids melt and run off

as "black oil" into troughs and thence to barrels, while

the residue in the press cloths is thrown away.

It is suggested that a few gallons of this waste soap

liquor be treated as above suggested, adding a measured
quantity of oil of vitriol, and setting aside over night. In

the morning strain off the solidified fatty acids and weigh
it, calculating how much is recovered. This will supply

some data that will serve to indicate whether the pro-

cess can be adopted to advantage. In England, this pro-

cess is worked to advantage in all the textile districts.

Berwick.

Construction for Store Room
We would like some information regarding the construc-

tion of modern wool and worsted store rooms, to secure
the best results with regard to humidity. We learn that

some firms have followed different ideas as to the con-
struction of store rooms in the basement, some with cement
and others with porous brick floors, with specially constructed
foundations, etc., and would like some ideas regarding the
matter. (2573)

Either porous brick or cement with suitable foundations

would probably prove satisfactory as flooring for a wool
and worsted store room with regard to humidity and other

considerations, providing trucking surfaces of vitrified brick

were used where there would be much trucking. Neither
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concrete nor porous brick would be satisfactory for a truck-

ing surface. A concrete floor would cost less than porous

brick and for this reason alone would probably be better.

If vitrified brick were used it should be of the pressed

wire cut variety, having square edges and laid in cement

mortar, flat side up. This gives a fairly smooth and very

hard and durable trucking surface.

Feather Yarns and Cloths

Replying to an inquiry from a dealer in ostrich feathers

on the possible application of feathers shown at Fig. 1,

for the purpose of producing novelty effects in yarns and
fabrics, "Hawick," the writer of the original article on

the use of feathers, printed in Textile World Journal of

March 11, 1916, states that there is little doubt that these

feathers could be used with good effect.

The average length of the strands is about 3 inches,

possibly too long for general use, but they could be pro-

duced in lengths of about 1^ to 2 inches and these could

be carded with the wool, or dropped in to the slubbing.

The feather would then appear prominently on the surface

of the cloth and give a very decided novel effect. The fabrics

on which this might be used would be ladies' costume
cloths, not too fine in texture, rather loosely woven and

in plain colors. The feather portions could be employed
either in their natural white state or they could be dyed

suitable colors according to desire or fashion of the moment.

Feathers Finely Shredded.

The other direction in which they might be .used would
be on the lines of the article in the Textile World Journal

of March 11th, which gave an account of yarns of the

cheaper class where feathers were employed in small por-

tions finely shredded to appear on the surface of the cloth

in small minute portions giving to the entire production

a characteristic novel appearance. Even in this direction it

is believed the samples would have an effect which might

find favor with persons of fashion as a feature distinct

from the common run of cloths. The nearest approach

to the use of feathers in their longer form is the long,

clear, thick fibers sometimes placed in yarns to be used for

ladies' cloths, where the fibers project distinctly from the

surface.
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Analysis of Cloth

Inclosed is a sample of cloth. How can I learn the lay-

out of this fabric and the size of the yarn? We are mak-
ing goods like this sample and are very anxious to know
how the goods are made. (397)

The best way for a manufacturer to determine the structure

of a competing fabric is by analysis. With a knowledge of

how to analyze cloth and make necessary calculations, a

man with good judgment and a general knowledge of manu-
facturing in the particular line of goods analyzed can de-

termine very closely the layout, size of yarn and kind of

material. It is necessary, however, to first learn how to

do this important work. He can then duplicate any sample
submitted to him for which his machinery and general mill

facilities are adapted. Every overseer, designer and manu-
facturer should make a thorough study of the analysis of

fabrics. The book, "Analysis of Woven Fabrics," by Barker
and Midgele}^ is an excellent treatise on the subject.

The practice of analyzing fabrics will broaden one's

knowledge of manufacturing and overseers in every de-

partment will find it a valuable means of fitting themselves

for higher positions. It often enables one to determine the

cause of faults in fabrics and the difference between the

goods and the original sample. To analyze cloth properly,

it is necessary to know how to determine the existing struct-

ure of any given fabric and how to make the necessary cal-

culations. Good judgment and a knowledge of manufactur-
ing is also necessary in order to estimate closely the changes

that have taken place in any particular fabric since it was
woven.

Dissolving Chloride of Lime
We have never been able thoroughly to dissolve chloride

of lime, and are compelled to waste a great deal of it. If

you know of any way, rather than by heating, which would
only partially dissolve it, would be pleased to hear from you.

(2739)

The complete solution in water of commercial chloride

of lime is not possible. The insoluble portion that remains,

which the inquirer complains of, is of no value, being noth-

ing but an inert lime residue. In the operation of dis-

solving chloride of lime, the actual bleaching lime—calcium
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hypochlorite—is actually dissolved, and the above residue

remains only to be rejected as waste. The proper v^^ay to

handle chloride of lime is to treat one part of it with three

parts of water, working it into a smooth cream, then add
three parts more water, mix well, allow to settle, afterward
drawing off the clear solution for use. If large quantities

of chloride of lime are used a dissolving tank, fitted with

radial arms to serve as agitators, becomes necessary. For
each 100 pounds of chloride of lime, add, first, 40 gallons

of water, and, later, another 40 gallons. Do not heat, as

this is not necessarv. Berwick.

Prevention of Waste in Knitting Mills

By Herkimer.

There Is no end to the amount of work that may be put

into the prevention of waste, and most of it will be well

repaid. Seconds are a form of waste, and therefore the

prevention of seconds is one form of preventing waste. In

most classes of knitted goods, holes or other bad spots

make seconds, or if seconds are not made, the waste in

the cutting is directly affected by them.

Good Winding Helps.

Granted that the knitting machines are adjusted per-

fectly, all yarns are more or less imperfect. Good wind-
ing is a great help, and if the quality of the cloth is high

enough, it will pay to wind the yarn in the mill, even if it

comes on cones, unless special attention is paid to the wind-
ing in the spinning mill. Flat or weavers' knots will run
through the machine where, in a great many cases, a round
knot will make a hole, and the strippers should be set up
as close as is practical to stop large knots and heavy soft

spots.

The rolls should be knitted as large as it is possible to

handle them, as the ends of each roll make more or less

waste. Tlie rolls should be knitted and spread to the exact

size needed to fit the patterns, and the cutting arranged to

make the least possible waste. A roll that has been wet
and dried too wide will be shorter than one the proper width,

and if it is too narrow, the garments will be skimped in

width unless it is possible, as with drawers or sleeves,

to slide the patterns, which is wasteful.
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Inspection a Check.

A good inspection of the cloth will keep a check on the

knitter. If the holes are marked by the inspector it is of

great assistance, in some classes of work, to the cutter, and

gives him less excuse for missing any of them. There should

also be an inspection of the garments after they are cut

to see that the holes are being turned wherever possible,

and care taken to see that bad cuffs, sleeves and gussets are

not sewed into good bodies. Another point to be watched

is the amount of cloth trimmed off by the seamers, as a

great deal of unnecessary waste is often made by careless

operators.

Careless Finishing.

There are hundreds of ways of spoiling the goods in

the finishing by carelessness on the part of the operators,

and constant vigilance on the part of the foreman is nec-

essary to keep the percentage of seconds down. Among
other things that will help along this line is the guarding

of the belts wherever possible to keep the garments from
touching them, and putting up guards to prevent oil from
flying from moving parts. Most operators have no concep-

tion of the proper use of the oil can, and, if it is practical,

one person should be put in charge of oiling all the sewing

machines. As to the wasting of thread, buttons, trimmings,

etc., the foreman must keep everlastingly at the help to

see that they do not use more than is necessary. They see

so much of these materials used that they begin to think

that they cost nothing and that the supply is inexhaustible,

unless frequently reminded that such is not the case.

Wasting Supplies.

The same applies to all the supplies such as needles, both

for the knitting and sewing machines, belting, brooms, etc.

See to it that the person who gives out these supplies knows
their value, and they will last longer. It is up to the manage-
ment to know how much yarn or cloth the goods should

take, and, to see that they do not run over that amount.
There is always a chance to save in the smaller things, and
keeping the users in the appreciation of their value will

help. However, the greatest source of waste is apt to be

in the knitting and cutting, and the best brains in the mill

should be applied to this point till they are satisfied that

every saving is being accomplished.
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Weight of Warps

Can you give us the weight of a 500-yard warp, made of
2/30s cotton yarn with 2352 ends, also the same length
and number of ends made of 2/30s worsted yarns?

(2474)

The weight of 500 yards of a 2352-end warp made of

2/30s cotton yarn, also the same length and number of ends
made of 2/30s worsted yarn is calculated as follows:

2/30s cotton is equivalent to 7% runs (15 X .5^).
2/30s worsted is equivalent to 5^ runs (15 X .35).

Then

:

2352 (yards) -^ 7.875 (runs) = 2.987 ozs. 2/30s cotton

per vard of warp.

2.987 (ozs.) X 500 (yards of warp) = 93.3 lbs. (1493

ozs.) 2/30s cotton yarn.

2352 (yards) -^ 5.25 (runs) = 4.48 ozs. 2/30s worsted
per yard of warp.

4.48 (ozs.) X 500 (yards of warp) = 140 lbs. (2240 ozs.)

2/30s worsted varn.

Running of Colors in Shrinking Goods

We received from one of our customers a piece of cloth

to hot water shrink and after leaving same in the water
for one hour we then placed it across a plank so as to

allow the excess water to drain. In hanging it up on rails

to dry we notice that the colored stripe ran. Is there any
process you know of that can remove this bluish effect?

We tried dipping the piece in hot Javella water but it gives
the piece a cloudy effect. Inclosed you will find a sample
of the cloth as it was before putting in water, also a swatch
one-half of which we dipped in hot Javella water and one-
half of which is in the condition after being taken from
the hot water. (2719)

It is not generally known that one of the most severe

tests that can be applied to dyed fabrics to ascertain the

fastness of the dye, is to immerse it in plain cold water.

This is the test applied by the chemists of the great color

works to those dyes that are likely to be applied to fabrics

intended for outside wear, also for umbrella goods, car-

riage and automobile curtains, etc. Consequently, by hang-
ing the goods as explained in the question, after they had
been washed in water and allowed to drain, the strong
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dissolving action of the water on the dye was noticed. There

is no remedy that can be applied in this case. Any chemi-

cal treatment will act equally upon the stripes as upon the

clouds that were caused by the "bleeding" of the colors from

the stripes into the adjacent white portions. It might be

possible to give the goods a light soaping without any soda,

and to rinse immediately, hydro-extract, and dry as soon

as possible. Dumfries.

Luster on Mercerized Cloth and Yarn

Can a greater luster be obtained on mercerized cloth or

yarn by running it through a solution that contains tin or

other metals? What is used to attract the metal to the

cloth or yarn? Is the luster increased very much? (2682)

I do not believe that metallic salts will impart greater

luster to cotton yarn or cloth than the usual mercerizing

process. On the contrary, metallic salts are likely to deaden

the luster, even of ordinary cotton. I do not know the

details of such a process, nor have I ever heard of it be-

fore. Kashgar.

Spinning Cotton on Wool System

Enclosed is a small swatch of roping from our spinning

mules. We are having trouble with this roping winding
around the rollers in the spinning. A broken end, instead of

running on the floor until the spinner pieces up, runs around
the roller and causes considerable trouble. We would ap-

preciate it if you could give us some information as to the

cause. The stock is cotton and is carded and spun on the

woolen system. (2418)

I notice the roping is very soft and dry and that it has

quite a few specks of cotton seeds in it. This would cause

the ends to break off short when the rollers stop. If the

rollers are cold when starting ihey will attract the soft, dry

ends of the roping. In working this kind of stock I use

five quarts of lard oil, lukewarm, to one hundred pounds of

cotton and have had very good results. Kambra.
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Rolls for Bleaching, Dyeing and Finishing

By Radial.

Numerous types of rolls for yarns and cloths are found
in mills. The cheapest are used on warpers, and this type

is not considered in this article. In bleaching, dyeing and
finishing, the rolls get hard usage, and they have to be well

built to last any length of time.

Fig. 1 shows the common shell roll. This type is made
in two ways. What may be called the first method con-

sists of using a piece of 5 x 5 inch white wood and boring

a 1^ inch hole through, then broaching a 1^ inch square
hole. This 5 inch piece of wood will finish up to a 4^^

inch roll when turned. The 1% inch square hole is suitable

for a 1 inch square iron rod, the extra quarter of an inch

allowing plenty of space so that the rod may readily go
in without any trouble or loss of time. Malleable iron, or

rings cut from 3 inch pipe, are put in each end of the shells

and prevent the shell from splitting. Malleable iron rings

cost from 3^^ to 4c. apiece, and the rolls can be built at a

cost of approximately 80c. each.

In the second method these rolls are made from 3x5
inch white wood. The lumber is cut into suitable lengths,

and then one side is planed and a groove is put in on this

planed side, 1^4 inches wide by §^ inch deep. The halves

are then glued together and three or four glued pegs put

in each side. The corners are then sawed off and the roll,

now of hexagonal shape, is ready to have the ends cut out

for rings and then turned. These rolls cost about 85c. to

make.

New Type of Roll.

A new type of shell roll is now on the market. The cost

is a little more than double that of the above types. The
method of manufacturing is like the first kind described
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above, but with the addition of a square pressed steel

lining right through the roll. A round washer about 4

inches in diameter, with a square hole large enough to pass

M

over the steel center, is placed on each end of the shell.

The center is then beaded over on each end, and makes
what is an almost indestructible roll. Fig. 2 shows the

construction. A roll of this type, 36 or 40 inches long, does

not weigh more than 14 pounds, as against from 10 to 12

pounds in the ordinary shells.
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Rolls May Be Bought.

Shell rolls can be bought at about a dollar each, and
many manufacturers do not bother to make them, but in

mills where a certain number of mechanics are employed,
if these rolls are made when the shop is slack, the labor

cost can hardly be counted.

Slasher Blankets

Please advise me as to the best slasher blanket to use
for 30s cotton yarn run on a cylinder slasher. Is it a

good plan to cover the regular blanket with cotton sheet-

ing? (2469)

I get very good results on 26s and 28s warp yarn by
using a 13 ounce all wool blanket on the front or finish-

ing roll and an 18 ounce mixed blanket on the back roll.

I always card about an inch of the end of the blanket to

•prevent the edge from making a streak across the warp.

Although I have never used a cotton covering on my blank-

ets I have seen it used to good advantage on colored warps
where the least streak would be objectionable.

Reaburn.

Two Shades on Bleached Knit Goods

We are sending you one of our knitted garments. You
will notice the flaps on this garment are very brown while
the body is a normal color. This cloth is all bleached
through the same process, and the brown does not develop
until after the garment has gone through our steam plate

press. We find that by taking this discolored cloth and
putting it into a bleach solution of chlorine that the brown
color disappears. We cannot understand why some of the
bleached cloth should come through the operations satis-

factorily, while other pieces turn out as the gussets have.
We boil the goods in an iron kier, using caustic soda and
bleach with the electric bleach system. (2683)

A chemical test of this fabric shows that the brownish
portion contains iron, while the white portion does not.

Therefore, one is compelled to regard that both portions

were not bleached at the same time, and that they were
not subjected to identically the same treatment. Without
being advised as to the exact working details of the treat-
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ment through which these goods passed, it is thought that

the discolored portion was treated with one of the "bleach-

ing blues" now on the market, that are composed in whole

or in part of a soluble prussian blue which contains a con-

siderable quantity of iron as a necessary constituent, but

which is not the best blue for bleacher's use. Berwick.

Trouble in Spinning Hard Twist Woolen Yarn

T am spinning 1V4 run woolen yarn, hard twisted, on a

self-acting mule and am having trouble with the yarn twist-

ing off during the spinning process. It seems that there

is at each draw about an inch of yarn on top of the bobbin
that gets double twist. How should the quadrant be set

for such work and what is the remedy for the difficulty?

(2524)

Not knowing how the mule is acting it is rather difficult

to answer this question and tell just what is the cause of

the trouble. However, I will offer a few suggestions. Set

the quadrant arm so that it is pretty well up when the

mule is in at the rolls. Keep the ropes tight so that there

will be no lost motion, but not too far up. This will wind
the yarn tighter on the bobbin. Do not keep the quadrant

chain too tight, as this will cause slack yarn on the bobbin

when the mule gears at the rolls, and will pull the yarn from
bobbin when the carriage is drawn out, making heavy yarn

at the top of the bobbin with a little more twist than else-

where. Tlie ease-up motion may not be working evenly

or it may be too fast or too slow. The stock may not be

suited to stand the amount of twist that is being put into

the yarn. The roving may be twitty and not take the neces-

sary amount of twist. The spindles may be too low, allow-

ing too much yarn to pull off the bobbins in the process of

drawing. For ordinary stock the spindles should be about

14 inch above the bottom of the front bed roller and the pitch

of spindles should be between 12° and 13°. On some stock

the spindles have to be lower with more pitch, but for or-

dinary work the above set is about right. Woolen Spinner.

Spindle points and too much yarn on top of the bobbins

on the outward stretch are usually caused by the mule car-

riage not traveling fast enough to deliver the yarn from

the mule rolls, or the rolls are running too fast for the
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speed of the carriage. For heavy wool the spindle should

be dropped down a little. A little more pitch will often

help.

The draft scroll is a very important factor. T have a
mule with the latest scroll and several changes of wings for

different lengths of draft. The longer the roving draft the

larger are the wings used. The trouble complained of is

often caused by too light roving from the cards which gives

too long a draft on the mule. When the mule is properly

adjusted and free from spindle points and the yarn still

twists off, then there must be too much twist in the yarn
for the quality of stock used. The easing of the mule car-

riage while twisting may be too slow for the amount of

twist used. For low stock and heavy yarns a slower spindle

speed is necessary. The quadrant when properly set for

winding one kind of yarn on bobbins is nearly always right

for all kinds. If the bobbins are too soft on the nose, the

quadrant should be lowered a little when the mule carriage

is at the rolls. If too tight on the nose raise the quadrant
a little. Heavy work will stand a tighter wind than fine

work. Hard twist yarn will stand a tighter wind than soft

twist. All kinds of stock or all sizes of yarn will not stand

the same amount of twist or the same amount or length of

draft. Tusco.

Corkscrew Effect in Ply Yarn

Will you please advise me the best method of using a

twister in order to get a uniformly twisted 11-ply No. 20

yarn? We are using a twister with a 4>^-inch ring, two
lines of rollers with one top roll contact driven. The twisted

thread has a tendency to corkscrew in twisting which de-

creases the breaking strength. I wish to get an 11-ply thrend

well rounded and each thread of the same tension. It is

important that we get the highest breaking strength pos-

sible in the ply yarn. Any information you can give me as

to the style of guide eye, method of threading throu^-h the

rolls, speeds and other data will be appreciated. (2119)

The appearance of this yarn would indicate that the ten-

sion on the different spools in the creel was not alike, so

as to make the twist slightly uneven and cause some of

the threads to ride on the others. We think that perhaps

some of the spools were not as full as others, or some of

them dragged on the creel pins much harder than others

to cause this uneven tension.
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There is no special requirement needed in the twister for

twisting yarn intended for automobile tire duck. We build

in great numbers twisters of 5^^ and 6 inch space to take

AYz and 5 inch rings, 6 to 7^ inch traverse, with creels for

10 and 12 ply, or twist from beams with single line of top

and bottom rolls. Other details the same as an ordinary

twister, for any class of work except possibly what is re-

quired for extra heavy twisting. Saco-Lowell Shops.

French and Bradford Combing and Spinning

Would it be profitable for a manufacturer of French
spun yarn to comb it on a Noble comb? Would it be profit-

able for a manufacturer of Bradford spun yarn to equip
his drawing room with the French system, providing the

material is fit for it? (1283)

Bearing in mind the last sentence, the answer to the first

part of the question is yes. Some of the largest and best

equipped firms who make mule spun yarns use both Noble,

square motion and the rectilinear comb, or some modifica-

tion of the Heilmann comb. Presuming the inquirer makes
dry spun yarn, that is without oil in combing, he will get

good results from ordinary well grown Botany wool, say

56s and upwards, by using the Noble comb. The one ad-

vantage is that it makes no backings and when the stock

has passed through the comb, the result is top and noil

only. The drawback is that in the slivers from large and
small circles, owing to the way the slivers from the punch

box are fed on the comb, have the fibers hang in opposite

directions. This does not make much difference except in

very fine counts.

For shorter wools, such as Buenos Aires, short capes, etc.,

the square motion comb is preferable. Although there is

the drawback of "robbings," that is, waste from the square

motion fallers, which has to be taken back and recarded,

yet the fact that all the fibers are kept in the same direc-

tion, just as they left the card, improves their drawing and

spinning qualities.

For very short wools and for recombing slubbing after

dyeing, there is an advantage in using the rectilinear comb.

The question is asked, what difference would it make?
First, the Noble comb is compact and easily driven, and

with the exception of dabbing brushes and drawing leathers

it costs little for maintenance. But after leaving the back-
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washer the stock requires to be gilled and punched before

combing. This refers only to wools combed in oil. For
dry combing the wool is taken direct from the card, and a

sufficient number of slivers are put through one gill box,

with a fairly long draft, to turn out ends the right thick-

ness for the comb. After leaving the comb, the stock is

passed through one finisher and is then put through the

backwasher, which cleans the wool and by passing through

very fine gills is made into top.

For the square motion, the process for drying combing
is one gill after carding, then direct to the comb. For wools
combed in oil : Backwashed after carding, then direct to

the comb, always feeding rough end of staple up first. Al-

though the machine occupies more floor space and takes

considerably more power to drive that the Noble comb, yet

with wool in oil there is a great saving in not requiring

either the first and second gill box or punch.

The cost in brushes and leather is very small compared
with the Noble, but in the combs and fallers it is heavier.

The rectilinear occupies the least space and requires less

driving than either of the above, the treatment after card-

ing for dry combing being either to take direct from the

card, or put through two gills, then to comb. If the wool
is oiled, it must go through one gill box after backwash-
ing. The cost of upkeep is very small. Neither of the two
latter combs require a punch box.

Owing to the absence of twist in French drawing very
short stock could not be worked on cap or fly frames. But
with fairly shafty sorts it can be and is done to some ex-

tent. Instead of the ordinary pin rail for holding the rov-

ings, a creel is substituted, the bottom rail of which has
small countersunk holes for the pointed spindle to rest in,

while the top rail has slight notches for the top part of spindle

to rest against and to keep it from slipping out of position

with as little friction as possible.

Another way is to use the ordinary spindle rail in a

loose washer running on ball bearings at the foot of each
spindle. For very short and tender wools it is preferable

after French drawing to spin on mules. J. B.

Amount of Water to Scour Wool

We would like to know the approximate amount of water
needed to scour the wool required in producing 1,000 pounds
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of worsted yarn per day. Also, if you can do so, advise us

as to the maximum hourly demand. (2654)

It will be necessary to assume the kind of wool used in the

mill and the product. We will assume that Australian greasy

wool is used, shrinking say 54 per cent., which wouM be the

usual shrinkage, and with a production of 1,000 pounds of

finished yarn of average size, say 2/40s., on jack spools.

About 10 per cent, waste would be made in spooling, winding,

twisting, spinning and drawing, so that about 1,111 pounds of

top would be required. The noils taken out by the comb, card

waste, etc., would be about 20 per cent., which would necessi-

tate 1,389 pounds of clean wool. To get this amount of clean

wool from Australian shrinking 54 per cent., there would be re-

quired 3,020 pounds of greasy wool.

The amount of water required to scour wool in a well

known wool scouring plant is 1 1-5 gallons of water to a

pound of wool, which would make the requirement 3,624 gal-

lons of water daily. This amount of greasy wool could be

run through a scouring machine in from 3 to 3j^ hours, which

would make the maximum hourly capacity about 1,208 gallons.

Cape wools and territory wools of heavier shrinkage would,

of course, require more water and some consideration would

also have to be made for the type of scouring machine and for

the methods of the man in charge of the process.

Bleaching Cotton Waste

As bleachers of cotton waste for batting purposes with
the chloride of lime process, we find there are no per-

ceptible traces of chlorine left in the stock after the bleach-

ing is completed. With the condition prevailing we can see

no reason for giving this stock a sour bath of sulphuric

acid, which plan we have been following. When this sour
bath is omitted we are unable to make the stock take the

blue and retain it after passing through the squeeze rolls

in the washing machine. Can you advise us as to what to

do to make this cotton waste take the blue and retain it

without the acid bath, as this seems to be an unnecessary
expense? (2610)

The fact that the stock does not take the blue proves that

there is some chlorine left in the goods. In view of this

I would advise the bleacher getting the goods cleaner, and

if the blue that is used at present does not work, I would
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try another kind. I have used a bUie when not using a

sour bath on different kinds of goods, and with proper care

I got it to work all right. Geiger.

System in Oiling Knitting Frames
By Veratus.

I have found it a very poor policy to let each operator oil

his frames, for a large majority of the knitters I have known
are careless in this matter, seeming to believe that as long

as the oil is put on the frame somewhere it is lubricating

the working parts. The best rule, according to my experi-

ence, is to have the oiling done regularly on certain days
of the week by persons who realize its importance and are

responsible. One large manufacturer of my acquaintance
has the oiling done the first thing on Monday an'd Thurs-
day mornings. He uses a very good grade of oil, which is

the cheapest in the long run. The head knitter and his fixers

oil all frames. No oil cups are used, as the machines are

oiled thoroughly twice a week.
Cylinder and dial oil cups are a good thing providing

the operators shut them off every time the frame is stopped
for any length of time, but I have seen frames on starting

up after the noon hour run oil streaks for thirty minutes
or more, caused by the operators neglecting to shut off the

oil cups when the machines were stopped.

Oiling Take-up.

Next to having the cylinders and dial properly oiled comes
the take-up and take-up rollers. Having the take-up rollers,

and especially the take-up with worm gear attachments,

clean and properly oiled will do away with a lot of the load-

ups on the needles. A knitter may oil his take-up rollers

once in two weeks with a good grade of oil, and do more
good than one who oils them every week with a poor grade
of oil. The poor oil generally gums and hardens, making
the rollers work hard and wearing on the roller shaft. It

is a good plan to remove the take-up rollers about every
month and give them a good cleaning with gasoline, re-

moving all gum which accumulates. It is also a good idea
to place a little vaseline on the worm about twice a week.

I have found that putting the least amount of oil on the
frame that will lubricate it thoroughly will do a lot to-

ward eliminating oil spots and seconds, besides saving money
for the manufacturer on oil bills.
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Removing Spots from Silk Knitted Goods

We are using a cleaning fluid consisting of a mixture of
gasoline and chloroform for removing spots from silk

knitted goods and find that the odor of this cleaning liquid
is very offensive. We would like to know a method by
which these stains can be removed from the goods in a
thorough, but less ofi^ensive way. We find that this odor
seems to hang in the air in spite of a reasonable ventila-
tion and also clings to the knitted goods for some time
after they are dried. (2621)

I do not see any reason for the odor clinging to the

material for such a length of time unless it is used con-
stantly. In this case I would advise the inquirer to fol-

low the work through the different processes and try to

discover the cause of these spots and stains as they can
be eliminated by careful handling. I have found a mix-
ture of ether and alcohol excellent for removing spots, also

chloroform. Delaine.

Green Shade with Sulphur Black

W'e are using American sulphur black and find the shade
obtained rather too green, a bluer tone being much pre-
ferred. We also find that ordinary washing with Ivory
soap fades the fabric considerably, the tenth water, cold,

with soap being considerably discolored. We rinse until clear

after dye bath in four to five cold waters. Please suggest
cause and remedy for this difficulty. (2636)

The sulphur black complained of appears to be too green.

In an extremity like the present, if a blue shade is not

obtainable, we must accommodate ourselves to such shades
as we can get. Sulphur blacks may be topped with basic

colors; perhaps in this case the black with the green shade
may be topped with a small amount of methylene blue,

if the price of the latter dye permits.

As to the bleeding, even as far as the tenth washing,

we are inclined to believe that too much sodium sulphide

was employed in dyeing, and that the goods were dyed for

too short a time. We would like to advise the inquirer

more fully, but in the absence of a sample of the dyestuff,

or even of a sample of the goods to inspect, the above re-

marks are, consequently, mere opinion. The proper course
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to follow in this instance is to lay the complaint before

the makers of the dyestuff, or the party from whom it

was bought. Kashgar.

Yam for Knitted Jersey Cloth

We are trying to make a 12-ounce knitted jersey cloth.

The cloth is supposed to be 54 inches wide and weigh 12

ounces to the yard. We are using one thread of 2/36s
worsted on 22 gauge circular spring needle, and the goods
are too heavy when knitted and when they are fulled they
will, of course, be heavier still. What size worsted yarn
must be used on 22 gauge to get 12-ounce goods after full-

ing and drying? (2624)

As far as my experience goes there is no rule by which
one could say that a certain size yarn on a certain gauge
would produce a certain weight o(f goods, because the

weight of jersey cloth can be varied considerably, using the

same size yarn by making the stitch longer or shorter,

and also made heavier or lighter per yard by more or less

fulling which also increases or decreases the width.

The inquirer does not say what the diameter of the

cylinders is on the 22 gauge, nor does he say how much
too heavy over the 12 ounces to the yard the cloth is when
finished, nor the number of wales to the inch. When I was
manufacturing jersey cloth some years ago we used only

two sizes of yarn, viz., 2 threads of l/40s worsted and
two threads of l/45s worsted on 24 gauge, making several

different weights by using 28 and 30 inch cylinders, and
also by more or less fulling so that some would finish 54

inches and some 52 inches wide on the same size of cylinder.

Different weights were also made by making changes in

the number of wales to an inch, that is to say, a longer or

shorter stitch. In this way we could get a variation in

weight of from one to two ounces to the yard. One could,

of course, say that such a number of yarn on 22 gauge
with the stitch at so many wales to the inch and fulled

a certain length of time would produce a certain weight
per yard, but as inquirer has omitted to state how much
too heavy the goods are, I cannot even suggest what size

yarn must be used to produce 12 ounces to the yard jersey

cloth on 22 gauge, because he might be able to reduce the

weight sufficiently with yarn he is using by making the
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stitch longer, and by not fulling the goods any greater

length of time than is required to give the proper finish.

Lafayette.

Preparing Dyestuffs for Staple Shades

By M. Lewis.

In most of the dyehouses throughout the country the

methods of handling dyestuffs are about the same. The
colors are simply weighed up individually, put in a vessel

and dissolved with hot water. The chances of incorrect

weighings are very great.

For instance, if a tan shade contains a combination of

six or eight colors and any one of them is weighed incor-

rectly, the shade falls ofif. Sometimes it is possible to cor-

rect this fault, while on other occasions, much time, steam

and labor are lost without improving the shade. The fall-

ing off of the staple shades from the standard color is often

due to careless handling of the dyestuffs.

Chances of Errors Reduced.

The disadvantages met with in an ordinary dyehouse

bring the necessity of introducing a system whereby the

chances of error can be reduced to a minimum. The method
which I am about to explain has been tried out in various

other lines and brought good results.

Weighing Out Large Lots.

If a staple shade such as tan, navy or bronze is being dyed,

very often the combination of dyestuffs can be weighed out

for a large amount of goods, according to production. For
instance, if a bronze consists of seven direct colors, the seven

dyestuffs can be weighed up for 10,000 lbs. of goods. Then
these seven dyestuffs can be mixed through fine mesh sieves

until a uniform powder is obtained. After this mixed powder
is completed and tested, the dyer will need only to weigh

just one portion of it for every batch of goods he wants

to dye to this particular shade.

Stock Solutions.

If the shades are of a very light nature, similar to pink

or sky blue, a definite stock can be used to great advantage

when dyeing union goods.

This method would save the dyer the time of weighing,

reduce his chances for mistakes, give more uniform shades,

and also prevent him from scattering his stock of dyestuffs,
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Best Material for Dye Tubs

Can you give me any arguments for and against the use

of cement d.ve tubs in place of the common wooden ones?
Durability, adaptability for the use of different chemicals,

cost, etc., must all be considered. (2617)

Cement dye tubs are not to be recommended since they

will not resist the action of dilute acids. Even if they are

used for dyeing with the salt colors, direct dyeing colors,

the lime in the cement will cause the loss of considerable

quantities of color. Wooden dye tubs are the most gen-

erally satisfactory for general cotton and wool dyeing. Iron

dye tubs are excellent for the sulphur colors, while for silk

nothing has been found to equal copper. Cromarty.

Waterproofing Cotton Duck

Please give us a good formula for waterproofino: cot-

ton duck, such as is used for tarpaulins, etc. (2677)

Waterproofing is of two general kinds, one when chemical

treatment of the fabric results in the deposit of a chemical

substance that is water repellent, and the other is when a

water repellent is applied directly. The first named pro-

cess is as follows: Prepare a solution of acetate of alumina
standing at 9° Tw. and heated to 100° F. Prepare a second

solution of 25 gallons of water in which is dissolved about

25 pounds of soap, heated to 100° F. Pass the goods first

through the acetate solution, squeeze, and then pass through
the soap solution, and dry. This causes an insoluble deposit

of an alumina soap on the goods, and fabric is absolutely

water repellent.

The other process consists of impregnating the duck with

a solution of paraffine wax and stearic acid in benzene
(petroleum benzene—naphtha). About two or three ounces
of equal parts of paraffine and stearic acid for gallon of

benzene makes a most satisfactory proportion. After im-

pregnating the goods, the fabric is dried in a machine pro-

vided with a condenser, so as to recover the benzene for

re-use. Fabrics so waterproofed are practically impervious
to water, and the "proofing" lasts even longer than the

utility of the duck.

Rubberizing of cotton fabrics is a special branch of bnsi-
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ness and requires expensive machinery. Rubber, or mix-
tures of rubber and other substances are applied in a melted
condition and spread out while still hot. Berwick.

Weighting for Silk and Cotton Mixed Goods

What is the best weighting for silk and cotton mixed
goods, also plain silk? How are tin crystals applied to this

class of goods for weighting? (2601)

Tin crystals are not used for weighting silk. Silk is

weighted with stannic chloride, commonly called "dyna-

mite," which is purchased from the chemical works either

as a solution at about 145° Tw., and containing about 40

per cent, of metallic tin; or as anhydrous crystals which

are convenient to handle and may be weighted out as

wanted.

Silk and cotton mixed goods are usually not weighted,

because the cotton will not stand the treatment. Such goods
are woven with silk that has been already weighted.

The dynamiting of silk is a trade by itself, and if the in-

quirer proposes to engage in it, he will have fewer set-

backs and more uniformly good results by employing a skilled

workman.
Briefly, the dynamite process is as follows

:

The dynamite bath is made up to 52° Tw. The tem-
perature never being permitted to exceed 60° F., while in

summer time ice is placed in stone crocks, one at each end
of the "dynamite" bath to keep it cool. The tin bath must
be as clear as crystal, and it should be frequently strained

from any sediment.

The silk to be weighted must be clean, free from grease

or oil, and dry, and kept in the bath completely immersed
for 1 hour, after which it is lifted, whizzed, washed, and
immersed in a bath of phosphate of soda, standing at 10°

Tw. where it remains J^ hour. It is then washed twice,

whizzed, and returned to the tin bath. The immersions in

these baths are repeated alternately according to the degree

of weighting desired. For example, three such passes through

the tin and phosphate will yield the so-called "22/24 ounce"

silk, equal to about a 50 per cent, weighting.

After the last phosphate bath, the silk is washed twice,

whizzed, and allowed to remain 1 hour in a bath of silicate

of soda standing at 76° Tw. After the silicate bath, the
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silk is usually given a hot soaping, washing well, then given

a few turns in a cold weak, vitriol sour, and finally washed

off.

The success of the weighting operation depends upon a

number of conditions, one of which is the ability of the

workman to detect at once any apparent irregularity that

may be noted in any of the baths. For instance, should the

phosphate bath appear slightly turbid, something likely to

happen for no apparent cause, his practised eye will tell

him to pull the plug and run off the kettle rather than run

the risk of passing a batch of silk through it. Berwick.

Tensile Strength of Cotton Knit Goods

By Ernest Tompkins^ M. E.

The practice, common in many fields, of requiring ma-
terials to meet strength tests, h slowly introducing itself

in the knitting field. The appended table of strength of knit

goods enables the knitter to select the yarn for a given
fabric-strength requirement or to tell what the strength is

when the yarn is given.

The formula used in the calculation of the table is based
on the Draper Tables of New Breaking Weight of Soft
Twist American Yarn (singles). The structure of the fabric

is the average for what is considered good fabric; that is,

the wales per inch equal 5.25 times the square root of the
yarn number, and the courses equal 1.25 times the wales.

Flat fabric has the same strength along the courses and
one-half the strength along the wales as that given in the
table.

When the yarn strength differs but the structure of the
fabric is the same, the fabric strength changes in proportion
to the change in the yarn strength. For instance, if a 22
yarn is Ij^ times the strength of that listed in the table,

then the strength of the fabric along the courses will be Ij^
times 18.70, which is 28.05.

For the strength of two-thread fabric add the fabric
strengths of the two threads used.
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Yarn
Cotton Strength.

No. Pounds

5 3.06

6 2.53

7 2.15

8 1.87

9 1.65

10 1.48

11 1.33

12 1.21

13 1.11

14 1.03

15 950

16 883

17 825

18 775

19 725

20 683

21 642

22 608

23 583

24 550

25 525

26 500

27 475

28 458

29 442

30 417

31 400

32 383

33 375

34 358

Trouble in Changing Yarn

We are running a 7-inch ribber on toques in two colors,

and are having trouble when the machine changes auto-
matically from one color to the other. For example, we
are running navy and cardinal and when it comes to the

changing point, from cardinal to navy or, vice versa, the

end of the yarn left on the inside of the yarn carrier from
the preceding change is worn so shfort from the con-
tinuous action of the needles that the needles do not catch
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it and the result is that the fabric falls out of the machine.

Will you kindly suggest a remedy? (2566)

The question fails to state whether the machine is of the

revolving or stationary cylinder type. Assuming the ma-
chine to be of the stationary cylinder type, with revolving

cams and yarn stand on the outside of the cylinder, the nature

of the work calls for a yarn changing mechanism, and this

is the whole source of the trouble. When one yarn is knit-

ting, the other is stationary. This idle yarn, owing to the

revolutions of the cylinder is receiving a turn or twist at

each revolution, and may receive a large number of twists,

depending on the length of the stripe. On the yarn change,

the idle yarn with the additional twist is ready to knit. The
yarn on its release untwists itself, causing it to get out

of the yarn guide. This results in a press off. To pre-

vent this the yarn should be placed on a yarn stand which

revolves with the cam cylinder. Lonato.

Dyeing with Sulphur Black

Kindly give me a formula for dyeing cotton with sul-

phur black in dye tubs of ordinary construction. (2618)

I presume the inquirer is interested in the dyeing of cot-

ton yarn. In dyeing cotton yarn with sulphur colors in dye

tubs of ordinary construction, all the fittings should be made
of iron, and not of copper or bronze, as is usual. The rea-

son for this being that copper acts injuriously upon the

dyestuffs, which is consequently impaired. Another- point

to observe is that the cotton yarn during the dyeing should

be kept well immersed below the surface of the dve liquor.

That the best results may be obtained, it is well to equip

the dye tubs with squeeze rollers, sufficiently weighted to

ensure a pretty thorough squeezing. The purpose of this

is to save as much of the dye liquor as possible. The dye
sticks best suited for cotton hank dyeing are made from
^-inch to 1-inch iron pipe, bent at the ends.

Since the strength of the several makes of sulphur blacks

vary, no exact quantity can be indicated, but for a fine

black, the quantity required may vary for standing kettles

from 6 to 10 per cent. ; the starting bath being charged
with from 10 to 18 per cent, calculated on the weight of

cotton to be dyed.

The following formula will sliow the make-up of the

dyebath for 100 pounds cotton hanks

:
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Starting Bath

—

Sulphur Black, 10 to 18 lbs.

Sodium Sulphide Crystals, 10 to 18 lbs.

Soda Ash, ^ lb. to each 12^ gals, of bath.

Common salt, 3 lbs. to each 123^ gals, of bath.

Standing Bath

—

Sulphur Black, 6 to 10 lbs.

Sodium Sulphide Crystals, 6 to 10 lbs.

Soda Ash, ^4 to ^ lbs. for 12% gals, of bath.

Common salt, 1 lb. for each 12^ gals, of bath.

The cotton hanks are immersed in the bath, the tem-

perature of which is near the boil, being well turned, slowly

but regularl}^ for about one hour, after which the hanks
are lifted, put through the squeeze and immediately washed.

To the last wash water some acetate of soda may be ad-

vantageously added, which serves to protect the cotton from
injury due to the possible presence of traces of sulphur.

For particular fastness, especially to light, washing and
boiling, the hanks should be after treated at the boil with

1^ per cent, of chrome and 1^ per cent, bluestone, and 3

per cent, of either acetic or formic acid. This after treat-

ing process continues for one-half hour at the boil. Lift,

wash, not omitting the acetate of soda as above mentioned,

and dry.

Some recipes for sulphur black dyeing specify the use of

desiccated or calcined Glauber's salts instead of common salt

in the dyebath, but up to the present no valid reasons have
been advanced making clear any advantage to be gained

by using either one of the salts in preference to the other.

Their function in the dyebath is to aid in the production

of level shades, penetration, and to ensure increased density

of the dyebath, Kashgar.

Maximum Variation in Knitting Yarn

On a 16-gauge spring needle machine having four feed-
ers, using 23^ grain yarn (basis 20 yards) what variation

in the yarn would there have to be to make the cloth look
ridgy? Would two grains either way do it? (2152)

The ridgy appearance referred to is evidently the separa-

tion of the wales which results from usin? yarn too fine

for the gauge. The difficulty is aggravated by making the

stitch too tight. The cause and aggravation generally go
together, because a tight stitch is necessary with fine yarn
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in order to make a firm fabric. The count of the yarn

(23^ grains per 20 yards) is equal to No. 7.1 cotton.

This is too light according to the following rules

:

Rule 1. Square of gauge divided by 40 gives cotton No.

(16 X 16) ^ 40 = 6.4, Cotton No.

Rule 2. Square of gauge divided by 42, gives cotton No.

(16 X 16) ^ 42 = 6.1, Cotton No.
Rule 3. Square of gauge divided by 54 gives cotton No.

(16 X 16) ^ 54 = 4.74, Cotton No.

Rule 4. Dividing 2,638 by the square of the gauge gives the

grains per 6^ yards. 2,638 -^ 256 = 10.7 grains per 6^
yards = No. 4.85, Cotton No.
From this it seems that the yarn is on the light side.

Since the variation, two grains, is 8>^ per cent, it is likely

that the fabric made with the lighter yarn would be ap-

preciably more ridgy than that made with the 23j^ grain

yarn. Ernest Tompkins.

Humidity and Strength of Fabrics
By K. B. Lamb, Ch. E.

Few realize the great influence that the humidity of the

atmosphere has upon the strength of textile materials. The
ordinary everyday range of humidity can cause as much
as a 20 per cent, change in the strength. The understand-

ing and recognition of this phenomenon is becoming of

greater and greater importance, due to the fact that more
and more cloth is being bought and sold under definite

specifications. This is particularly true of the foreign' orders

which have been and are being placed in this country.

^240
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The writer has been in charge of a great deal of the

official testing done for the European army commissions
during the last year, and has tested large quantities of

cloth destined for the Russian, Belgian, French and Servian

armies. This army cloth is all bought upon a definite speci-

fication as to tensile strength, and unless it complies with

the specifications it is not accepted.

When the margin of profit is small, it is usually neces-

sary to work as close to the specification value as is safely

possible. It is, therefore, very easy to see how a variation

in strength of even less than 20 per cent, might mean the

rejection of a perfectly good shipment or sample, or the

acceptance of an inferior one.

Hartshorne Worsted Regain Table.

35
Per cent. Regain
Humidity %
1 1.57

5 3.63

10 5.27

15 6.64

20 7.83

25 8.96

30 10.05

35 11.12

40 12.19

45 13.26

50 14.37

55 15.51

60 16.71

65 17.96

70 19.30

75 20.75

80 22.35

85 24.16

90 26.29

95 29.11

100 36.01

50
Regain
%

1.50

3.48

5.04

6.35

7.49

8.57

9.61

10.64

11.65

12.68

13.74

14.83

15.98

17.17

18.46

19.84

21.37

23.10

25.14

27.83

34.43

-Degrees Fahrenheit
65 75 85

Regain Regain Regain
% % %
1.44

3.33

4.83

6.08

7.17

8.21

9.20

10.18

11.16

12.14

13.16

14.20

15.30

16.44

17.67

19.00

20.46

22.11

24.07

26.65

32.97

1.40

3.23

4.69

5.90

6.97

7.97

8.94

9.90

10.85

11.80

12.79

13.80

14.87

15.98

17.18

18.47

19.89

21.49

23.40

25.90

32.04

1.36

3.15

4.57

5.74

6.78

8.70

9.63

10.54

11.48

12.44

13.43

14.46

15.54

16.71

17.96

19.34

20.91

22.76

25.19

31.17

100
Regain
%

1.31

3.02

4.38

5.52

6.51

7.45

8.35

9.24

10.13

11.02

11.94

12.89

13.88

14.92

16.04

17.24

18.57

20.07

21.85

24.19

29.92

(Abstracted from the values pubHshed by Wm. D. Harts-

horne, Trans. Nat'l Ass'n of Cotton Mfrs. No. 90.)
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Tests Under Standard Conditions.

Often a great amount of trouble and misunderstanding

arises due to the fact that a sample is tested on different

days when the humidity is very different. Variable re-

sults are of course obtained and the manufacturer, purchaser,

or the testing machines are blamed for the difference, which

as a matter of fact is the fault of none of them. When
the strength of a sample can be made to fall below a specified

value, and therefore be ineligible for a contract, by merely

opening a window in the testing room, the necessity for

uniform testing conditions is seen to be very important. All

tensile strength tests, therefore, should be made under

standard conditions.

The quantity of moisture hygroscopically retained by a

fabric is a function of the relative humidity of the air with

which it is in contact. After a certain exposure an equili-

brium is established. "Relative humidity" is the amount
of water vapor present as related to the saturated condition

at the same temperature. For example, the maximum
amount of saturated water vapor which can exist in a cubic

foot of space at 70° F. is 7.89 grains. If we have a cubic

foot of air in which only 3.99 grains of water are suspended

there is only half enough water to produce saturation at

that temperature, and we say that the relative humidity is

50 per cent.

The average for this climate is about 70 per cent, relative

humidity. Wool at this humidity and at 70° F. contains

about 18^ per cent, of water. Therefore, 18^/4 per cent,

has been taken as the standard regain or moisture content.

All tests should be made in an atmosphere of 70 relative

humidity, and at 70° F. They will then be comparable.

In woolen and worsted fabrics and yarns, an increase in

humidity causes a decrease in strength, and a decrease in

humidity an increase in strength. This is just opposite from
the case of cotton fabrics and A^arns, where a high humidity

causes an increase in strength. To show how the humidity
affects the percentage of moisture held by worsted yarn, the

accompanying table is included. Variations of from 30 per

cent, to 90 per cent, relative humidity, and from 35° to 85°

F. are common. We, therefore, see from the table that

with these values the percentage of moisture in a worsted
\arn may vary from 10.05 per cent, to 22.76 per cent.

The chart on the preceding page, taken from Circular 41 of

the U. S. Bureau of Standards, shows how variations of hu-
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midity affect the tensile strength. This diagram shows that at

85 relative humidity the tensile strength is only 191/234, or

81.6 per cent., of the strength at 45 relative humidity.

It is hoped that the foregoing vi^ill emphasize the con-

nection between humidity and the strength of woolen and
worsted fabrics, and of the importance of testing under
standard conditions if comparable results are desired. The
writer is now making some experiments to show in more
detail the values obtained under different atmospheric con-

ditions and on different types of cloth. These will be pub-

lished in the future.

Losses in Bleaching Towels

What should be the average losses in bleaching towels?
(2728)

The results of tests to determine the losses in bleaching

cotton, union and linen towels were given in the August
26, 1916 and October 28, 1916, issues of Textile World Jour-

nal. Various constructions showed losses ranging from 9

to 26 per cent., the loss on all linen goods is, of course, the

greatest, due to the fact that linen contains a larger amount
of natural impurities and requires a more severe bleaching

process.

Wool Hosiery Finishing

What can be used in finishing wool hosiery so that they
will absorb moisture instead of drying out? We think
the trouble must be in the scouring. We use a high-
grade neutral soap built up with soda ash. (2571)

I cannot understand why a manufacturer of hosiery s-hould

want his goods to feel clammy and that is what he wants
when he states that the goods seem to dry out and feel

harsh. The harsh feel is objectionable providing the goods
are made from fine wool, but if coarse wool is used he

must not expect anything but a coarse and wiry feel and
handle. The question does not state what amount of soap

he is using to a gallon of water, neither does he state the

amount of alkali he is using to the gallon of water. If the

wool stock has been carbonized he should use a stronger

alkali soap than he would if the stock had not been car-

bonized. The inquirer can rest assured that it is not be-
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cause the goods are clean that they feel harsh. There is

some other reason. If a good saponified red oil is used

in the picking room and a good soap made up as fol-

lows to blend the goods, there will be no more trouble with

harsh feel:

Recipe for Red Oil Soap:

100 gals, water.

50 lbs. saponified red oil,

4 lbs. 72 per cent, caustic soda.

Boil not less than 3 hours, the longer the better. When
the mixture is cold it will make quite a solid soap which

cannot be used in its present form. Mix in another tank

for washing the hosiery one gallon of the soap to 2 gal-

lons of water, with 4 ozs. of pure alkali to the gallon. Boil

from 1 to 1>4 hours. When cold use for washing. If red

oil is used in the picker room it will be found that the

hosiery is so easily cleaned that the amount of alkali can

be reduced to 3 ounces or perhaps 2 ounces. Any manu-
facturer of wool hosiery or in fact of any class of wool
goods who uses saponified red oil in the picking room will

never be troubled with greasy goods. Anthony.

Emulsion for Balbriggan Yarn

Kindly give us a formula for making the solution or
emulsion which is used by manufacturers of balbriggan
underwear in winding the single yarn onto the large bob-
bins. (2029)

The following formula is a good solution for balbriggan

yarn for underwear

:

2 lbs soft soap.

\y2 pts. oleine or light spindle oil.

Water to make three quarts. Boil until thoroughly mixed,
when the solution should be of a creamy white color. The
oil used must be stainless so as not to show on the goods
after knitting. Lafayette.

Equipment for Dyeing Cotton Warps

What equipment is necessary to dye in sulphur or direct

black 40-2 ball warps, cotton, 8,000 yards, 378 ends, which
we wish to wind afterwards on quillers, 500 lbs. daily?
Is it a simple operation or troublesome? Give list of best
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machines and appliances necessary for complete outfit to

do this work, and does it take long for inexperienced opera-
tors to learn the work? Is it cheaper or better than skein
dyeing and winding? We understand that this small capacity

is not very profitable, but wish to try it. (2717)

Warp dyeing with either sulphur or direct colors is not

a simple operation, especially for those who have never done
warp dyeing before. The common American practice is

to use open box dyeing machines that are available from
several makers of dyehouse equipment and which do not

need special description here. Besides warp dyeing ma-
chines, there will be required a can drier, without which no
warp dyehouse is said to be complete. Of these there are

several makes, and all are good.

Since the inquirer proposes to install a plant capable of

turning out an average of SCO pounds of dyed warps daily,

which is rather a small quantity for a dyehouse to handle,

it does not seem that for his amount the cost of insti^lla-

tion will prove economical.

Regarding a list of builders of the machines required. By
consulting the advertising pages of Textile World Journal, the

names of builders of the necessary machinery may readily be

obtained.

Like other dyehouses, there should be an ample supply

of water for dyeing and washing, besides a sufficient amount
of steam. The inquirer asks about the length of time it

will take for inexperienced dyers to learn warp dyeing, but

fails to mention whether he proposes to employ a foreman
dyer skilled in the work. If he employes such a man, the

latter will take care of the instruction of the kettle hands
and direct them how to do the work that is assigned to them
properly. But, on the other hand, if the foreman dyer and
his helpers are to learn warp dyeing from either recipe book
or from the traveling technical men in the employ of the

dyestuff houses, we can see expensive trouble ahead, for

cotton warp dyeing with even the simplest colors is a dif-

ficult problem.

Five hundred pounds a day, or 12,000 pounds a month, in

warps represents an amount of money to warrant em-
ploying at the outset a foreman who has been perhaps a

second hand under some good dyer in a going dyehouse,
and making him responsible for the equipment of the place

and for its management. Warp dyeing has never been
taught or learned in a day. Berwick./
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Profit Sharing Plan for Knitting Mill

We are contemplating establishing a profit-sharing plan
for the benefit of our employes, and would appreciate it

if you could send us details of a practical system for a
knitting mill employing not more than 100 people. (2659)

A short time ago I worked in a knitting mill that em-
ployed about 100 people and they had the following profit

sharing plan : The piece and day workers were the only em-
ployes that had a share in the bonus at the end of the year.

The heads of the departments and the office help were not

included for the reason that they were drawing a straight

salary, whether they were out on account of sickness or

working.

A piece or day worker got 5 per cent, of his year's wages
at the end of each year. If he were absent from work
one day he lost one-fifth of the bonus ; if out two days, two-
fifths ; if out three days, three-fifths of the bonus was de-

ducted. If absent more than three times during the year he
was not allowed to share in the bonus at the end of the

year. Exceptions were made where employes were absent

on account of sickness and brought a sick certificate from
the doctor.

We had a time clock with the card system and these cards

were reckoned up every day so that if anyone was absent

from work the reason for being absent was written on each

card. The cards were kept until the end of the year, or

around Christmas week, and then the bonus was paid to

each one according to his record during the year. This
system not only gave the employes a substantial bonus, but

there was very little absence from work during the year.

Cornwall,.

Measuring Atmospheric Humidity
How is the degree of humidity and percentage of vapor

in a cubic foot of air figured from the readings of the wet
and dry bulbs of the thermometer? (2375)

The relative humidity of the air is indicated by hygro-
metrical or psychrometric tables. The observation is first

made by either a hygrometer or psychrometer and the tables

indicate the humidity corresponding to the temperature
shown by the wet and dry bulbs of the instrument. TTie

weight of water per cubic foot is indicated by the relative

humidity.
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Machinery for Manufacturing Paper Netting

Kindly give me the names of manufacturers of machinery

necessary to make the inclosed sample of paper netting, also

please specify the machinery that would he required for a

unit and the production per day of ten hours. (2668)

To make paper netting like sample illustrated, the follow-

ing machinery would he necessary

:

I splitter, capacity 1,000 lbs. in 10 hours.

1 twister with 30 spindles, capacity 110 lbs. in 10 hours.

1 flat knitting machine with 40 in. bar, capacity 180 yds.

per 10 hours.

1 winder.
The fabric is

made of 12 to 15

lbs. tissue paper,

half - inch split,

about 3 turns

per inch, weigh-

ing about 1,000

yards per pound.

The knitting

machine is a flat

bar open ma-
chine, with about

5 stitches per

inch, running ap-

proximately 60

loops per min-
ute. The ca-

pacity of the

NETTING MADE FROM PAPER. Splitter is Con-

siderably greater
than the other units, but this machine is not built for less

capacity.

Drying Yarn on the Slasher

We are having some difliculty in warping and am writ-
ing to see if you can help me out. The slasher runs 60
yards in V/2 minutes and the front roll runs 103 turns per
minute. We use potato starch and a specially prepared
compound. The tank holds 100 gallons of water. A batch
is made with 90 gallons of water, 38 pounds of starch and
3 pounds of each kind of compound. The yarn is No.
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28 cotton. The starch is boiled 20 minutes. The yarn does
not dry before it gets to the beam. The slasher is run-

ning with 7 pound steam pressure. Could you inform me
where the trouble lies? Inclosed is a sample of the cloth

I am making. (2466)

The trouble with the warp is that the slasher runs too

fast for the number of yarn used. Reduce the speed one-

third or put about ten pounds pressure on slasher instead

of seven. Cook the size longer in the kettle, say 40 minutes.

Raw size will not dry as quickly as cooked size. Keep the

size boiling briskly in the box. Put 3 yards of coarse flannel

on the finishing roll and on top of that 3 yards of fine

flannel. If the inquirer boils the size longer in the kettle

he may have to make it a little heavier if condensed water

bothers him. Minard.

A KJer Wash

What is the best kind of wash to paint the inside of an
iron boiling kier so as to keep it from rusting and spotting

the goods? We have trouble along this line. I think there

is a wash composed of oxalic acid, cement and lime. What
proportion is this? (2489)

I know of some firms using a compound of lime and

oxalic acid mixed in the following proportions and which

makes a good kier wash : To one pound of slaked lime

use 2 ounces of oxalic acid with one gallon of water.

This is put on with an ordinary whitewash brush. The
wash that I use and have used for a period of twenty

five years, is composed of nothing but the pure lime made
into a good thick wash.

If the inquirer is having trouble with rust on his goods,

I would suggest that he proceed in the following manner

:

Have a couple of men go into the kiers with an old file,

sharpened chisel fashion on the end and scrape off all the

rusty scales on the kier from top to bottom. Then brush

it off with a wire brush and clean out under the grating

so that there is not a particle of rust left in the kier. Fill

the kier up with water and bring to a boil, mix up a lime

wash of pure lime only and discharge the kier of water

and give the sides a good coating of lime at once. When
this is dry give the kier another coat on top before putting

in any cloth. When this coat is dry run in the goods and

boil. If the kiers are used constantly they should be given
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a coat of lime wash about twice a week. Let the kier dry

before the wet goods are run in, as this gives the lime

a chance to set and then it is not rubbed from the sides.

If the bleacher will keep an eye on the kiers he will quickly

discover any places that seem to collect thick scales. Take
these right off and give the kier an extra coat of lime

wash. It does not take long to give this wash and if a

coat is put on as soon as the kiers are empty it will dry
immediately. Dulcimer.

Sizing for Felt

I would like some information regarding the process of
cutting (dissolving) shellac for making felt sizing, that

is, a sizing for wool felt. I would also like information
regarding the methods of sizing felt with shellac, glue or
starch. (2089)

Our French correspondent replies to this inquiry as fol-

lows:

The shellac used for sizing wool felts Is frequently

bleached before using. This is done by boiling the shellac

in a Javel solution (formed by dissolving hypochlorite of

potash with chloride of potassium). The mixture is stirred

while being boiled and the process is hastened by adding

from time to time some of the Javel solution. After the

bleaching process is completed the liquor is neutralized by

adding a small quantity of sulphuric acid, the shellac being

deposited in the form of a gray paste, which is worked up
in various ways to obtain a perfect bleach. For sizing

mixtures the bleached shellac is dissolved either in alcohol or

preferably ammonia, which is more economical. The shellac

is applied to the felt by hand with the aid of a soft brush.

Varnished felts are finished in a slightly different manner.
The felt is first coated with a solution of white starch and
then dried in an oven. After drying the felt is treated with

a drying oil prepared as follows

:

100 parts linseed oil.

2 parts white lead.

2 parts litharge.

2 parts umber.

After drying in the oven the operation is repeated for

the second and then the third time, the varnish being spread

by means of a flat brush. The operation is completed by

pressing, usually in a hydraulic press. Gaul.
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Equipment Necessary for a Damask Mill

Please let me know what a small damask mill could be
e(iuipped for and the number of looms it would take to

have one that could be run profitably. What other ma-
chinery would be required besides looms? What capital

would be required to build and operate a mill of 20 to 30
broad looms, and would one of that size be profitable? We
would buy our yarn. (2702)

It is always a question whether a small mill of any kind

can or cannot be run profitably. Much depends on who
is running the mill and the amount of experience he has
had in this work. If the inquirer understands jacquard
machinery and jacquard designing he will have a better

chance of making a success than he otherwise would.

A mill working on these goods cannot be operated suc-

cessfully with 20 looms ; there would be a better chance
with 50 looms. The capital required for 50 looms would
depend entirely on the class of building to be used and the

locality. A brick building would, of course, cost more than

a wooden building, but the risk would be less. Many small

firms do not own their own building, and in many cases

the power also is rented along with the building. This is

perhaps one of the best methods for a beginner as the

capital that would have to be put in a building can be
used for operating expenses.

In regard to the goods to be made, it is assumed that

damask table covers are to be made, about 68 inches in the

gray. For this work a 600 jacquard would be preferable,

with a loom having a reed space of about 80 inches. These
goods would finish about 64 inches. The cost of a jacquard
and loom would be from $250 to $300, so that 50 looms
would cost about $15,000. In addition to this there will

be shafting, belting, shuttle, bobbins, picker sticks, etc. The
looms could be driven by individual motors which would
eliminate the cost of shafting and belting, although the

initial cost would be greater.

In a small mill of this kind the goods would be sent to

the finishing plant to be finished. In fact, large mills usually
send their goods away to be finished. Under these conditions
very little extra machinery would be required. The yarn
being bought on the loom beams, the beams will be ready
for the loom when received at the mill. A few trucks
would be necessary to move the beams to different parts
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of the mill as required. Two or three tables would be

required for the weavers to put on the doth as it is taken

from the loom. The cloth can be examined on an ex-

amining board which need not cost more than about $75

to make. The cloth can be taken from the examining board
in a roll and shipped to the finisher, or it may be put over

a folder and measured.

As the yarn is bought the filling will, of course, be bought
on bobbins ready for the loom. It would be advisable to

have a small filling winder to rewind the small pieces of

filling left on the bobbins rather than cut same off the

bobbins, and in this way a little saving can be made. A
small winder could be bought for about $150 to $200.

Wasco.

Finishing Wool Velours

What processes must the fabric be put through to get

the wool velour finish obtained years ago? (2513)

An article on this subject was published in the October

28, 1916, issue of Textile World Journal, to which the

inquirer is referred.

Slanting Wale in Sweater Goods

We are sending a sample of sweater goods. You will

notice that the wale slants instead of running straight.

What is the cause of this? (2019)

There are several reasons for the slant in the wale of

the sample of knit goods submitted, but there are only

two reasons for this defect if the cloth is knit on a shaker

machine. After raveling the sample and examining it care-

fully I would suggest that if the twist is changed in the

yarn it will overcome the defect. The spinner can give

a right or left twist as ordered. If the inquirer is having

the same trouble with other yarns on the same machines,

it may be that the stitch cams are not forming the stitch

right, that is, drawing down one needle so that it gets its

full length of stitch before the next needle begins to draw
the yarn for the following stitch. If this is not done the

drawing needle will pull the stitch from the drawn needle

while forminar the new stitch. This is sometimes called

"robbing" the stitch. When working tender yarns it is
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well to have the stitch cams ground so that as soon as

one stitch is formed the needles will be released. If they

are held down it will cause holes. In knitting cotton yarn

I have the cams ground to hold down 1^ or 2 needles ac-

cording to the machine being used. This gives smoother

work and will hold the stitch so that it will not twist. On
circular knitting machines this trouble often occurs and

very often the stitch cams cause it, but on these machines

the yarn take-up will also cause it. If these machines are

not kept working free and the rolls set tight enough to-

gether to keep the cloth from slipping while the machine

is knitting, this difficulty will arise. Denbigh.

Knitting a Three-Piece Sweater Coat

I would like some information regarding a three-piece

sweater coat with selvage sides, made on a flat machine, 5

needles to the inch, with cardigan stitch. How many needles
would have to be set up for the back and sides for a size 40
coat, 3/16s yarn? What shrinkage is usually allowed on coats

of this kind and how many inches does each side varv in

width of web? (2622)

In knitting a three-piece sweater coat 160 needles would
have to be set up for the back and 80 needles for the

sides. If the buttonhole and buttons are to be made on
the side pieces, enough extra needles will have to be added
to cover the number of inches that the front is to overlap

when buttoned up, which is generally from 2 to 3 inches.

Tliis is a matter of choice. If a collarette garment is to

be made, the above number of needles will knit a full size

40 coat. It must be remembered that there is a big dif-

ference in worsted and the sizes will vary from one mill

to another. The knitter must watch carefully for any varia-

tion and either add a needle or take off one until the re-

quired size is obtained.

There is no set rule for shrinkage, as different lots of

worsted vary. If the inquirer will measure all his coats

for a while he can find a standard and then set his machine
accordingly. Watch the first coat made, from each new
shipment of worsted and then maintain the standard in

size. There are a lot of little kinks in the manufacture of

sweater coats and it is up to the knitter to experiment and
set his own standard, as conditions vary in different mills,

and what will apply in one mill will not always apply in

another. Delaine.
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Sizing for Black Cotton Yarn

Can you give me a good recipe for sizing black cotton yarn
in the dressing? (1969)

I would advise the following ingredients to be used for

a sizing intended for black cotton yarn

:

25 gals, water,

25 lbs. starch,

10 lbs. dextrin.

2 lbs. Turkey red oil.

lYz lbs. tallow.

Boil well for ten minutes. It is presumed that the yarn
in question is in the form of a warp and that the sizing will

be applied on a ball warp sizing machine, in which case

only one run through the size should be given. This method
of sizing black yarn leaves the color in a bright condition

without decreasing its intensity. It also gives a fullness

to the yarn and only a slight increase in weight.

J. Merritt Matthews.

Tables of Strength of Chemicals

Have you any printed tables which give in detail the

strength of various chemicals used in the hosiery business?
We have for some time been trying to procure a table show-
ing the standard commercial strength of the different chem-
icals we use. (2679)

The various tables made use of by chemists as guides

to ascertain the strength of commonly used products are

to be found in a number of publications of handy reference,

such as Dr. Olsen's Chemical Annual, also, and of special

interest to textile mills, an English translation of Heer-
mann's Farhereichcmische Untcrsuchen. The very com-
plete work of Knecht, Rawson and Lowenthal, entitled,

A Manual of Dyeing, is replete with tables of practical use

in every textile and hosiery mill. Some of the dyestuff

firms have published from time to time little pocket books
for dyers that contain a number of tables.

Regarding the use of tables in combination with hy-

drometers, too much reliance must not be placed upon them.

While the tables are correct for pure substances and solutions,

it must be remembered that the dyer and finisher make
use of commercial products not strictly pure, and hence
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the readings are likely to be erroneous. If a hosiery mill

has a more or less extensive "wet end," it will be much to

its interest and economy to employ a chemist who can

analyze its supplies in a proper manner, and not depend
upon published tables.

Preventing Curl in Knit Goods

We have been experimenting for some time trying to get

a preparation, and a method of putting it on a fabric made on
a spring needle machine, 24 gauge, to keep the edges from
rolling when it is opened up and thus far have not been suc-

cessful. Can you give us any information on this subject?

(2656)

There are many methods that have been tried with more
or less success for preventing curl in knit goods. Any flat

work will curl on cut edges. A }i inch cylinder, single

thread tube machine used for finishing purposes will twist

half way around and back again in one yard at certain

times. On large sizes this is not noticed, but when rolled

up and cut into lengths, the curl is very noticeable. A cutter

generally lays a heavy weight on one end of each length

cut ofi^, using his shears for a weight at the other end,

while laying out another length. This applies in nearly

every case on flat work, even if one or more processes are

used to keep out the curl. The following give ideas as

to the practice of mills

:

What Some Mills t)o.

One large concern in the middle West uses a steam box
for all flat work. Instead of being rolled up, the goods

are run through a steam mangle and come out in layers.

These layers are tied at each end loosely and laid on a

slated shelf in the steam box where live steam is soaked

into them until they are damp. These goods are then cut

at once. The edges curl some when cut, but not as much
as they otherwise would.

A large New York mill has a live steam- jet. that is, there

are two pipes about a foot apart and full of little holes

that blow live steam through the fabric as it is pulled off

the roll on the cutter table. The cutter remarked once

that this helped to lay the goods flat.

Another large New York mill uses a solution of soap

and oil on the yarn. This Is absorbed by running over a
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wet roller on the winder and the fabric will still be damp
the next day. They make great claims of better work and
flat goods, but there is still some curl left. This same mill

once tried two yarns on their bathing suit frames, a right

and left-hand twist, thinking this would overcome the curl,

but it failed.

In this, as in many other difficulties in mill operation,

nearly everyone has his own ideas. I have given this ques-

tion up myself. Spring needle knitters have tried for over

one hundred and fifty years to overcome the curled edges

of their cut work and at a knitting manufacturers con-

vention in Philadelphia some years ago this question took

up a whole day of their time, but without finding a remedy.
Trenton.

I do not think it is possible to prevent rolling in a flat

fabric opened, but should think that if anything would do
it, it would be ironing it by running the fabric through hot

rollers while damp and then rolling it up. This would re-

quire a special feeding apparatus to send the cloth into the

rollers in a smooth condition, but the method could be

tested out by hand ironing. Herkimer.

Softener for Starch Mixing

Please give me a formula for making a good white softener

for starch mixings. (2266)

I have found the following formula a good one for mak-
ing a white softener for starch mixings

:

10 gals, neatsfoot oil.

4 lbs. soda ash.

Stir soda ash into 4 gallons of hot water until it is clear

and without lumps. Let the solution stand until it is luke-

warm and then pour slowly into the oil and stir at the same
time until it becomes a white creamy mass. If inquirer

has a good soluble oil, try mixing a little in water and if

it does not mix properly put in a little more soda ash,

using just enough soda ash to make it soluble. This is

good where the starch mixture has to be used cold or

nearly cold. If, however, the starch mixture can be used
hot, cocoanut oil, cotton seed oil, lard oil or tallow all

make good softeners. Hector.
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Bleaching Artificial Silk Hosiery

A hosiery mill making silk hosiery from artiticial silk

wants information regarding a good hleach on artificial (vis-

cose) silk with the least percentage of menders due to holes
made by the process.

The process used at present is first to boil off the goods
in a 3 per cent, soda ash bath. They have also been boiled
off with pure olive oil soap with the same result. The goods
are then put in a tub with 7 per cent, peroxide sodium bath
with sufficient sulphuric acid added to make bath neutral. To
this neutral bath is added 8 per cent, silicate of soda. The
bath is then raised to 140° and the goods left in until bath
is exhausted or stops working. The result as far as bleach is

good, but the silk is not only tendered but as much as 20
per cent, is full of holes. We feel sure the holes do not re-

sult from working the goods during the process. X2'707)

When bleaching viscose silk with peroxide, a point will

be reached, where, if the material is left in the bleaching

bath any longer, the viscose becomes soft and plastic, and
there will always be a large percentage of menders when
artificial silk hosiery is bleached with peroxides. Hosiery
in which the artificial silk is plaited on cotton, or reinforced

with tram silk, can be bleached with peroxides with better

results.

I recommend the chlorine bleach for bleaching viscose.

It is cheap and excellent results can be obtained in using
it. Hypochlorite of soda is preferable to chlorine com-
pound. The white obtained with it is permanent. It is made
either electrolytically from a solution of salt or chemically

by adding soda ash to chloride of lime, thereby precipi-

tating the lime.

To bleach the hosiery, the same is boiled out in the usual

way and rinsed. Then it is steeped for about two hours in

a cold bath of sodium hypochlorite registering 1>^° Tw.
The goods are then rinsed twice and soured in a cold bath

containing 1^ pints sulphuric acid for each 100 pounds of

hosiery. The material is again rinsed thoroughly and blued
and softened. If necessary the bleaching process may be

repeated, using weaker solutions the second time.

Hypochlorite of soda is prepared as follows : 100 lbs.

chloride of lime, 33 per cent., are mixed with 40 gallons

of water, and 60 lbs. of soda ash are dissolved in 20 gallons

of boiling water and diluted with 10 gallons of cold water.

The soda solution is added to the paste of chloride of lime,
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and the mixture stirred for one-half hour and allowed to

settle over night. The clear solution is drawn off and the

precipitate washed four or five times with cold water, the

wash water being used to dilute the solution to about 150

gallons of 6-7° Tw. It may be freed entirely from lime

by the addition of one or two pounds of soda ash.

Ernest C. T. Bick.

Does Fulling Weaken Woolens and Worsteds?

Have you any tables showing the increase in strength in

woolen and worsted fabrics due to various degrees of felt-

ing in the fulling mill? (2231)

The fact that fulling adds to the bulk of the cloth has

fostered the idea that it greatly increases the strength. Pre-

liminary tests on wool and w-orsted army fabrics, be-

fore, during and after finishing, which were recently given

in Textile World Journal, indicate that fulling does not al-

ways increase the strength of a cloth to the extent commonly
supposed, and that in some cases a decrease in strength

actually takes place. Calculated on the basis of the strength

per thread in the warp and filling, a fulled fabric generally

is weaker than the greasy cloth as taken from the loom.

There are no tables to our knowledge bearing on this question.

Streaks in Dyed Hosiery

Enclosed is a sample cut from a misses' ribbed stocking,

and we would like to have you inform us as to the cause of
the streak found on both sides of this stocking. The goods
are dyed with aniline oil. (2564)

A careful examination of the threads in the sample submit-

ted show that the stripe is due to increased luster of the

threads as if it had been subjected to considerable pressure,

and this is confirmed by the fact that a corresponding stripe or

band appears exactly opposite, on the other side of the sock.

It may be possible that the threads at this point have become
saturated with a small amount of oil, which would, of course,

lay the fibres on the threads affected, thereby imparting an

apparent lustre which shows up in the finished article as a

streak. Berwick.
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Standards of Moisture in Textile Materials

By J. A. Hunter.

The standards of moisture in textile materials as fixed

by the practice of the conditioning houses are exposed to

continual criticism. One individual or another finding that

the official standard is out of harmony with his own range

of observations reasons that the allowance of regain is too

high or too low and ought to be altered. It is important

that the standards should bear a fairly close resemblance to

nature, for if they are too high some sellers are encouraged

to add water superfluously in order to reach them. If the

standards are pitched too low there is a possibility of fric-

tion, because the seller is reluctant to believe that his goods

are any more moist than is natural and right.

Should Be Close to Natural Moisture.

It is advisable that the regains should be close to the

natural average of moisture, but in one sense the absolute

figure taken does not greatly matter. The absolutely dry

weight is the main consideration.

Apparently the oldest standard regain is that of 11 per

cent, for silk, adopted in 1840 by the Lyons Chamber of

Commerce and sanctioned by French law in 1841. The stand-

ard is universal in Europe, England and America. An In-

ternational Congress for the establishment of a uniform

system of numbering yarn was held in Turin in 1875, and
this body formulated a set of regain standards for the sev-

eral sets of yarns, as follows:

18Vi per cent for worsted yarn.

17 " "
"

carded woolen yarn.

8^/2 " "
"

cotton yarn.

12 " "
"

flax and hemp yarn.

13-)4 " "
"

jwte yarn.

13 " "
" shoddy yarn.
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The delegates were from several countries, subject to vary-

ing local conditions of climatic moisture. Local conditions

have their importance because textile materials vary in moist-

ure in accordance with the surrounding atmosphere, and

take up more moisture on one day than on another, and
even differ in moistures, and hence in weight, at different

parts of the same day. As no one standard can accom-
modate all local variations, it remains only to adopt such

a figure as agrees fairly well with common experience.

Established Standards Confirmed.

It was recently suggested that the standards of the Brad-

ford Conditioning House were too high all round and ought

to be reduced. The idea has been propounded before, and
the idea of changing has not been excluded. With a view

to learning definitely whether the standards adopted in prac-

tice accord with nature, tests were made daily for over two
years upon 140 different materials stored in such a way
that they were open to all the natural variations of the

somewhat humid local climate. The broad result was to

show that the amounts of moisture taken up under those

conditions were greater all round than in the corresponding

tests made upon materials stored within the building. The
general suitability of the regains propounded 40 years aso
upon the Continent was confirmed. And it appears usually

that those who question the strict applicability of the con-

ventional standards start from a different point than those

to whom the conditioning of materials is a business and a

study.

Conditioning Houses Check Each Other.

Sellers are apt to argue that materials are quite dry,

when in point of fact they are not bone-dry ; in other words,

not reduced to such a degree of dryness that prolonged

heating under standard conditions induces no further loss

of weight. Materials may be thus dry when they come
off a drying machine, but from the moment of emerging
from that machine they begin to suck moisture from the

atmosphere. In a properly constructed conditioning oven

the material is weighed, not in the outer air, but within

the oven, and samples intended for testing are kept in con-

tainers which are as near air-tight as possible. The several

conditioning houses are a check one upon another; they do

their work as nearly as possible in the same way as each
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is observed. In the case of wool in its various forms,

there is at least a strong consensus around certain mean
figures, and the only wide departure from these occur among
wool noils. Four leading conditioning establishments have

seen fit to grade noils according to their kind. Bradford

recognizes two classes, ordinary noils regain 14 per cent.,

and scoured or carbonized noils regain 16 per cent.

At Verviers, the distinction corresponds with the type

of comb and noils. Lister-combed are given 8 per cent, re-

gain ; Noble combed, 10 per cent. ; English-combed, 14 per

cent., and Schlumberger-combed, 16 per cent. French greasy

noils are given 8 per cent, regain at Mazamet, and English

greasy noils, 10 per cent. ; while other noils, according to

their origins, are given 10, 12. 14 or 16 per cent. At Rou-
baix, the regain on noils is 10 per cent, and up, according

to kind.

The regain may be fixed by agreement between buyer and

seller, and the Leipzig conditioning house, while regarding

17 per cent, as its own standard in the case of wool waste,

will add any other percentage on receipt of written instruc-

tions from the parties.

Sizing Cotton and Silk Mixed Goods

I am very much interested in a book on the chemistry of

sizing. This book states that caustic soda used in connec-
tion with potato starch will not hurt any kind of goods. What
I want to know is, will it hurt goods where there is a cotton

warp and silk filling? These goods are finished with a perox-

ide bleach, instead of a lime bleach. (1900)

It all depends upon the amount.of excess of caustic soda

remaining in the finishing compound. A certain amount
of caustic soda is necessary to cause the complete break-

ing up of the starch granules, and any excess of caustic

soda will of necessity have a destructive action upon any

animal fiber in the fabric, such as silk.

As the composition of the compound is not given it is

difficult to answer specifically whether the amount of caustic

soda present is injurious. We would prefer to make use of

a mixture made without caustic soda. Beta Naphthol.

Tests for Fastness of Dyes

We are experimenting with some dye substances and would
like to know to what tests we need to subject them in order
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to determine their fastness. What are the standard tests

required by the trade and the government? (2567)

The fastness of coloring matters depends not alone on their

nature, but also upon the nature of the fiber and the method
employed for dyeing. For example, a dyestufif dyed by differ-

ent methods upon one fiber, or dyed upon different fibers will

sometimes show very different fastness properties. To get

an idea of the relative degree of fastness as compared with

other coloring matters, a coloring matter of known fastness

is subjected to a parallel test. The following are tests most
commonly applied

:

Fastness to Light. To determine the fastness to light,

a piece of material dyed with the coloring matter is exposed
to light, half of the dyed fabric being covered with non-
transluscent material.

Fastness to Washing. In testing coloring matters for this

property, not only the alteration in shade, but also their

bleeding into white cotton or wool must be taken into con-

sideration. The dyed material is mixed or plaited with un-

dyed cotton and wool and worked for five minutes in a soap

solution at 40° C. containing 5 grams of soap per 1000 cc.

of water. Then the pattern is rinsed in warm and cold water
and dried.

Fastness to Milling. This test is made the same way as

the test for washing, only more severe. For cotton 12 grams
of soap is used in the same quantity of water. For wool,

5 grams of soap and 4 grams of soda ash in the same quantity

of water is used. The pattern is worked in this solution

for 20 minutes at 50° C, constantly squeezing and rubbing
it. Then it is let lie for 10 minutes, rinsed in warm and cold

water and dried.

Fastness to Perspiration. The best test is a practical one,

but the following method can be used to determine the resist-

ance of a coloring matter to perspiration: The material,

plaited with white wool and cotton, is impregnated with a

solution containing 100 grams of salt and 100 cc. acetic acid

in 1000 cc. of water. Then it is placed in an incubator for

24 hours.

Fastness to Stoving. Allow sulphurous acid fumes to act

upon the dyed material for 12 hours.

Fastness to Acid and Cross Dyeing. Acid wool dyes natur-

ally withstand the treatment with a hot slightly acid solution.

When determining the fastness to acid and cross dyeing of
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a color on cotton, not onl}' the change in shade, but also the

degree to which interwoven white wool is stained, has to be
considered.

Fastness to Carbonizing, This is required only of wool
colors. The sample is soaked in sulphuric acid at 7.4° Tw.
pressed so as to contain 100 per cent, of the solution, then

dried at 80° C for one-quarter of an hour. The sample is

then washed with 200 times its amount of distilled water for

15 minutes, and then for 15 minutes in a 0.2 per cent, solution

of soda ash. Then it is washed in water until neutral.

Fastness to Alkali, also to Street Dust. Ten grams of

quicklime and 10 grams of 24 per cent, ammonia are made
to a cream with 1000 cc. of water. The dyed sample is

spotted with this, dried without washing at ordinary tempera-

ture, and then well brushed.

Fastness to Chlorine. This test is generally applied only

to cotton colors. The dyed material is treated for 30 minutes

in a solution of bleaching powder %° Tw.
The above are the most important tests. Besides these,

tests to determine their fastness to sea water, decatizing,

potting, etc., are sometimes applied to coloring matters.

Ernest C. T. Bick.

Determining Cotton in Asbestos

Asbestos yarns are usually spun with about 10 per cent,

cotton and we are anxious to know a simple and accurate

method for testing the percentage of cotton in asbestos

yarns. Can you give us this information? (2219)

The presence of cotton or other combustible material mixed
with asbestos can easily be determined by burning. The
difference between the weight of the material before burning

and the weight after, indicates the amount of combustible

material in the mixture.

Streaks in Dyed Cotton and Wool Socks

I am enclosing part of a knitted sock. Can you inform us

as to the cause of the brown streaks? This sock was made
from a white worsted thread plated on a sulphur black cot-

ton and cross dyed with an acid dye, using 5 per cent, of dye,

10 per cent. Glauber salt, and 7 per cent, of acetic acid. The
sulphur black yarn we are using is supposed to be the best

made in this country to-day. (2740)
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A careful examination of the sample submitted shows that

the shade of the sulphur black dyed cotton is of a distinctly

redder tone than the wool, and indicates that the two dyes

were not matched against each other before being used.

While there are a number of good sulphur blacks, it must

be remembered that they differ widely in shade from each

other, and for this class of work it is very important that the

shade of the sulphur black should be exactly matched by the

black used for the cross dyeing. There is no doubt, but that

by referring this trouble back to the seller of the wool black,

it can be remedied much better than by attempting to "cobble"

the shade, which might cause it to look worse than it does

now. On the other hand, it might be best to shade up the

sulphur black by the cautious addition of a sulphur green,

which would offset the brownish tone. If the inquirer buys

his yarn already dyed with the sulphur black, he had better

take the matter up with the dyers and submit to them a sample

of the wool already dyed so as to serve as a guide for them

in dveing further lots. Berwick.

Inspecting Fine Goods

What do you consider the best color for a background over
which to pass finished white cotton cloth, such as voiles, lawns
and dimities, when inspecting for damages, oil spots, grease,

stains and defects in general? (2417)

The best inspecting machine would be one with a black

background. These machines can be worked at any speed

desired. They should be so placed that the light will fall on

the cloth. Morocco.

Percentage of Cotton in Merino Yarn

Please inform me as to the method of determining the per-

centage of cotton in merino yarn. What solution is best to

use to destroy the cotton without injuring the wool? (2328)

The best way to determine the amount of cotton in merino

yarn is to boil a sample in a 12 per cent, solution of caustic

soda or potash. This removes the wool, leaving the cotton.

About 5 per cent, should be added to the weight of the cotton

residue in order to allow for a slight shrinkage in the weight

of the cotton.
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Simple and Durable Hosiery Tester

By WiNWicK.

Many complaints

as to the sizes of

the tops on stock-

ings are heard, and

this trouble is

wholly a matter

of length of stitch

and lack of neces-

sary measuring de-

vices, in the opin-

ion of the writer.

Nearly every hos-

iery man tells
whether the stitch

is right by putting

his hand in the

top of a stocking.

but the test is al-

ways for elasticity.

Desirable as that

quality may be, it

is not the true test

of the size of the

top. The real test

for size is the

maximum stretch,

for if the pur-

chaser cannot get

the stocking up to

where it should go
it is because the

top is too small

when stretched to

the limit, rather

than a question of

elasticity when
partially stretched.

About ten years

ago a serious con-

troversy arose be-

tween the mill where the writer was employed and one of the

TESTING DEVICE FOR HOSIERY.
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large wholesale houses in regard to the sizes and elasticity

of our hosiery tops as compared with samples which the

wholesale house had submitted. The matter was referred to

the writer who was able to prove that our mill had the

better of the argument. This was accomplished with the

simple gauge shown in the illustration.

The back, slide and pins are made from seasoned hard

wood, while the weight once belonged with the set for a

common grocer's scale. The plate which retains the slide in

the way should be about 1-16 in. in thickness. The principal

dimensions are given for the benefit of any who may wish tc

make such a gauge.

Directions for Use.

To determine the elasticity of a rib or stocking top, lay

the gauge on its back and put the top around pins, A and B,

drawing the same on until the welt just reaches the slide;

then hold the tester in a vertical position and the gravity

weight will stretch the top to its normal width and the reading

of the gauge doul)led will give the exact length around the

top. Then grasp the weight with the free hand and pull the

slide out as far as possible and the exact size is indicated

at the maximum extension of the rib or top. Thq reading is

indicated by the mark on the slide opposite pin, A.

Our cuff tops on half hose average about 7^ in. on the

gauge before coloring, while the tops of hose measure 10^ in.

By testing a dozen pairs and averaging the records, it is a

simple matter to establish a standard for size. The maximum
dimension is most important and should be accurately deter-

mined. We base all our calculations on the sample sizes,

which are lOj^ for half hose and 9 for hose. In every case

due allowance must be made for the finishing processes.

When starting a new style, it has been the writers practice

to make a sample dozen pairs as near the proper size as could

be estimated from past experience with similar yarns and

then to have them tacked for identification after they were
put through the finishing processes. After the boarding and
pressing, the tester is used to obtain the amount of variation

and from this we have made whatever slight allowance was
needed for correction.

Rolling of Warp
In a recent issue I note that one of your readers is troubled

with rolling of the warp in making goods with a 4-leaf basket
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weave. I had the same troiihle and overcame it by using

two 12^ reeds. The warp will have to be reeded so as to

divide the cut-offs in the weave and have one just behind'

the other. I tried this and found it worked all right, and
offer the suggestion in the hope that it may give some help to

the reader. Omega.

Bleaching Silk and Artificial Silk Thread

Please advise us what chemicals are used in the bleaching

of natural pure thread silk and artificial silk. Would it be
possible to bleach both silk and cotton during the same
process? (2602)

Silk bleaching is most effectively accomplished by means
of either a solution of hydrogen peroxide or sodium per-

oxide. If the former is used, the bath is made up as follows:

For 25 lbs. of skein silk.

Hydrogen peroxide (12 vol. strength), Ziy2 lbs.

Silicate of soda. Sufficient to make the bath alkaline.

Enter the clean silk, and gradually raise the temperature

to the boil, and allow the silk to remain therein until the

proper degree of bleach has resulted. This may require

over night. The silk must be kept completely immersed in

the bleach liquid.

Bleaching with sodium peroxide is done as follows

:

Sodium peroxide, 12 per cent.

Oil of vitriol, 16 per cent.

The acid is added to the water, stirred well, and then the

sodium peroxide added in successive portions until all is

dissolved. Finally, make alkaline with silicate of soda. The
clean silk is entered, the temperature gradually raised to

120° F,, and within an hour, brought to the boil. The bath

is then allowed to stand not less than 8 hours (better over

night). In the morning, lift, drain, sour off, wash, and
brighten with a little olive oil soap.

Silk and cotton mixed goods may be bleached by the above
process, and the exact details as to the proportions will have
to be determined after one or two small scale trials, the

reason being that some cottons bleach quicker, depending
upon the strength of the bleach bath.

Artificial silk. This fiber is not easy to bleach and at the

same time leave it in a perfectly sound condition. The
most satisfactory results are obtained by making use of a
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bleaching powder solution containing from y^ to I gram of

active chlorine per liter. (7 to 14 grains to the quart). The
skeins are immersed cold and kept cold during the progress

of the bleaching until the proper degree of whiteness is

obtained. Rinse, pass through a very weak acid bath, and
afterward through a weak solution of bisulphite of soda to

destroy the last trace of chlorine, again rinse and wash.

Harrison.

Splits in Silk Goods

We are sending you herewith a sample of a piece dyed silk

ribbon and would ask you for information as to the so-

called splits in same. We have had various opinions as to

the cause of these splits. (2448)

It is my opinion that the trouble is in the construction

of the ribbon ; it is entirely too light. I would suggest

using a heavier grade of raw silk or a light grade and
double ends. If it is not convenient to do this, the finisher

should use more glue. Erimo.

It seems to me that the splits in the samples of ribbon

you inclose are due primarily to the weave that is used. I

would suggest that the inquirer make some of the ribbon with

a tighter weave. Fkdkkal.

Setting Guides on Spoolers

To what setting, expressed in thousandths of an inch,

should spooler guides be set to obtain the most economical
results in both the spooling and weaving departments? The
yarn spun is spun to 30s and 40s, warp twist. What speeds on
spinning frames have been found most satisfactory for these

numbers using full one inch staple cotton, and what twist

per inch? (2327)

Care should be taken in setting guides on spoolers irre-

spective of the make of the guide. The best setting of the

guide is determined by experiment. I do not mean to say

that the setting should be made so that anything and every-

thing should pass through, or that the setting should be so

that the ends will break out easily. When" a setting has once

been found to give excellent results, it should be strictly

adhered to.

Some mills follow this for setting guides : The square root

of the number of yards in one pound of yarn indicates the

number of ends that will lie side by side in 25,000 yards in
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one pound. The square root of this number equals 158, which
means that 158 ends will lie side by side in one inch, hence

a 30s 3'arn equals one 158th of an inch in diameter.

Of course, it will be impossible to set the guides to this

measurement, as even the smallest knot would not pass if this

was done. In order to make allowance for the knot, the

guide is set just about twice this width, or l/79th of an inch.

This probably will be a little too close, but for the best

results the guide should not be set very much more open than

this.

If a knot tyer is used, there will not be any long or loose

ends, and a closer setting can be made than when the knot
is tied by hand.

Using one inch staple cotton on 30s yarn, the spindle speed

will be about 9,400 revolutions per minute, with a front roll

speed of about 115. The twist per inch is obtained by using

4.75 as the standard multiplier, which gives about 26 turns

per inch. On 40s yarn the spindle speed should be about

9,500 revolutions, with a front roll speed of 100, the turns

per inch being about 30. Wasco.

Waterproofing Ramie

We enclose a sample of ramie fiber strip made from a ramie
fiber and stiffened by a solution of gelatine. We wish to

waterproof this material. Any information you can give us

on this subject will be appreciated. (2098)

As this ramie fiber has a gelatine finish, it will have a certain

amount of resistance to water as it is, but the showerproofing

effect could be greatly increased by adopting the chromide of

gelatine process. This is effected by adding from 3 to 5 per

cent, bi-chrome to the gelatine dressing, but the drawback is

that this has to be done in the dark, and the dressing also

used in the dark as the chromide is produced by the action

of sunlight. A solution of pure tannic acid or formalin would
also give a showerproofing effect. Culebra.

Yarn Mill for a Towel Plant

We are thinking seriously of putting in a cotton spinning

plant to make yarns for the purpose of manufacturing union
table cloths, napkins, towelings and terry towelings. Could
you give us a list of the machinery necessary for a mill to

manufacture the following amounts of yarn per year : 130,000
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lbs. of 4s yarn, 92,000 lbs. of 6s yarn, 138,000 lbs. of 12s

yarn, 168,000 lbs. of 18s yarn, 72,000 lbs. of 24s yarn. (2642)

Calling a year 50 weeks, a weekly production of 12,000

pounds would be necessary. We will consider that the 4s

and 6s yarn are made from intermediate roving and that 4s,

6s, 12s and 18s yarn are single spun, and the 24s double spun.

The following machinery would be required; the prices vary,

but the figures given will give a general idea of the cost

:

1 Two beater breaker picker, at $1275 $1275
2 One beater finisher picker, at $750 1500

12 Revolving top flat cards, at $650 7500

1 Seventy-two spindle slubber, at $15 per spindle.. 1020

2 One hundred and four spindles intermediate, at $12
per spindle 2496

3 One hundred and sixty spindle tine frames, at

$7.50 per spindle 3600

15 Spinning frames, 208 spindles, at $3 9360
2 Spoolers, 100 spindles each, at $4 600
2 Beam warpers, at $350 700

1 Slasher, at $1250 1250

Miscellaneous equipment, silver cans, bobbins,

skewers, belting, etc., 5 per cent, of the cost of

machinery 1465 05

$30766 05

Areson.

Yarn Sizes for Men's Hose

What is the proper yarn to use for men's hose, that is,

hosiery that is usually called "home knit" and made on a

flat knitting machine? The machines in our plant are 6
needles to the inch. The hosiery is to be sold at from $3.25
to $4.75. (2594)

In making woolen hosiery on a machine of six needles to

the inch, it is customary to use a machine not less than

4% inches in diameter of the circular type. This would come
just about midway between an 84 and a 72-needle machirte.

In that case a yarn weighing 190 grains to 50 yards would
be necessary. It is possible to vary a little either way in order
to produce a certain or desired weight of hose.

Garwahl.
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Sizing Worsted Warps

Our work is all men's wear worsteds, sized yarn, the reeds
var\ing from 13s to 20s, 4 to 6 ends per dent. These reeds
become very dirty from 3'arn flyings, size, grease, etc. Can
you give us a method by which we can remove same, as this

combination cakes on the reed while weaving, making it

very difficult for the warp to come through? (2071)

The inquirer is no doubt making the size too strong, put-

ting too much glue into it, or not boiling it long enough so that

it will mix well. The reeding has nothing to do with the

trouble. It may be that the size is left; in the pans on the

dressing frame and allowed to become cold. If this is the

case, the size becomes too thick, and will go onto the yarn in

lumps, and when weaving will chafe from the yarn and clog

the reed, causing the warp to run badly. The following

formula is one of the best for sizing

:

Water lbs. 100

Starch ozs. 8

Glue ozs. 8

Softening oil ozs. 4

Glycerine ozs. 4

Care must be taken in the boiling and that the right in-

gredients are used. Be sure to see that the size in the pan
on the dressing frame is not allowed to cool. Have a steam

pipe connected with the pan and the steam turned on all the

time. Do not allow any of the sizing to stay in the pan over

night. Run it off into a pail and turn back in the kettle used

for the mixing. If oil cannot be had, then double the amount
of glycerine and boil until the mixture thickens and is suitable

to go on without lumping. Above all, do not allow the body
of the size to settle to the bottom of the pan, but stir the

mixture once or twice an hour. Greenwich.

Stains in Finished Goods

Lately we have had considerable trouble from stains in

bleaching and dyeing. It is difficult to trace the trouble to

its sources and we would be glad of any help that you can

give us. (1313)

The question of stains appearing upon bleached and finished

cotton goods is one of the most troublesome that the bleachery

has to contend with. At first, the cause of all stains or other
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discolorations appears to be easy of solution, but as a general

rule, each defect of this kind becomes somewhat difficult, as

one by one the probable causes are eliminated. An unusually

complete consideration of this problem was given in an article

printed in the September 30, 1916, issue of the Textile World
Journal.

Covering Kiers with Asbestos

Can you give me any information as to the advisability of

covering with asbestos kiers for boiling towels? I should

like to know if this would be a practical thing to do, and if

there would be very much benefit derived from doing it.

Would also like to know whether paper asbestos would be a

satisfactory material for this purpose. (2561)

In my opinion the covering of bleaching kiers with asbestos

is a very wise and practical thing to do; whether the kiers are

used for boiling towels or anything else. A kier used for

boiling out cotton goods has a considerable surface area, and

when this is exposed to the outer temperature a large amount
of condensation takes place. Even if there is not absolute

condensation, it must be evident that there is a certain amount
of cooling off around the sides of the kier.

It is not necessary to use asbestos, if it is a question of cost.

There is a corrugated covering made of asbestos and paper,

with air spaces running between the layers, which is a very

good substitute for asbestos. Of course, asbestos is the best

for covering kiers, as it is a non-conductor, non-inflammable

and, therefore, covers the requirements of the . insurance

underwriters.

With the use of asbestos covering, it is claimed that it re-

quires less steam to get the goods to the boiling point, and

when boiling it requires less steam to keep them at a boil,

thus causing less coal to be used in the boilers. It also

gives a more uniform boil, as the heat is more constant when
the outside of the kier is protected against the cold. If

the kiers are connected direct to the steam, condensation is

prevented and the liquor in the kier is kept at a more uniform
strength, thus insuring a better boil and a thorough bottoming

of the goods in the boiling process, with a minimum supply

of coal and a uniform pressure of steam in the kiers, without

any undue waste of heat units. I would advise the inquirer

covering his kiers either with the paper and asbestos or the

asbestos. Delco.
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Nubs on Single Yarn

First, the nubs are made on the card. The card is stripped

of the doffer and under grids. The stock is allowed to fill,

and then the nubs are formed. These are gathered and then

put on between the laps in the finisher. There are only three

laps, and the difiference in the weight is made up with neps

or nubs. They are then taken to the cards in the usual way,

then to the drawing frames and speeders and spun in the

usual way.

There is still another way which is not quite as expensive,

but the nubs do not seem to be attached to the thread quite

so securely. The method is as follows : After the nubs are

made on the card, they are put in a hopper with a weighing

attachment which is placed before the card, and the stocik

falls on a lattice. They are then carded, and to help the

stock through the can there is a good silver of carded cotton

run with it. Sometimes this is enough for the other 4 ends

in the drawing frame. If more nubs are required, the nub
sliver is doubled and sent through the card room in the usual

way, and then on to the spinning room. Morocco.

Prices of Cotton and Yarn

We would appreciate it very much if you can tell us what
price mills could afford to pay for Sea Island cotton to make
a fair profit when yarns are quoted at $1 to $1.02 for 80s. If

you cannot give us this information, could you put us in touch
with some one who can do so? (2733)

If you would like to know what are average mill costs, sell-

ing charges and profits on yarns, it is possible that we might

obtain the information for you, but in our opinion it would

be valueless as indicating what mills could afford to pay for

cotton. There may be market conditions in which buyers

give wbat they can afford to pay for materials purchased,

but we think it is a rule of economics and of actual trade as

well that buyers pay no more than they are obliged to at any

given time, no matter what they can afford to pay. Also

that the converse of this is true, and that sellers always

obtain as much as they can for the products without regard

to what the buyer can afford to pay or to the price that they

can afford to sell and still make a fair profit.

It is quite possil)lc that, with 80s single Sea Island skeins

selling above $1 a pound, spinners might be able to pay 50 to
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60 cents a pound for fancy Florida cotton, but 3^ou will prob-

ably appreciate the fact that this will not necessarily make
such prices possible for the raw material, and that spinners

will not pay more for the cotton than they are obliged to.

The present abnormally high prices for cotton yarns and

goods have not been influenced in any way by the high price

of the raw material, but solely by the law of supply and de-

mand as it affects the yarns and goods themselves. The sell-

ing price of cotton will be similarly determined, but it is quite

possible, as was outlined in a recent editorial in Textile World
Journal, that the ability of spinners to pay higher prices for

raw materials may cause them to resist advances in the latter

less strenuously than usual.

Conditioning Knitting Yarns

Some knitters use a solution on merino and worsted yarns

;

others steam the yarn or treat it to get better results in knit-

ting. On fine counts in particular, ends very frequently break
in the knitting process, causing waste. It is claimed that

treating the yarn makes it elastic and will give better results

in knitting. Can you advise us what this process is? (2016)

The process of steaming for merino and worsted yarns is

not very satisfactory. It shrinks the wool and causes the yarn

to be uneven. Steamed yarn very often bothers the knitters

by adhering to the needles. There is also great danger of

corrosion unless the yarn is oiled. The old system of running

the yarn over a smooth roll which revolves slowly in a trough

of emulsion gives the best results. Some knitters believe that

the yarn is improved if it is left undisturbed for a day or two
after being wound. In my opinion, however, it is best to put it

up as soon as wound, as it lessens the danger of shrinkage

and if used at once may be safely dampened a little more
than would be permissible if it is to be kept a week or so

before being used. An olive oil emulsion gives good results.

WiNWICK.

Breakage of Artificial Silk in Damp Weather
In the manufacture of artificial silk goods a great deal of

time is lost by the stopping of machines during damp and
rainy weather, owing to the bad running of the silk, tlie mois-

ture having a tendency to weaken the filament. Will you
inform me what methods are used in this country and abroad
for overcoming this difficulty? (2232)
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Our French correspondent replies to this question as fol-

lows :

The Chardonnet, Glanzhoff and viscose processes of manu-
facturing artificial silk produce the cellulose in the form of

a hydrate. This is what causes a decrease in the strength

of the material when moistened. Eschalier has found that

a process of treating viscose by formaldehyde in the pres-

ence of acid remedies this difficulty by changing the struc-

ture of the material. It remains to be seen whether the

elasticity of the filnient is affected as the strength increases.

Gaul.

[The above reply indicates that the mill remedy for the

difficulty consists in regulating the humidity of the work
rooms.

—

Ed.]

Unevenness in Ribbon Selvage

We are having all kinds of trouble with a mercerized 2/30s
filling in our ribbon and we are unable to determine just what
the cause is. We are at present using an extra good quality

of yarn and it does not seem to work any better, causing un-

evenness in the selvage of the ri1)bon. We thought that pos-

sibly it might be something in our machinery, although we
have gone over this very carefully and cannot see where there

is any trouble. We are enclosing a sample of this ribbon. We
would thank vou if vou could shed some light on this matter.

(2207)

The defect in the selvage of this ribbon is caused by a

lack of tension on the filling. It is necessary to draw the

filling tight in the shuttle. Owing to the fineness of the

warp it is necessary to mount the threads at each side on

independent bobbins and subject these side threads to an

extra tension. The tight threads have a tendency to hold

the filling in place, Gaul.
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Machinery for Manufacturing Worsted Yarn

What machinerN' is nccessiiry to manufacture 750 pounds of

2/36s crossbred yarn per day from the grease wool to the

dyed yarn wound on cones? (2497)

The following is a typical equipment: 1 wool scouring

machine, 5 60-in. cards, 1 7-cylinder backwasher, 2 first can

gills, 2 second balling gills, 1 punch box, 2 or 3 Noble's combs,

2 first finishers, 2 second linishers.

Drawing machines : 2 can gill boxes, 2 2-spin(lle gill boxes,

1 4-spindle first drawing box, 1 6-spindle second drawing
box, 1 8-spindle third drawing box, 2 8-spindle finishing

boxes, 2 24-spindle shibbing boxes, 3 32-spindle reducing boxes

(for fine work), 9 32-spindle roving boxes.

Spinning machines: 15 200-spindle spinning frames, 8 200-

spindle twisting frames, 2 4^1-drum cone winders.

John Brown.

Hawser and Cable Twist

I would appreciate your help in solving a little problem that

I have been trying to settle as to the technical difTerence in

"hawser" and "cable" as applied to the twisting and plying

of cotton yarn. I have always thought that "hawser" meant
yarn and first plying of the same hand twist and the last

plying of the opposite twist, and for "cable'' yarn one hand
twist, first plying reverse twist and next plying same twist

as the yarn. In other words the cable is alternating twist

and the hawser two twists in the same direction, then reverse.

(2139)

"Cable" twist applied to cotton yarn means that the first

twist is opposite to the twist with which the yarn is spun.

The next twist is opposite to the first, and so on.

"Hawser" twist means that the first twisting is in the

same direction as the twist with which the yarn is spun. The
next twist is in the opposite direction. The yarn for "Haw-
ser" twist is spun softer and with less twist, so that it permit's

of twisting again in the same direction, otherwise it would
kink up.

Yarns, Machinery and Weight of Hosiery

By Opentex.

To determine the range of weights per dozen of mercerized

seamless hosiery that can he made successfully on machines
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of various gauges and diameters requires considerable experi-

ence. This problem is often confused with the question of

the greatest possible weight that can be produced. It should

be understood that this article discusses the greatest weight

that is practical per dozen on various gauges rather than the

greatest possible weight, inasmuch as it is possible to make a

much heavier weight of goods than it will be found practical

to do.

The weight, of course, depends on the number of the yarn

which is to be used. On a 3->4 inches cylinder, 136 needle

machine, the range of yarns which it is practical to use would

run from 2/24s to 2/14s, and the weights would vary from
V/4 lbs. to 2 lbs.

On a 156 needle, 3^ inches diameter, machine, the range

of yarns would run from 2/20s to 2/32s, and the weights

would vary from 1 lb. to V/o lbs.

On a 176 needle, 3^ inches, machine, the range of yarns

would be from 2/40s to 2/24s and the weights would vary

from 14 ounces to 1 lb. and 6 ounces.

On a 188 needle, 3^ inches, machine, the range of yarn

would run from 2/50s to 2/30s, and the weights would range

from 14 ounces to 1 lb. and 4 ounces.

On a 220 needle, 3^ inches diameter, machine, the range

of yarns would be from 2/60s to 2/36s, and the range of

weights would run from 14 ounces to 1^4 lbs.

On a 220 needle, 3^ inches diameter, machine, the range of

yarns would run from 2/70s to 2/40s, and the range of

weights would run from 12 ounces to 18 ounces.

On a 240 needle, 3^ inches, machine, the range of yarns

would run from 2/ 100s to 2/60s, and the range of weights

would run from 11 ounces to 16 ounces.

Results from Widening Range.

The above figures are based upon what has been found to

be the most practical range consistent with satisfactory re-

sults from a knitting standpoint. It is possible greatly to

widen the range on each of these gauges, but, by so doing,

it will be found that the waste, needle breakage, and seconds

will run to excess. By confining these gauges within the

range, as above given, excellent results should be obtained!

It should also be borne in mind that the weight of the

yarn used does not necessarily regulate the weight of the.

finished product, inasmuch as it is possible to change the

amount of stock or the number of courses which the stock-
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ing contains, and in this way increase or rcdnce the weight

of the finished product.

It is possible to use a number 2/50s yarn and a number
2/60s yarn on a 220 needle machine, and by increasing the

number of courses or revolutions in the machine using the

2/60s yarns, to produce a stocking of the same weight as one
made from the 2/50s yarn containing less stock or a less

number of revolutions. It must be left absolutely to the knit-

ter's judgment as to the amount of stock which the finished

stocking should contain in order to give the proper elasticity

or consistency to the finished product.

Testing Yarns

Please give us some information in regard to the testing

of yarns for strength by weavers or textile manufacturers.
What is meant by "yarns must test 20 to 30 pounds"? (2366)

The ordinary method of testing the strength of yarn is to
reel the yarn into a skein 1^ yards long containing 80 ends.

In breaking this skein the strain comes on 160 ends. This is

probably the method to which the inquirer refers.

Trouble With Mule Spun Cotton Warp
We are sending you under separate cover some Texas strict

good middling cotton dyed light blue. We find it is impossible
to keep the jack running on account of the roping breaking
and winding around the small iron rollers on the spinning
mule. You will note that sample marked No. 1 is the raw
cotton before being run through the cleaning machine ; No. 2
is the stock after being cleaned; and No. 3, the dyed stock
which is giving us trouble. In a small envelope you will note
there are small lumps or seeds which are the cause of all the
trouble, as they stick to the roller. (2580)

The inquirer fails to state the number of yarn spun from
the sample of roving submitted. There are several causes for

his difificulty, the draft may be too long, staple uneven, or not

enough humidity. A draft of ten is the general standard.

Too wide a setting between the front and middle rolls will

cause the roving to lap around the middle rollers, and "spire"

through the front rollers. This trouble shows up when the

staple is very uneven. Relative humidity in a mule room
should be about 55 per cent. Men of wide experience in

colored work claim that the humidity should be 62.

Wheatley.
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The trouble is in the dyestuff. It will more often occur
with stock dyed with natural colors than with coal tar colors.

From the sample it would appear that the stock was dyed with
indigo blue, leaving the cotton very harsh. I would suggest
using one-quarter or one-half of one per cent, of some good
softener that will leave the stock in a soft condition. The
reason for the roping breaking and winding around the iron

rollers is because of the electricity in the harsh stock. To
overcome this it is better not to dry the stock too much in the

dryer, leaving it a little damp and when spinning the stock

have the air as moist and as warm as possible by using steam
or any suitable humidifying system. The most satisfactory

method would be to work in some white stock in the batch.

For example, dye the stock a deep blue and mix in about
10 per cent, of white stock. Make the stock up and see how
it compares with the desired sample. By varying the dyed
stock and the amount of white stock the proper shade will be
produced.

There is no need of going into the matter of dyeing, for

ever3'one knows that dyed stock will not run as well as the

natural color. The reason for this is because by boiling

the cotton, which is necessary before dyeing, the fatty sub-

tances are removed from the fibers and act as a lubricant.

Application of dyestuff leaves fibers hard. Winton.

Weaving Seersucker Effects

I enclose a sample of imported shirting which I have at-

tempted to match, but without success. I get the crepe effect

on the stripe, but it is not pronounced enough. After taking
off the tension on the loom the ends begin to loop, spoiling

the cloth. I am using l/60s warp and l/50s filling, 98 ends
and 84 picks per inch in the loom. (2032)

In producing seersucker effects care is necessary in setting

the harness and timing the motion by which the stripe is made.
The ends for the seersucker stripe should be drawn on
separate harness and a somewhat larger shed should be
made on those harness. The motion by which the stripe is

made should be set so that the ends will be slackened when
the reed comes in contact with the cloth. If the inquirer will

follow these directions a good seersucker stripe should be the

result. This stripe, however, would probably give a better

effect if the ends were drawn two in an eye. Wasco.
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Matching Goods by Staining

Enclosed find two sami)les of knit goods. One is ^ wool
and the other % wool. Can you give me a formula for stain-

ing this ys wool sample to make it look like the ^ wool for
one-half pound goods? (2504)

The 3/4 wool fabric is so much lighter in shade that it will

be difficult to stain the other sample to match it without first

subjecting it to a bleaching process. By laying the % wool
sample over a sheet of white paper, it is seen to be quite pink
in tone, while the ^ wool sample is distinctly yellowish. To
bring the Ys wool sample to match the ^ wool goods, this

pink cast must be overcome. It is doubtful if this can be

done by the use of the ordinary tinting dyes wifhout deepening
the tone of the finished fabric.

The proper method is to bleach the fabric, and then tint up
with a very slight touch of a direct yellow, that will at the

same time stain the wool. Dumfries.

Cost Estimate for Woolen Hosiery

Please give us all the information you can relative to the
average cost of knitting and finishing fulled woolen hosiery.

Also what is the average overhead expense on this class of
manufacture? (2613)

The cost of manufacturing woolen hosiery depends on
the grade of hose being manufactured. Woolen hosiery is

manufactured in various weights and gauges, also in various

percentages of wools, and each grade and weight differs in

the cost of manufacture. Inasmuch as a 72-needle, 3^ inch

machine will produce ten dozen of hose per day while a

machine having 160 needles, and 3^ inches in diameter,

will produce only five dozen per day, it will be readily un-

derstood that the labor cost must differ considerably.

The cost of finishing the goods depends on whether or

not the goods are to be dyed or whether they are to be
finished natural. Inasmuch as at the present time the cost

of dyeing materials is very high, it is impossible to give
any cost on dyeing. For this reason, it will be necessary
for us to give only the cost of finishing the goods in their

natural state in the dyeing department.

The overhead expense will vary greatly according to the

output of the mill. It will be found very difficult to keep
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the overhead expense as low or low enough in a mill hav-
ing only a small output to compete with a mill having a

larger output. However, we shall indeavor to give an aver-

age cost on the average weight of woolen hose finished

natural as follows

:

We will take for a basis a 76-needle half hose, weigh-
ing three pounds per dozen. The cost of knitting the rib

top is Mc- per dozen ; transferring rib top, 8c. per dozen,

knitting foot, 6c. per dozen ; looping, 5c. per dozen ; mending
and inspecting, 3c. per dozen; finishing and fulling, 9c. per

dozen; boarding and drying, 2c. per dozen; mating, Ic. per

dozen ; bundling, ^c. per dozen ; making a total labor cost

of 3354c. per dozen.

To the above must be added the overhead expense, which
will vary largely in different mills. The overhead in most
mills will average about 65 per cent, of the labor cost; and
on hosiery of this grade, would amount to about 21c. per

dozen, making a total cost of about 55c. per dozen, exclusive

of material and selling cost.

It must be borne in mind thu it is almost impossible in

an answer of this kind to give a satisfactory estimate of

overhead expense. As stated above, this is bound to vary
according to the output or capacity of the plant. In a plant

having a small capacity, it is a very difficult matter to keep

the overhead expense down low enough to compete with

those having a very large capacity, inasmuch as the gen-

eral supervision fixed charges and other fixed charges are

greater proportionately on a mill having a small output. So,

in reality, the figures which have been given as an average

overhead expense cannot be used as a safe basis for figuring

the cost of production.

It will be found that there are very few manufacturers

who really know what their goods are costing them, as they

fail to include numerous items of expense in overhead

charges. Among these must be ii^cluded the following:

Salaries of officers, superintendent, overseers, excess day

labor, and wages paid out- for lalior not actually engaged in

producing.

Insurance, taxes, interest, depreciation, general mill ex-

pense, general expense, packing and numerous other in-

direct charges which come up drily.

From this it will be easily understood that a mill having

a large production will be enabled to reduce the average

overhead expense to the smaller figure. If there is any
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one feature of the business in which the average textile

manufacturer is deficient it is in cost accounting. It is im-

possible to do justice to the above inquiry in an answer of

this nature and the only figures quoted above which would
be of benefit to anyone engaging in the manufacture of

woolen hosiery are the prices quoted on the different opera-

tions. Opentex.

Friction on a Shuttle

I would like to have some information in regard to the

tension on the filling in looms. The warp is 32s and the fill-

ing 40s, weaving 27-inch goods on a 44-inch loom. Please
advise me how the tension could be made and the manner in

which it is inserted in the eye of the shuttle, also what kind of
stock to use. I also have some difficulty with filling on 2 by 1

and 4 by 1 looms. (2020)

There are several ways of putting friction on yarn in

a shuttle to get the best results. I would suggest that a 3/16

inch hole be bored in the bottom of the shuttle at the en-

trance of the eye on the shuttle where the yarn enters the

eye of the shuttle, and then draw a bunch of warp yarn
that will fit the hole tightly. Cut it off at about the top

of the eye. If the yarn is soft twisted, have the hole about

an inch straight from the eye to the spindle on the shuttle

and have the yarn as it comes from the bobbin pass through
the yarn that is used for friction so that it will hold it

tight enough and prevent the drawing-in on the side. Be
sure that there is not too much power on the loom, as that

makes the shuttle rebound in the boxes. This will cause

the filling to draw in on the side.

Some loom fixers use a fliat wire, ^ of an inch wide. A
groove is cut in the shuttle about half an inch below the

eye and the wire comes flush with the eye of the shuttle.

The yarn will come in contact with the wire and thus

cause a friction as it draws through the eye of the

shuttle. I have. always had good success, in the first men-
tioned way, as the wire in the shuttle is liable to become
loose if not properly fastened and break out the ends of

the warp. Grfenwich.
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Spinning Mohair Mixtures

I have been making mohair yarn on a 48-inch card, 48

ends, weighing 430 grains, ^2 run, on the card and 291 grains,

^ run, spun 3-arn. 1 have had some trouble in the condens-
ing, not being able to rub it enough to prevent it from catch-

ing together when the mule comes out. 1 have lately tried

making the roping 215 grains and spinning two ends together,

but still have trouble in the condensing. The condenser is

running the limit, 350 to 400 turns per minute. We use a

Barker condenser and it is in good condition. We also have
trouble in keeping the slivers from running slack between
the banks, although the largest drive gear is used. We have
changed the stroke of the aprons, but cannot use a very long

stroke as the stock is so long it catches together and makes
trouble. I know there must be some remedy for the difficulty.

The batch contains 40 per cent, garnetted mohair, 40 per cent.

noils and 20 per cent, mohair. (2364)

I would advise this inquirer sending to the shop where
the aprons are made for larger change gears to the

aprons can be driven fast enough to prevent the roving

from running slack between the banks. If the roving can

be condensed so that it will come off the spool I think it

can be made to spin all right on a 2-gauge mule. Draw
the carriage a little ahead of the rolls when the roving is

being delivered so as to keep the ends tight. If there is

not too much draft the yarn ought to spin all right. Mohair
is very slippery stock to handle and is hard to condense,

but if it can be rubbed enough so that it will come off the

spools it can be made to spin. Woolen Spinner.

Shearing Pile Goods
We have sent you under another cover a sample for army

officers' sleeping-bags. We are succeeding quite well in

spinning, weaving and raising the goods, but failing dis-

mally in shearing them. The pile seems to slip the knife.

What is the right machine for the purpose? (2431)

The ordinary cloth shearing machine is the only one needed,

but it must be fitted with the right knives. The inquirer has

doubtless been using plain cutters on the cylinder of the ma-
chine. What are wanted are file-cut knives, which have cuts

like those of a file upon one of their sides. These file marks
provide a slight serration of the cutting edge, sufficient to

grip the pile and prevent the slippage complained of.

Wessex,
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Weaving Bedford Cords
I have read with interest the reply to the question re-

garding Bedford cord in the December 11th issue of the
Journal, and would like to offer further suggestions. The
cloth is a Bedford cord effect, in which both the eml)ossed
stripe and the depressed stripe are cord effects, the latter
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Production of a Loom

Will you kindly give me the following information: In

the manufacture of 36 inch 5 yard sheeting with 44 picks to

the inch of warp and 44 picks to the inch of filling, how many-
pounds of hoth will be consumed in a square yard of goods?
Also how many yards should a plain loom produce in a day
of ten hours, running at 180 picks per minute? Would it

be practicable on this class of goods to speed it up to 200
picks a minute? (2072)

As the cloth is 36 inches wide, each running yard is equal

to a square yard. There being 5 yards to the pound it fol-

lows that each yard will weigh 3.2 ounces. As the cloth

is 44 square, the weight of the warp will be equal to that

of the filling, consequently each square yard of the cloth

will consist of 1.6 ounces warp and 1.6 ounces filling.

The production of this cloth per loom would depend upon
the amount of time lost by reason of the loom be'ing idle.

This loss depends upon a number of varying factors. The
theoretical production of a loom is found by dividing the

picks per minute by the picks per inch. This gives the num-
ber of hundred yards per week of 60 hours. For example,

on the cloth under consideration, the theoretical production

would be 180 ^ 44 = 409 yards. If there was a loss of

10 per cent, the actual production would be 368 yards per

week of 60 hours. Whether it would be practicable to

speed the plain loom to 200 picks per minute is a question

that could be decided finally only 'by a test. It is frequently

found that increasing the speed of a loom results in a loss

of production.

Different Shades from Same Dye Bath

I am sending two stockings dyed with 6 per cent. Sulphur
Black and 9 per cent, double strength sodium. You will no-
tice these stockings are two entirely dififerent shades, and
they run that way through the batch ; one stocking being one
shade and the other stocking entirely dififerent. I have tried

varying the amounts of sodium sulphide, and have also used the

first rinse water with and without the addition of sodium
sulphide. This difference does not seem to occur when I

take the goods out and rinse them bv hand, but no matter
how long they arc washed in the tub they come out like the

samples I am sending. We use a Smith, Drum rotary machine,

300 pounds capacity. (2620)
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It is very difficult to offer any explanation as to why dif-

ferent stockings in the same bath, dyed at the same time

with a single dye, turn out some of one shade and some of

another. It would seem to us that the stockings were

mixed, that is, stockings made of slightly different yarns,

but of the same count, became mixed before dyeing. This

might be noticeable if the stockings in the gray were care-

fully examined before dyeing. If the complaint hinged upon

unevenness in the same stocking, there might be reason to

suspect that the dyeing was not done satisfactorily.

When single batches are dyed and sorted out with dif-

ferences such as are shown by the samples submitted, it

is almost conclusive that they are mixed lots. As a pos-

sible means to overcome this difficulty, we would strongly

urge that each gray batch be well boiled out with weak soda

or with some good make of soluble oil. The treatment will

most likely even up the batches and reduce to a minimum
the possibility of irregularities complained of. The dyeing

machine used by the inquirer is in nowise responsible for the

two shades of black. Berwick.

Dobby and Jacquard Figures

What is the proper definition of the term "jacquard weave"
as applied to weaves made otherwise than upon jacquard

looms? (2279)

No sanction has been found in practice for applying the

name jacquard to dobby weaves nor is any such habit known.
The goods produced on either class of loom are called gen-

erically "figures," and while small and simple figures are

woven ordinarily on dobbies the larger and more complex
have necessarily to be produced upon jacquards and they

are often invoiced as jacquard figures. Wessex.

Making Colored Nubs for Knickerbockers

How can I full woolen nubs for knickerbockers? The nubs
I am using are too soft and I am told they should be fulled

before being mixed in the batch. (2087)

A woolen manufacturer informs us that the best method
of making nubs for knickerbockers consists in making the

nubs of fine white wool and then coloring them the shade

desired. The boiling in the mordanting and finishing baths
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hardens the nubs so that they passed through the card with-

out much damage. To prevent the nubs from passing through

the false bottom of the dye bath a perforated copper bot-

tom could be used; they could also be colored in a cheese

cloth bag. Fulling the nubs is likely to mat them in bunches

which have to be broken up before being used. They can

be fulled by placing them in a bag, saturating with soap and

warm water, and pounding them in this condition.

Comparative Yarn Table for Cotton, Spun Silk,

Artificial Silk and Thrown Silk Yarns

The Sauquoit Silk Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

has compiled the accompanying yarn table, showing the equiva-

lent of denier sizes in yards per pound, dram sizes and cot-

ton counts

:
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wood dyeing weakens the yarn? We have been giving the
yarn a good softening with an olive oil softener and lard

oil and after-treating with chrome at a temperature of 120

degrees F. (2563)

I believe that there can be little if any tendering action

in dyeing cotton yarns with logwood if properly applied.

Skein yarn dyed with the bluestone and soda ash method
and chromed with one per cent, chromate of soda and then

softened with a good softener, which has been made thor-

oughly soluble and preferably slightly alkaline, ought to

give a good, soft black and without any tendering action.

But logwood will not make as soft a black as direct black

for several reasons. We would recommend that the inquirer

wash his yarn well after chroming and soften good at 120°

to 140° and see if this will not help him. Amazon.
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Department of Textile World Journal

every week. Avail yourself of this

service.

I
Textile World Journal |

I
461 Eighth Avenue

|

I
New York

|
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SKF is a textile machine bearing,

because it is absolutely clean,

saves power, gives increased production

and reduces machinery upkeep costs.

The following is a partial list of S K F users:

Woolen Machinery
Hubbard Machine Co.,

Worcester, Mass.

C. S. Dodge,
Lowell, Mass.

Curtis & Marble Machine Co.,
Worcester, Mass.

Smith & Furbush Machine Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

James Hunter Machine Co.,
North Adams, Mass.

C. G. Sargent & Sons' Corpn.,
Graniteville, Mass.

Wm. Schofield Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Davis & Furber Machine Co.,
North Andover, Mass.

Parks & Woolson Machine Co.
Springfield, Vt.

Saco-Lowell Shops,
Lowell, Mass.

Philadelphia Tex. Machinery Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Cotton Machinery

Fales & Jenks Machine Co.,
Pawtucket, R. I.

Saco-Lowell Shops,
Lowell, Mass.

' H & B American Machine Co.
Pawtucket, R. I.

Potter & Johnston Machine Co.
Pawtucket, R. I.

Hubbard Machine Co.,
Worcester, Mass.

Universal Winding Co.,
Providence, R. I.

Atkinson, Haserick & Co.,
Boston, Mass.

Silk Machinery

Atwood Machine Co.,
Stonington, Conn.

The features of the S K F Self-Aligning Ball

Bearing are described in Bulletin No. 68— "Better

Production from Textile Machinery." Send for it

today.

SKF- BALL BEARING CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.
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I
HOW TO UNRAVEL KINKS

|

IN HDMIDIFICATION

I A • Write I

I
American to the

Moistening
I

120 Franklin St. C^rkmw\^Y\\7 I

I BOSTON, MASS. v^onipany
|

I Our COMINS SECTIONAL I

1 SPRAY TYPE SYSTEM or our I

I ATOMIZER or COMPRESSED I

I
AIR SYSTEM are both Standards

|

I
of a Practical Air-Moistening Equip-

|

I
ment.

|

I ABSOLUTE Simplicity; Practical Efficiency: Easy
|

j of Control; All parts instantly accessible. |

OVER 75,000 OF OUR I

HUMIDIFIERS IN USE

I
WM. FIRTH, FRANK B. COMINS, |

I President Vice-Pres. and Treas. |
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SPECIAL
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I

^^''-^^"^
I

I ^,A/ OILS AND GREASES "^ I

I -^^ -FOR- •X* I

I £^ . . ^ I

I r^ Lubricating and Special Purposes ^^^ |

I 152 PLEASANT ST., LYNN, MASS. |

I BRADFORD I

I WOOL OIL I

^100% Emulsifiabte—
Uniform—Reliable

^ Lubricates the fibre

thoroughly

^ Does not gum the cards

^ Scours out with perfect

ease

^ Equals red oil at half

the cost
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I
Curtis & Marble

|

I
Machine Co. |

I Worcester, Mass. |

WOOL BURRING, PICKING
AND MIXING MACHINERY

FINISHING MACHINERY
for Woolen, Worsted and Felt Goods,

Plushes, Velvets, Corduroys, Carpets,

Rugs, Mats, Etc.

SINGLE or DOUBLEWOOLEN
SHEARING MACHINES

with Plain or List-Saving Rests

CLOTH ROOM MACHINERY
for Cotton Mills

UMASS Dartmouth
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I
The Philadelphia Textile Machinery Company

I

PROCTOR DRYERS

THE PROCTOR AUTOMATIC BOARDII
DRYING AN'D STRIPPING MACHI

FOR HOSIERY

"Cuts the Cost of Boardir

m Half"

We build nothing but
DRYING MACHINERY

Send for Booklet on Proctor Dryers for

COTTON, WOOL, SILK, YARNS, TAPES, TOWELS,
RAGS, KNIT GOODS

PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY CO.
PHILADELPHIA

VCE, R. L Chicago, III. Charlotte, N. C.
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